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Terms of Reference 

The inquiry was referred on 28 October 2020 by the Home Affairs Minister to 
report back to both Houses of Parliament on the following matters:  

1 National security risks affecting the Australian higher education and 
research sector (the Sector), having regard to all institutions within the 
sector, including those engaged in: tertiary teaching; research; the 
commercialisation of research with origins in the sector; grants and 
funding decisions in relation to the above activities; tertiary education-
related representative bodies, coordination bodies or institutional 
groupings; and regulation of the above activities. 

2 The prevalence, characteristics and significance of foreign interference, 
undisclosed foreign influence, data theft and espionage, and associated 
risks to Australia’s national security. 

3 The Sector’s awareness of foreign interference, undisclosed foreign 
influence, data theft and espionage, and its capacity to identify and 
respond to those threats. 

4 The adequacy and effectiveness of Australian Government policies and 
programs in identifying and responding to foreign interference, 
undisclosed foreign influence, data theft and espionage in the Sector. 

5 Responses to this issue in other countries and their relevance to the 
Australian situation. 

6 Any other related matter.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 On 28 October 2020 the then Home Affairs Minister, The Hon Peter Dutton 
MP, referred a general inquiry to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on 
Intelligence and Security (the PJCIS) pursuant to subparagraph 29(1)(b)(i) of 
the Intelligence Services Act 2001 (Cth) (the IS Act).1 

1.2 The reference was to inquire and report on national security risks affecting 
the higher education and research sector (the sector). The specific terms of 
reference for the inquiry are outlined in the preliminary pages of this report, 
however the inquiry has evolved as the committee has undertaken evidence-
gathering and consideration of the issues involved.   

1.3 The sector is defined in the terms of reference and includes those entities 
engaged in tertiary teaching, research, commercialisation of research, and 
other related bodies including grants, coordination and institutional entities. 
It is deliberately broad in order to fully encompass the sector and its related 
entities.  

1.4 The then Chair of the PJCIS, Mr Andrew Hastie MP, announced the 
commencement of the inquiry by media release on 4 November 2020 and 
invited written submissions from academia, government agencies and other 
interested stakeholders.2 

 
1 Subparagraph 29(1)(b)(i) of the Intelligence Services Act 2001 empowers the responsible minister, 

in this case the Home Affairs Minister, to refer any matter for review to the Committee in 
relation to the major oversight functions of the Committee in relation to intelligence and law 
enforcement agencies.   

2 Australian Parliament House (APH), ‘Intelligence Committee to focus on higher education and 
research sector security’ 
https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/House_of_Representatives/About_the_House_New
s/Media_Releases/Intelligence_Committee_to_focus_on_higher_education_and_research_sector_
security viewed 15 February 2021. 
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Committee process 

1.5 The Committee received 61 submissions, with an additional 21 
supplementary submissions (incorporating substantive supplementary 
submissions and answers to Questions on Notice). These submissions 
included a small number of confidential submissions received from private 
submitters. A list of all submissions received by the Committee is included 
at Appendix A.  

1.6 The Committee held public hearings on 11 March and 19 March 2021 in 
Canberra and by video and teleconference. A list of hearings and witnesses 
who appeared before the Committee is included at Appendix B.  

1.7 Copies of all public submissions and transcripts of public hearings are 
available on the Committee’s website.3 

Report Structure 

1.8 This report consists of six chapters: 

 This chapter briefly describes the genesis and conduct of the inquiry.  
 Chapter 2 discusses the prevalence of the identified national security 

risks. It discusses the types of national security risk that exist within the 
sector and analyses their significance, distribution and manifestation.  

 Chapter 3 discusses the sector’s capacity to identify and respond to the 
national security risks. It assesses sectoral awareness of national security 
risks, and the sufficiency and suitability of measures taken by the sector 
in response to identified risks.  

 Chapter 4 discusses the adequacy of the government policies, legislation 
and procedures with respect to the national security risks. It discusses 
existing policies and procedures, their genesis and connection to the 
material risks, as well as whether there are areas unaddressed or 
insufficiently addressed.  

 Chapter 5 explores similar approaches in other countries to these 
national security risks. It explores similar inquiries, assessments and 
measures made in related countries.   

 Chapter 6 is Committee comment. 

 
3 www.aph.gov.au/pjcis 
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1.9 In setting out some of the evidence given by submitters in this report the 
names of academics have been used. The Committee notes that it offers no 
view on the actions of individual academics. 

Subjects covered in this report 

1.10 A number of submitters made recommendations to this inquiry for reforms 
that may not be discussed in detail. Those recommendations were 
nonetheless valuable to this inquiry and helped to inform the Committee’s 
deliberations.  

1.11 This inquiry was broad in its scope as it discussed all national security risks 
present in the sector. As the evidence to this Committee demonstrated there 
are considerable differences between foreign interference against students 
on university campuses, state-sponsored cyber espionage of sensitive 
research, and traditional espionage via human means. All of these are 
however variants of national security risks and will be discussed in this 
report. Broadly this indicates a loose division between the sector as a target, 
and the sector as a vector for the national security risks identified above.  

Related current or recent inquiries and reports 

1.12 The Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade had 
an inquiry into issues facing diaspora communities in Australia. The report 
made some references to foreign interference in the sector.4 

1.13 The Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade also 
recently reported on the Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory 
Arrangements) Bill 2020 (the Foreign Relations Bill).5 Foreign interference in 
the higher education sector was discussed as part of this inquiry. Several 
submitters to the PJCIS inquiry also provided similar submissions to the 
Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade. 6 

 
4  

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_
and_Trade/Diasporacommunities 

5 The Bill subsequently became the Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) 
Act 2020 (Cth) (the Foreign Relations Act).  

6 Inquiry into the Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) Bill 2020 and 
Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) (Consequential Amendments) 
Bill 2020, Senate Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Committee, November 2020, 
https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/committees/reportsen/024540/toc_pdf/Australia
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2. Prevalence, characteristics and 
significance of the national 
security risks 

2.1 A key component of the terms of reference was to consider the prevalence, 
characteristics and significance of foreign interference, undisclosed foreign 
influence, data theft and espionage, and associated risks to Australia’s 
national security (the risks) in the sector.  

2.2 The Committee considered the prevalence (the probability and frequency of 
these risks occurring), the characteristics (how the risks were manifesting 
themselves) and the significance (the consequence of the risks and degree to 
which these issues represent serious national security concerns). The 
Committee considered risks as a function of probability and consequence 
and relied on submissions and hearings to make these assessments.  

2.3 Where Chapter 3 considers the sector’s awareness of national security risks 
and their efforts to identify and mitigate these risks, and Chapter 4 considers 
the efficacy of government policies in respect of these risks, this chapter 
considers what the national security risks are and their relative significance.  

2.4 This chapter will first discuss the sector itself, considering why it may be 
considered a target and what factors have led to this occurring. It will then 
move to a discussion on the risks themselves, defining the key concepts and 
assessing the manifestation of the risks in the sector.  

The Australian Higher Education and research sector  

2.5 The sector, as outlined in the terms of reference, is a broad grouping of 
entities throughout Australia involved in research and higher education. A 
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significant portion of the sector is the 43 universities in Australia.1 These 
universities serve important functions in both teaching and research across a 
wide variety of subjects.  

2.6 In addition to the universities the sector includes coordination and advocacy 
bodies such as the Group of 8 (Go8), the Australian Technology Network of 
Universities (ATNU), Innovative Research Universities (IRU) and 
Universities Australia (UA) as well as government entities involved in the 
provision of grants or research such as the Australian Research Council 
(ARC) and the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organisation (CSIRO).  

2.7 The sector also encompasses joint ventures between universities and 
enterprise. The sector, by this definition, is intended to be comprehensive. 
The most relevant Federal Government department for the sector is the 
Department of Education, Skills and Employment (DESE), and for the risks 
it is the Department of Home Affairs.  

Economic importance of the sector 

2.8 The sector is an important part of the Australian economy. As UA said, 
international education is Australia’s fourth largest export. International 
education generated $40.3 billion in export income in 2019 and this increased 
153 per cent from 2008 to 2019. Of this, the higher education sector 
contributed around 70 per cent of the international education export income 
in 2019. UA, citing government data, suggested 247,454 full-time equivalent 
jobs were supported by international education in 2018.2 DESE said the 
sector provided an innovation system critical for maintaining a ‘strong and 
globally competitive Australian economy’.3 

Research importance of the sector 

2.9 Several submissions noted the importance of the research performed by 
Australian universities and the impact of this research on Australian society. 
UA said universities performed approximately 43 per cent of all applied 

 
1 Study in Australia, ‘List of Australian Universities’, 

https://www.studyinaustralia.gov.au/English/Australian-Education/Universities-Higher-
Education/list-of-australian-universities, viewed on 15 February 2021.   

2 Universities Australia (UA), Submission 26, p. 4. 

3 DESE, Submission 19, p. 13. 
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research in Australia in 2018.4 UA said domestically Australian universities 
perform 90 per cent of basic research.5 

2.10 The ARC said Australia was responsible for approximately 3 per cent of 
global scientific output while being home to only 0.34 per cent of the global 
population.6 DESE said the strong research sector in Australia underpinned 
the reputation of universities which ensured strong performance in 
international university rankings and attracted international students and 
researchers to Australia.7 

2.11 DESE said both the sector and the Australian community benefited 
significantly from the presence of international students and collaboration 
with international researchers. DESE said this research supported the 
competitiveness of Australian companies and the growth of the Australian 
economy.8 

2.12 The Australian Technology Network of Universities with the University of 
Newcastle discussed the broader public good that universities provided, 
saying: 

Universities are public institutions, existing for public good, which means we 
have a responsibility to ensure national prosperity, and the development of 
knowledge, as well as a critical role as custodians of our free and open 
society.9 

The importance of international collaboration and 
research 

2.13 Several submissions discussed how important international collaboration 
was for the sector, including for research and international student 
populations. These submissions discussed international students, research 
outputs with various countries, and other types of international engagement 
activities undertaken by the sector.  

 
4 UA, Submission 26, p. 5. 

5 UA, Submission 26, p. 1. 

6 Australian Research Council (ARC), Submission 18, p. 2. 

7 DESE, Submission 19, p. 13. 

8 DESE, Submission 19, p. 13. 

9 Australian Technology Network of Universities and the University of Newcastle (ATNU), 
Submission 24, p. 2. 
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2.14 The Go8 additionally said Australian research engagement with China was 
significantly less than popularly assumed. They said Go8 university 
international collaboration between 2015 and 2019 (in terms of co-
publication) was 34 per cent with the European Union, 23 per cent with the 
United States, 17 per cent with the United Kingdom and 13 per cent with 
China. Go8 said there was significantly greater engagement between China 
and both the United Kingdom and United States than Australia. Go8 said 
between 2015 and 2019 the United States co-published 21,292 articles with 
China on the sensitive topic of materials science compared to Australia’s 
6,352.10 These statistics were used to demonstrate Australia’s research 
relationship with China was less than commonly assumed.  

2.15 In discussing the international student context in Australia DESE said there 
were approximately 66,578 higher degree by research students in Australia 
in 2019, 36 per cent of this number were international students.11  The Cyber 
Security Cooperative Research Centre (CSCRC) said 37 per cent of all PhD 
students in Australia were international students, and of those 75 per cent 
were enrolled in science-related degrees.12 These statistics were given in 
order to illustrate what the international student environment was in 
Australia.  

2.16 In discussing international student populations the University of 
Queensland (UQ) discussed the importance of diversification and said:  

I think universities were always very conscious that they needed to diversify 
the source countries of their international students and that an 
overdependence on one country was exposing them to a level of risk. Whether 
that risk was geopolitical or whether it was more narrowly economic would 
just depend on the circumstances at the time.13 

2.17 Western Sydney University (WSU) provided a brief overview of the types of 
international engagement which could be possible by institutions in the 
sector. This included memoranda of understanding, articulation agreements, 
and agent partnership agreements, cooperative agreements, letter of intents, 
agreements for short courses, study abroad arrangements, and student and 
staff exchange agreements. WSU said they had over 400 international 

 
10 Group of Eight (Go8), Submission 34, p. 4.  

11 DESE, Submission 19, p. 13. 

12 Cyber Security Cooperative Research Centre (CSCRC), Submission 46, p. 6. 

13 Mr Peter Varghese, Chancellor, UQ, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 62. 
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agreements with over 320 international institutions across 55 countries.14 It 
was clear from submissions there was extensive international engagement 
occurring across a variety of schemes and programs.  

Importance of international engagement by the sector 

2.18 Many, if not all, submissions from the sector emphasised the critical 
importance of the sectors’ international engagement. Primarily this was a 
defence of international research engagements and collaboration. Go8 said 
international collaboration and research was the norm, not the exception, 
and delivered significant value to Australia.15 Several universities, including 
UNSW, requested the committee acknowledge the importance of the sector 
and international collaboration as part of any national security risk 
mitigation proposals.16 The University of Canberra discussed the importance 
of international engagement by the sector and said: 

International engagement is a core part of our approach and international 
collaboration with institutions is fundamental to the advancement of 
Australian based research and development – advancements that ultimately 
provide benefit to the Australian community and economy.17 

2.19 UA said 78 per cent of Australia’s most highly cited publications were 
attributed to international collaboration, with citation being the metric for 
impact and success. 18 The Australian National University (ANU) said: 

The last 12 months have clearly demonstrated how vital international 
collaboration is to Australia. The challenges presented by the COVID-19 
pandemic and shifting geopolitical factors have not led to isolationism. We 
have seen nations and the institutions they house demonstrate an 
unprecedented commitment to cooperate, learn and benefit from each other’s 
experiences and expertise.19 

2.20 Griffith provided the examples of their collaboration with an Indian vaccine 
manufacturer on a COVID-19 vaccine and a German institute on anti-

 
14 Western Sydney University (WSU), Submission 9, p. 2. 

15 Go8, Submission 34, p. 3. 

16 University of New South Wales (UNSW), Submission 14, p. 1. 

17 University of Canberra (UC), Submission 11, p. 1. 

18 UA, Submission 26, p. 5. 

19 Professor Brian Schmidt, Vice-Chancellor, Australian National University (ANU), Committee 
Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 2. 
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infective drugs as demonstration of the importance of international research 
engagement.20 

2.21 The Australian Academy of Science (AAS) said Australia benefited through 
membership of international science organisations through direct economic 
returns, indirect benefits, providing Australia a ‘place at the table’, 
providing opportunities for Australian perspectives and enhancing 
Australia’s scientific reputation.21 The German Rectors’ Conference built on 
this point and said: 

The safeguarding of institutional autonomy and academic freedom is of 
paramount importance to the successful operation of 
universities…international cooperation is indispensable to the complete 
fulfilment of the universities’ mandate. It provides substantial impetus for 
innovation in teaching, learning and research. Only globally connected 
universities will be successful in the long-term and can thus continuously 
contribute to the economic and social well-being of societies.22 

2.22 Universities Australia said Australia contributed $US 21.2 billion of the $US 
1.94 trillion 2018 global research and development expenditure. UA argued 
Australia would have to maintain its strategy of global connections to 
leverage the 99 per cent of investment occurring outside Australia. UA noted 
29 per cent of global expenditure is concentrated in the United States, 24 per 
cent in China, and 22 per cent in the European Union.23 The argument raised 
was Australia needs to remain heavily engaged in global research to 
advance Australian interests.  

Box 2.1  The sector’s importance in Australia  
The higher education sector contributed to 70 per cent of Australia’s 
international education export market which is Australia’s fourth largest 
export in 2019.24 

2.23 A common submission from the sector and from government was 
international cooperation and engagement was a critical function of the 

 
20 Griffith University, Submission 8, p. 2. 

21 Australian Academy of Science (AAS), Submission 7, p. 3. 

22 German Rectors’ Conference, Submission 5, p. 1. 

23 UA, Submission 26, p. 4. 

24  UA, Submission 26, p. 4. 
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sector.25 La Trobe University said, ‘international co-operation is at the heart 
of universities’ raison d’etre’.26 The value from this engagement was both 
financial and intellectual. Western Sydney University said high impact 
research was often delivered through international collaboration and this 
was strongly in the national interest.27 The AAS agreed and said: 

Modern science is built on partnerships and collaborations surpassing national 
borders, in pursuit of innovative solutions to pressing global 
challenges…maintaining support for international research collaborations 
allows scientists to exchange ideas and engage in productive scientific 
progress that build on synergies to the benefit of the host nation as well as its 
partners. These interactions create shared interests providing a basis for 
diplomatic engagement that can be valuable in promoting harmonious 
international relations.28 

2.24 Western Sydney University said Australia was a net importer of intellectual 
property which indicated Australia was benefiting significantly from 
international research funding and expertise.29 Griffith University concurred 
with these arguments and said:  

International collaboration is central to Australia’s research excellence and 
international research collaborations enable a diverse, rich and nuanced set of 
engagements that support Australia’s long-term national interests. 
Partnerships with international universities and other internationally based 
organisations are highly beneficial to Australian universities and to our 
broader society.30 

Importance of the sector in advancing Australian 
interests and soft power opportunities 

2.25 Several submissions discussed how the sector advanced Australian interests, 
including through exchanges, educating international students, and via 
research. The University of New South Wales (UNSW) said international 
engagement by Australian universities was critical to the national interest 

 
25 WSU, Submission 9, p. 3. 

26 La Trobe University, Submission 4, p. 4.  

27 WSU, Submission 9, p. 1. 

28 AAS, Submission 7, p. 1 

29 WSU, Submission 9, p. 2. 

30 Griffith University, Submission 8, p. 2.  
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including as a form of soft power diplomacy. UNSW said this international 
engagement was in the national interest and supporting Australia’s foreign 
policy objectives, including through policies such as the Colombo Plan, the 
DFAT Global Alumni Engagement Policy, and bilateral engagement policies 
with both India and China.31 DFAT, in their submission, discussed the New 
Colombo Plan and how it was a key tool to promote Australia’s regional soft 
power.32 

2.26 Taking this argument further, the University of Tasmania recommended 
Australian engagement with foreign higher education sectors required a 
stronger approach in order to maximise Australian soft power opportunities 
while minimising risk. The University of Tasmania suggested Australian 
policy is ‘reoriented’ to start with strategies to advance our interests while 
developing a more sophisticated defence strategy in support of this. The 
University of Tasmania said there was a requirement for Government to 
focus on actively shaping the environment in this regard.33 

2.27 The University of Tasmania recommended both government and the sector 
intentionally seek strong engagements with foreign institutions to accelerate 
Australian capabilities.34 A related argument was raised by several 
submissions in favour of developing an intentional Australian national 
talent development strategy. Mr Alex Joske suggested the development of a 
strategy to explain how Australia will develop and maintain talent and 
support research commercialisation to advance Australian interests.35 

2.28 The University of Tasmania identified four soft power opportunities 
universities could pursue and recommended more active government 
strategies in this regard. These opportunities were: supporting rules based 
international order underpinned by science; collaborations to accelerate 
national capability acquisition; strengthening foreign country institutions to 
aid democratic transitions; and advancing understanding and networks to 
democratic societies and said additional effort was required to best utilise 
Australia’s research to advance diplomatic objectives. The University of 
Tasmania suggested a more intentional view of international research 

 
31 UNSW, Submission 14, p. 2. 

32 Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade (DFAT), Submission 29, p. 6. 

33 The University of Tasmania (UTas), Submission 36, p. 1.  

34 UTas, Submission 36, p. 5. 

35 Mr Alex Joske, Submission 48, p. 21.  
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agreements to advance Australian objectives using both a defensive and 
offensive approach.36 

2.29 The AAS suggested a charter be developed between scientists and the 
Australian Government to articulate expectations and obligations of both to 
the Australian people. The AAS said this mandate would provide clarity 
regarding the obligations of scientists to respect the mandate of government 
to identify national priorities including national security, and the obligations 
of government to respect the right of scientists to pursue knowledge free 
from political interference and censorship.37 

The sector as a target 

2.30 The Committee considered why, if at all, the sector was a target after these 
initial discussions around the characteristics of the sector itself. ASIO said 
Australia’s higher education sector was one of the sectors at risk of 
espionage and foreign interference in Australia.38 ASIO said the espionage 
and foreign interference threat was both pervasive and enduring:  

ASIO assesses hostile intelligence activity continues to pose a real threat to 
Australia, our sovereignty and the integrity of our national institutions.39 

2.31 ASIO said hostile foreign state actors were attempting to: gain insights into 
our international alliances and defence relationships; obtain privileged 
information on our positions on international diplomatic, economic and 
military issues; gain a commercial advantage over Australia; access our 
innovations in science and technology; and shape the actions of Australian 
decision-makers and public opinion in favour of the foreign state. ASIO 
discussed the sector’s role in this threat environment and said: 

Universities and research institutions are one such sector that is vulnerable to 
these kinds of activities, given foreign governments are seeking information 
about Australia’s capability, including our research and technology.40 

2.32 ASIO provided additional commentary on the openness of the sector and 
how adversaries could take advantage of that, saying: 

 
36 UTas, Submission 36, p. 3. 

37 AAS, Submission 7, p. 4. 

38 Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO), Submission 31, p. 2.  

39 ASIO, Submission 31, p. 2. 

40 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 26. 
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Foreign intelligence services and their proxies are all too willing to take 
advantage of the openness that is integral to our universities and research 
institutions to steal intellectual property and cutting-edge technologies. Again, 
it is the intent and character of the activity that matters.41 

2.33 The Australian Federal Police (AFP) said they were aware of reporting 
academic institutions had been targeted by foreign principals.42 As a 
foundational principle the Committee accepted evidence that the sector was 
one among several which were, or had the capacity to be, subject to national 
security risks as outlined in this inquiry.  

2.34 With respect to changes in policy and practice in Australia ASIO said: 

We have seen the foreign intelligence services or foreign agencies involved in 
seeking to interfere pay attention to this. We see them modify their tradecraft, 
as we refer to it. It doesn’t stop them but it does cause them to pause and 
redirect their efforts, potentially though different means. So we are having an 
effect, but it’s not a silver bullet because their tradecraft will evolve.43 

2.35 ASIO said one of the reasons the sector was at risk was because it was at the 
leading edge of policy, research and scientific development. 44 This general 
position was noted in several submissions from within the sector who 
broadly concurred with the ASIO assessment. A common refrain was due to 
the international aspect and collaborative nature of universities, this could 
be taken advantage of by hostile actors. CSIRO agreed with this view and 
said: 

The open environment of international collaboration also has the potential to 
put the Australian research sector at risk of exploitation by foreign actors who 
may not have the same high standard of research integrity. Compromises of 
valuable research, or other sensitive data, can cause significant damage to 
Australia’s economy and national security.45 

2.36 ASIO also put the threats in context and agreed with the broad university 
position that their core business should continue, saying: 

 
41 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, pp. 26-

27. 

42 Australian Federal Police (AFP), Submission 49, p. 4. 

43 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 32. 

44 ASIO, Submission 31, p. 4. 

45 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Submission 21, p. 1. 
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Taking a sensible approach to national security risks shouldn’t stop the sector 
from getting on with their core roles.46 

2.37 The Department of Education, Skills and Employment (DESE) further 
emphasised the importance of the sector, but noted the vulnerabilities that 
these national security threats posed, saying: 

A secure higher education and research sector is critical to the Australian 
economy and national interest. Australia’s higher education and research 
sectors deliver innovative research and intellectual property, and create 
employment in science, new technology and advanced manufacturing. 
International collaboration is essential to achieving these benefits. However, 
the success of Australia’s higher education and research sectors and its need to 
remain globally connected, place it at risk of interference from foreign actors.47 

2.38 ECU said the important principles of the Australian university sector of 
innovation, openness, collaboration and the free exchange of ideas presented 
risks.48 CSCRC made this point more specifically and said the sector was a 
target in part due to the valuable intellectual property (IP) the research 
community produced: 

This IP has the potential to facilitate Australia’s progress, both economically 
and strategically. For this reason, it is also valuable to others.49 

2.39 The CSCRC qualified this comment by observing the vast majority of 
research collaboration was of little consequence to national security. They 
said areas of research that leveraged Australia’s capability and had national 
security implications, strong protections were required.50 

2.40 The argument commonly raised was the sector is a target, but it is not 
unique in this regard and is indeed one among many sectors that is targeted 
in Australia. ATNU argued this point and said: 

Universities face similar risks (and similar scales and impacts of risk) 
regarding data theft and espionage to any Australian public institution or 
company.51 

 
46 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 26. 

47 DESE, Submission 19, p. 1. 

48 Edith Cowan University (ECU), Submission 6, p. 2. 

49 CSCRC, Submission 46, p. 4. 

50 CSCRC, Submission 46, p. 4. 

51 ATNU, Submission 24, p. 4.  
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Legislation and definitions of key concepts 

Legislative definitions and scope 

2.41 The relevant legislation as it relates to this inquiry is primarily the National 
Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018 
(Cth) (the EFI Act) and the subsequent amendments the EFI Act made to the 
Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) (the Criminal Code). The terms of reference 
primarily limit this inquiry to foreign interference, undisclosed foreign 
influence, data theft and espionage – all of these terms are defined below. 
These national security risks are primarily discussed and defined in the EFI 
Act and Criminal Code but with reference to the Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) Act 1979 (Cth) (the ASIO Act). Together, the 
terms of reference and these legislative definitions provide the scope for this 
inquiry. 

What are national security risks? 

2.42 National security was defined under section 90.4 of the Criminal Code as 
amended by the EFI Act to mean:  

The national security of Australia or a foreign country means any of the 
following: (a) the defence of the country; (b) the protection of the country or 
any part of it, or the people of the country or any part of it, from activities 
covered by subsection (2); the protection of the integrity of the country’s 
territory and borders from serious threats; the carrying out of the country’s 
responsibilities to any other country in relation to the matter mentioned in 
paragraph (c) or an activity covered by subsection (2); the country’s political, 
military or economic relations with another country or other countries.  

For the purposes of subsection (1), this subsection covers the following 
activities relating to a country, whether or not directed from, or committed 
within, the country: (a) espionage; (b) sabotage; (c) terrorism; (d) political 
violence; (e) activities intended and likely to obstruct, hinder or interfere with 
the performance by the country’s defence force of its functions or with the 
carrying out of other activities by or for the country for the purposes of its 
defence or safety; (f) foreign interference. 52 

2.43 Risk is exposure to the chance of injury or loss. It refers to the function of 
probability and consequence.53 Risk management therefore is the 

 
52 National Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018 (Cth), s 90.4.  

53 Macquarie Dictionary, Risk definition. 
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identification, analysis and mitigation of risk, which includes reducing 
vulnerability to low-probability, high-consequence events.54 

2.44 National security risks are simply risks that relate to national security threats 
and issues as defined above. In simple terms this includes the risk of 
espionage (acquisition of information for a foreign power) and foreign 
interference (covert activity designed to malign Australian interests). This is 
not an exhaustive list of national security risks. These are risks both to 
institutions at a macro level and to individuals at a micro level.  

National security risks identified in the sector  

2.45 This section details actual issues and risks as identified by submissions and 
briefings to this inquiry. Where Chapter 3 discusses the sector’s ability to 
identify and respond to issues, this chapter is limited to discussions around 
the issues themselves. There is naturally some overlap between risks 
identified and the sector’s capacity to identify risks. 

Cyber risks 

Prevalence and characteristics 

2.46 Cyber can be considered in several different contexts but for this inquiry the 
focus is on cyber risks faced by the sector, and national security risks that 
can materialise via cyber means such as foreign interference or espionage. 
The Department of Home Affairs categorised the cybersecurity threat in 
universities as: 

The threat is very real. It is getting a lot realer and a lot harder, even for very 
sophisticated organisations. 55 

2.47 ASIO noted that espionage could be via cyber means which allows this 
threat to be categorised as a vector through which other national security 
risks can materialise.56 Using the same argument, foreign interference could 
also occur via cyber means. As ANU noted in their submission, often 
national security threats materialise as part of a series rather than in a neat 

 
54 Nassim N. Taleb, Daniel G. Goldstein, and Mark W. Spitznagel, The Six Mistakes Executives Make 

in Risk Management, Harvard Business Review, October 2009. https://hbr.org/2009/10/the-six-
mistakes-executives-make-in-risk-management 

55 Mr Marc Ablong, Deputy Secretary (National Resilience and Cyber Security), Department of 
Home Affairs, Committee Hansard, 11 March 2021, p. 13. 

56 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, 11 March 2021, p. 26. 
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category.57 This was a unique point not explained or contextualised by many 
other submissions. 

2.48 ASIO said they were aware of attempts to steal sensitive Australian IP as 
part of cyber compromises.58 Queensland University of Technology (QUT) 
said they had observed one significant nation-state cyber activity event 
which was in March 2020 by an Iranian actor known as ‘Charming Kitten’. 
QUT said ‘Charming Kitten’ had targeted a number of universities in 
Australia.  QUT said the vast majority of information security incidents 
related to cybercrime.59 No other sectoral submissions noted the ‘Charming 
Kitten’ cyber-attacks.  

2.49 CSCRC said malicious cyber actors were attempting to steal IPdata related to 
the COVID-19 vaccine and noted ASIO had assisted medical and scientific 
organisations in ensuring their IP data was not stolen.60 CSCRC noted an 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) article relating to an incident 
where the United States Department of Justice had accused the Chinese 
Government of hacking firms developing COVID-19 vaccines.61 

2.50 DESE cited the Australian Cyber Security Centre Annual Cyber Threat 
Report 2019-20 which identified more than 120 cyber-attacks on universities 
in the previous 12 months.62 

2.51 The Department of Home Affairs noted that whilst the information and 
communication technology (ICT) of the sector was not as well prepared as it 
could be, it was one among many other sectors who faced similar issues.63 

2.52 The CSCRC discussed the importance of protecting IP from cyber-theft and 
said: 

 
57 Australian National University (ANU), Submission 45, p. 7. 

58 ASIO, Submission 31, p. 4. 

59 Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Submission 40, p. 2. 

60 CSCRC, Submission 46, p. 10. The article cited was https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-08-24/asio-
preventing-theft-of-australian-coronavirus-vaccine-research/12584206. 

61 CSCRC, Submission 46, p. 10. The article cited was https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-07-22/us-
says-chinese-hackers-targeted-coronavirus-vaccines/12479162. 

62 DESE, Submission 19, p. 7. 

63 Mr Marc Ablong, Deputy Secretary (National Resilience and Cyber Security), Department of 
Home Affairs, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 13. 
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While ideas are free, protecting them comes at a cost – and intellectual 
property must be protected vigorously. Hence, cyber security is essential to 
ensuring Australian-produced IP and data remains safe.64 

2.53 CSCRC, in providing the example of Operation Cloud Hopper, said 
malicious cyber actors could identify vulnerability via third-party providers 
which the CSCRC suggested should be of particular concern for the Sector 
which relies on these third-party providers.65 

Significance 

2.54 The clearest articulation of the significance of this issue came from the 
University of Tasmania who said the most regular, intense and sustained 
threat it faced was in the cyber domain. They noted they dealt with large 
numbers of daily attempts to break into the university network from a range 
of foreign (and other) actors.66 

2.55 ASIO said the ability to acquire information via human means (traditional 
espionage) had been hampered due to COVID-19 which could lead to a 
reliance on cyber means to achieve various hostile ends, saying: 

Cyber is sometimes technically hard but a far more effective medium to 
acquire information.67 

Espionage 

2.56 Espionage is not a new term though several new espionage offences were 
introduced into the Criminal Code via the EFI Act Division 91.68 Broadly 
these offences included dealing with information concerning national 
security which is or will be communicated or made available to a foreign 
principal, and dealing with information which is or will be communicated or 
made available to a foreign principal. ASIO said: 

 
64 CSCRC, Submission 46, p. 8. 

65 CSCRC, Submission 46, p. 11. 

66 UTas, Submission 36, p. 3.  

67 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 30. 

68 National Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018 (Cth) (the EFI 
Act), Division 91. 
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Most people have a good understanding of espionage. In plain language, it’s 
when a foreign power or someone acting on behalf of a foreign power, steals 
valuable information either physically or by cyber means.69 

 

Box 2.2  What is espionage? 
The Director-General of Security said espionage was when someone, 
acting on behalf of a foreign power, steals information. It doesn’t need to 
be covert or via physical means.  

2.57 These offences relate primarily to the provision of information to a foreign 
principal, the information itself does not necessarily need to be security 
classified and the means of acquisition do not necessarily need to be covert.  
Under this definition, data theft could be a considered a means through 
which the end of espionage is achieved. That is, data could be stolen and 
provided to a foreign principal and be considered as both data theft and 
espionage. For the purposes of this inquiry, the scope is deliberately 
narrowed on data theft to be relating to national security, which generally 
would come in the form of espionage. To additionally complicate this point, 
you could steal cyber data via cyber means and it would still be considered 
espionage.   

2.58 ASIO noted how the epsioange threat was different from others, describing 
it as: 

The threat will come at the institution and the students through different 
ways, depending on what they’re after – information, or to shape the 
environment so that it doesn’t do things that are counter to that nation’s 
interest. 

Students who are engaged in research have access to sensitive or potentially 
sensitive information, and they can be a vector to acquire that. The foreign 
intelligence service could target institutions, their researchers and academics, 
and the students to acquire that information.70 

Prevalence and characteristics 

2.59 ASIO said they were aware of researchers and their families being 
threatened, coerced or intimidated by actors seeking to have their sensitive 

 
69 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 26. 

70 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 27. 
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research provided to a foreign state.71  CSIRO said foreign actors could use 
both human and technical capabilities to achieve the goals of satisfying 
foreign governments’ intelligence requirements.72 

2.60 The University of Queensland (UQ) disagreed with these assessment around 
the prevalence of espionage and said the risk of espionage was ‘relatively 
limited’ in their usual academic and research activities based on UQ analysis 
and incidents, but noted awareness of this risk was critical.73  This was 
contrary to the submission by Mr Alex Joske which noted possible 
technology transfer occurring from UQ. UQ did note a key national security 
risk could be leakage of IP, unauthorised sharing of confidential information 
and cyber intrusions against sensitive technologies.74 

2.61 Using a different argument but broadly agreeing with the UQ premise the 
AAS submitted they were aware of no significant violations of the Defence 
Trade Controls Act 2012 which they said would indicate no ‘concerted 
attempt to subvert Australia’s sovereignty via academia’.75 Mr Chen Yonglin 
said China had been successful in acquiring scientists and scholars from 
Australian tertiary institutions and stealing technologies.76 Debate therefore 
existed as to the severity and prevalence of this particular issue. The 
Australian Values Alliance said ‘most of CSIRO “cooperative activity” with 
China is unilateral technology transfer, not for mutual benefit’.77 Dr Simon 
Leitch argued in his submission of the significance of this particular issue: 

It is the act of a blind and self-destructive society that we should have allowed 
university researchers to build careers by sharing information that will be, 
within our lifetimes, the strategic equivalent of the atom bomb in the last 
century.78 

2.62 Mr Chen Yonglin said infiltration into Australian tertiary institutions was an 
important part of Chinese foreign policy in 2004 as part of an effort to ‘turn 
Australia into a stable supply base of high-quality natural and energy 

 
71 ASIO, Submission 31, p. 4.  

72 CSIRO, Submission 21, p. 2. 

73 The University of Queensland (UQ), Submission 22, p. 3. 

74 UQ, Submission 22, p. 3. 

75 AAS, Submission 7, p. 4. 

76 Mr Chen Yonglin, Submission 16, p. 1. 

77 Australian Values Alliance, Submission 44, p. 1. 

78 Dr Simon Leitch, Submission 15, p. 3. 
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resources, a backyard of China’.79 Dr Simon Leitch said there was no 
distinction between public and private research in China and all information 
gathered by Chinese researchers could be used by the Chinese Government. 
Dr Leitch noted all information has beneficial applications for the Chinese 
Government, including state owned industries.80 

Significance 

2.63 ASIO provided a summary of the significance espionage can have on 
Australia and said: 

The compromise of valuable research, or other sensitive data, can cause 
significant and long-term damage to Australia through the loss of intellectual 
property and commercial advantage, along with potential damage to 
reputation and international standing – damaging Australia’s economy and 
national security.81 

2.64 ASIO said Australia was facing a heightened threat from espionage.82 In a 
more specific example Department of Defence said defence research was 
fundamental to developing and enhancing the Australian Defence Force’s 
technological advantage. Defence said Australia’s technological advantage 
would only be maintained when research and its application was 
appropriately protected from foreign interference and potential 
adversaries.83 Defence said as its investment in innovation and academic 
collaboration, it would expect a larger proportion of collaborative research 
would need protection from national security risks.84 The point from this 
argument was protections from espionage could only be expected to rise.   

2.65 Dr Simon Leitch said universities had become engaged in some military-
industrial research collaborations with foreign dictatorships which would 
erode western military supremacy and allow repression in those countries.85 
Dr Leitch described engagement with China as ‘legal espionage’.86 
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Foreign interference 

2.66 ASIO said foreign interference was defined by section four of the ASIO Act 
to mean:  

Activities relating to Australia that are carried on by, or on behalf of, are 
directed or subsidised by or are undertaken in active collaboration, with a 
foreign power, being activities that: 

(a) are clandestine or deceptive and are:  
(i) are carried on for intelligence purposes; 
(ii) are carried on for the purposes of affecting political or governmental 
processes; or 
(iii) are otherwise detrimental to the interests of Australia; or  
(b) involve a threat to any person.87 

2.67 ASIO provided an over-arching threat statement of foreign interference in 
Australia and said: 

Hostile foreign intelligence services have directly threatened and intimidated 
Australians in our country.88 

2.68 ASIO provided commentary on the nuances associated with foreign 
interference compared with both espionage and foreign influence, saying: 

Foreign interference is a broader, more nuanced concept [than espionage]. All 
foreign states seek to influence deliberations of importance to them. When 
those activities are conducted in an open and transparent manner they are not 
of concern. However when it is conducted covertly by, or on behalf of, a 
foreign actor; when it is clandestine, deceptive corrupting or threatening in 
nature and when it is contrary to Australia’s sovereignty and interests, we 
classify this as foreign interference. 89 

2.69 Of foreign interference, ASIO described the effects and said: 

Foreign interference is about covertly shaping decision-making to the 
advantage of another nation. If left unchecked, it is highly corrosive.90 
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2.70 ASIO additionally said foreign interference involves clandestine, deceptive 
or threatening activities that undermine Australia’s sovereignty, its values, 
interests and security. ASIO noted voicing support for a particular 
government or its policies is not, of itself, foreign interference. But if that 
advocacy was secretly directed by the foreign government and was contrary 
to Australia’s national interests, it could be. ASIO noted protest activity itself 
would not be foreign interference, but could be if it was secretly being 
directed by a foreign state or people were coerced into participation (or not 
participating). 91 

2.71 The University Foreign Interference Taskforce (UFIT) Guidelines (the UFIT 
Guidelines) identified foreign interference could be a threat to the sector 
through efforts such as: efforts to alter or direct the research agenda; 
economic pressure; solicitation and recruitment of post-doctoral researchers 
and academic staff; and cyber intrusions.92 

Prevalence and characteristics 

2.72 ASIO said they were aware some universities had been threatened with 
financial coercion should critical research continue. ASIO said they were 
also aware of instances where academics had self-censored course material 
to avoid adverse outcomes such as cuts to foreign funding or threats from 
individuals who may be linked to a foreign government. 93ASIO said of this: 

Some foreign governments – and it’s more than one – care about what their 
students get up to on campus – so, just some awareness of what their students 
might be up to. And in some cases they might use or want to use their 
students to counter certain things that are being said on campus as students go 
about their free speech, or universities and the curriculum they’re teaching, 
that might be a problem for certain nation states.94 

2.73 In relation to free speech and foreign interference ASIO said: 

What’s behind it – whether or not it’s foreign interference, as I would see it – is 
something we focus on. I think you see a range. Some of it is just students 
being students and being proud of their own country of origin, but, yes, there 
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are a small number of cases that we’re aware of where you might see people 
being encouraged to do that.95 

2.74 The Department of Home Affairs said the foreign interference risks were 
directed towards changing decisions and outcomes by: 

1 Cultivating and manipulating people, including through personal, political, 
business and diplomatic relations, to gain advantage; 

2 Limiting freedom of expression and shaping the media and communications 
landscape to spread propaganda, dominating foreign language media, or 
undermining and misguiding public discourse on matters of national 
significance; and 

3 Singling out sections of the community through pressure and manipulation 
to sow discord, silencing dissent or damage the cohesion of our society.96 

2.75 The Department of Home Affairs, in particular reference to the sector and its 
vulnerability to foreign interference, said: 

This open environment of international collaboration also has the potential to 
put Australian universities and the research sector at risk of exploitation by 
foreign actors who do not follow the same rules of academic integrity as we 
do, or share our values…the majority of international interactions between 
Australian universities and the research sector are welcome and to Australia’s 
benefit. However, there may be foreign actors who seek to engage in foreign 
interference in the Australian higher education and research sector.97 

2.76 Human Rights Watch (HRW) discussed an incident where Ms Elaine 
Pearson was interviewed by her employer the University of New South 
Wales (UNSW) for a piece on Hong Kong’s national security law. In this 
incident, the published interview was subsequently removed. HRW noted 
the subsequent ‘aggressive’ campaign targeting UNSW which led to UNSW 
briefly removing the article and re-instating it. HRW noted the potential 
‘chilling effect’ these actions could have on open debate regarding the CCP.98 
Ms Pearson said: 
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This happened largely because there was a huge backlash from pro-CCP 
students and others, basically flooding UNSW’s media accounts.99 

2.77 HRW said they were disappointed with UNSW’s response to this issue. 
They said: 

Yes, you’re free to disagree with your lecturer about Hong Kong, Xinjiang or 
Tibet, but you’re not free to demand that the person lose their job over it. What 
disappointed me was that there was a real failure to follow up and there were 
very different messages being sent in Chinese to one cohort and in English to 
the staff.100 

2.78 HRW said they did not think it was a problem unique to UNSW and that 
there were no clear signs that a similar incident would not occur again.101 

2.79 The Vice-Chancellor of UNSW said of this incident: 

This was an event that concerned me greatly. It’s an event that I took the 
earliest opportunity to issue an apology for on behalf of the university and it’s 
an event which we have taken steps to make sure could not occur again.102 

2.80 UNSW described the incident as ‘a rare example where UNSW got it wrong’ 
and said they had taken steps to ensure it could not happen again.103 

2.81 Mr Drew Pavlou described an incident he experienced at UQ during an 
allegedly violent protest on campus. Mr Pavlou said of these incidents more 
broadly: 

I think we’re seeing a chilling effect across Australia for students. There are so 
many cases where students with family members in China cannot speak, 
because they feel that the Chinese Communist Party can reach them even 
here.104 

2.82 UQ said of this incident and in response to Mr Pavlou’s claims: 

Mr Pavlou painted a picture where he was a victim and the university was a 
villain…neither the then vice-chancellor nor myself were involved in the 
instituting of disciplinary processes against Mr Pavlou. I did not know that the 
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processes had started before they had started. I was not aware of the 
misconduct charges until I had read them in the media.105 

2.83 HRW said of foreign interference on campuses more broadly that: 

There’s a whole range of experiences, but the deep feeling there is fear. What I 
think is surprising out of our research is the level of self-censorship.106 

2.84 Central Queensland University (CQU) provided a more international 
perspective and said the risk of foreign interference and influence could be 
especially possible when participating in international dialogues, 
agreements and partnerships.107 

2.85 Queensland University of Technology disagreed with several of these more 
specific submission and said they believed the prevalence of foreign 
interference (and influence) to be relatively low at present in the higher 
education sector.108 UQ concurred and said the risk of foreign interference 
was ‘relatively limited’ in their usual academic and research activities based 
on UQ analysis and incidents, but noted awareness of this risk was critical. 
UQ noted additional national security risks they considered to be key 
included failures to disclose conflicts of interest and appointments with 
foreign universities and governments.109 

2.86 The University of Tasmania provided insights into this issue and said it was 
aware some countries created ‘schemes and incentives that aim to create 
asymmetric or manipulate/coercive relationships’.110 Dr Simon Leitch said 
universities created forums for foreign agents to undertake foreign 
interference activities in support of adversarial regimes.111 Dr Leitch 
suggested compliance with foreign power requests was required for career 
advancement within academia.112 
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2.87 Mr Chen said the commercialisation of tertiary education and increased 
cooperation with China had led to a deterioration of academic freedom in 
favour of the CCP political agenda.113 

Foreign interference involving official presences in Australia and Confucius 
Institutes 

2.88 The Committee received some evidence regarding Confucius Institutes, both 
at a localised level and more broadly. When asked about the Chinese 
Government funding particular programmes at UQ via the Confucius 
Institute, UQ said: 

Since that was discovered, it would now not be possible and we have put in 
place changes to the governance arrangements…no funding, since that was 
discovered, has been provided by the Confucius Institute for the development 
of course material.114 

2.89 UQ was unable to answer who specifically approved the funding 
arrangement previously.  

2.90 Discussing Confucius Institutes more broadly Mr Chen Yonglin 
recommended the closing of Confucius Institutes in Australia.115 

2.91 In a discussion around foreign diplomatic presence interference activities 
Human Rights Watch provided an example of a pro-Hong Kong democracy 
protestor who received a private message from an individual who said they 
were going to report the individual to the Chinese consulate.116 HRW also 
provided an example where: 

A student is sitting in a Zoom class because of COVID and has a Hong Kong 
independence flag behind them and someone slides into their DMs: ‘I saw that 
flag. I’m going to report you’.117 

2.92 Furthering this discussion around relationships between official presences 
and universities Mr Chen Yonglin said in 2013 the University of Sydney 
cancelled a speaking event by the Dalai Lama after pressure from the PRC 
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Consulate in Sydney. Mr Chen submitted the PRC official presence in 
Australia often threatens universities with cessation of cooperation on 
Chinese student recruitments.118 

2.93 Human Rights Watch (HRW) noted their observations on foreign 
interference saying: 

Since 2015, Human Rights Watch has tracked how Chinese government 
authorities have grown bolder in trying to shape global perceptions of China 
on university campuses and in academic institutions outside China. These 
authorities have sought to influence academic discussions, monitor overseas 
students from China, censor scholarly inquiry, or otherwise interfere with 
academic freedom.119 

2.94 Specifically, HRW noted their awareness of Chinese authorities monitoring 
students and academics and applying pressure to the families of students. 
HRW noted in 2019 Victoria University cancelled the screening of a 
documentary critical of Confucius Institutes after the Victoria University 
Confucius Institute complained.120 The Falun Dafa Association of Australia 
(FADA) described an incident (potentially the same one) whereby Falun 
Dafa practitioners learnt an event at Victoria University in Melbourne was 
cancelled following pressure from a Chinese Consulate.121 

2.95 FADA described an October 2019 incident whereby a Falun Dafa 
practitioner at Adelaide University had a lecture theatre booking request 
accepted and then rejected. FADA said the booking was to show a film 
relating to alleged persecution of Falun Gong practitioners. FADA said some 
believed this decision was influenced by the Adelaide University Confucius 
Institute, and possibly the Chinese official presence in Adelaide. 122 

2.96 HRW said they were aware of several cases in Australia where students 
from China (and Hong Kong) were reported on by fellow classmates for 
comments critical of the CCP. HRW said knowledge of these incidents then 
spread quickly throughout communities which led to self-censorship. HRW 
quoted one Australian student: 
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If you protest against the CCP abroad they will find people you love and hurt 
them to make you pay.123 

2.97 In response to addressing issues of social cohesion on campus ANU said: 

For us, one of the first things we have to do is provide a safe classroom, which 
I think we have methods of doing, but also a secure digital environment. 
That’s why cybersecurity is important. I do think then the social cohesion 
comes in.124 

2.98 Mr Chen said in 2002 he accompanied a PRC Consul to meet an academic at 
the University of Sydney who had requested PRC Government funding and 
promised to continue to condemn Falun Gong.125 

2.99 HRW said in Australia pressure came in numerous forms including: 
monitoring discussion topics on WeChat; putting Chinese students under 
surveillance; and threatening those who participate in protests or events the 
Chinese government believe sensitive. HRW said Chinese students had 
expressed concern with the Chinese Students and Scholars Association 
(CSSA) and their links to the Chinese official presence in Australia.126 

2.100 On the characterisation of this issue, HRW noted a recent United States 
study emphasised the importance of recognising some of these foreign 
interference activities are targeting Chinese students, and the importance of 
integrating Chinese students in universities.127 

2.101 Melbourne University said they were aware of a relationship between the 
Chinese Consulate General in Melbourne and the Chinese Students and 
Scholars Association. They said the Associate Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
International (China) had spoken to the UoM CSSA about academic freedom 
and freedom of speech.128 UTS commented on this issue and said consulates 
had a legitimate role to play on campus in looking after their students.129 
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2.102 When discussing the appropriateness of foreign emissaries serving at 
universities UQ discussed a localised example for them which was subject to 
some controversy and said PRC Consul-General in Brisbane Xu Jie was still 
an honorary professor at UQ. They did say of it: 

I must say, I had not been aware of it and I do not agree with the appointment 
of serving foreign officials as adjunct professors.130 

2.103 Mr Chen Yonglin said China had been successful in infiltrating tertiary 
institutions in New South Wales. Mr Chen said this had included the 
establishment and management of Confucius Institutes and Chinese 
Students and Scholars Associations in Australian universities and 
compromising academic freedoms in universities.131 Mr Chen said the 
Chinese Government viewed Confucius Institutes as an agent of soft power 
and an ‘important element of the global grand propaganda strategy’. Mr 
Chen said Confucius Institutes would not discuss some political issues and 
students of these institutes were viewed as potential valuable assets for 
future espionage and political influence operations. 

The Confucius Institute is a Trojan horse of the Chinese Communist Party 
planted in overseas tertiary education, not a treasure box delivered from 
Communist China.132 

2.104 Mr Chen said the CSSA system was a tool of the CCP and the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC) Consulate in Sydney created and ran all CSSAs in 
NSW. Chen said CSSAs were funded by the PRC official presence and some 
of its projects were funded by United Front Work Department (UFWD) 
organisations in NSW. Chen said the CSSAs allowed for the CCP to 
successfully control Chinese students on university campuses, including 
through the facilitating of counter-rallies. Chen said in 2004 the PRC 
Consulate in Sydney pressured the University of Wollongong CSSA to take 
down a poster. Chen said in 2016 a University of Sydney academic was 
forced to resign after the University of Sydney CSSA organised a campaign 
against the academic.133 

2.105 In regards to the CSSA and the issues identified by some submissions ASIO 
said: 
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Again, if vehicles like that were used to covertly direct, that has my full 
attention. Of course, I can also recognise that, if that’s happening but it’s 
happening because that’s the country promoting its view, and they’re 
engaging in that free speech, that’s not my focus. It’s when that’s done 
covertly and clandestinely or deceptively that we will focus and recognise that 
that is a serious issue and a breach of Australian law.134 

Significance 

2.106 ASIO said Australia was facing a heightened threat from foreign 
interference.135 The Department of Home Affairs said foreign interference 
was a threat against Australian sovereignty and our ability to advance 
Australian interests in a global context. They said foreign interference could 
occur through a range of vectors in a threat could not materialise for many 
years. They said: 

Foreign interference serves the strategic, political, military, social or economic 
goals of foreign states and other foreign actors, at the expense of Australia’s.136 

2.107 Human Rights Watch discussed the various countries involved in foreign 
interference and highlighted the role of the Chinese Government, saying: 

Yes, absolutely, if you had a protest on West Papua at university, no doubt the 
Indonesian government would be calling and asking for that to be cancelled. 
But you don’t see universities caving to the demands of those other 
governments in the way that they do cave to the demands of the Chinese 
government.137 

2.108 CSCRC said foreign interference was significant due to its subtlety and this 
was compounded in an increasingly complex global environment:  

Infiltration and interference through the higher education and research sectors 
has the potential to be especially insidious through its subtlety. Hence, this 
inquiry is both timely and pertinent, particularly in light of the shifting 
geopolitical environment.138 

Undisclosed foreign influence 
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2.109 Foreign influence was defined and contextualised by ASIO: 

Foreign interference is different from foreign influence. All foreign states take 
actions to influence deliberations of importance to them. This is a normal part 
of statecraft and is acceptable when those actions are taken in the open. 
Foreign interference is a much more nuanced concept.139 

2.110 The UFIT guidelines noted: 

All governments, including Australia’s, try to influence deliberations on issues 
of importance to them. These activities, when conducted in an open and 
transparent manner, are a normal aspect of international relations and 
diplomacy and can contribute positively to public debate.140 

Prevalence and characteristics 

2.111 No information was provided to the Committee as to the prevalence, 
characteristics or significance of undisclosed foreign influence.  

Threat actors 

2.112 Noting the national security risks require the element of a state-based actor 
in their definition and construction, the Committee considered which 
countries were actually perpetrating these risks. Due to the classification of 
that material the Committee is unable to report it in an unclassified way. In 
relation to which, or how many, threat actors were operating in the sector in 
relation to the national security risks ASIO said: 

One country in particular is highly active, but they are not alone in that 
endeavour. So we don’t just focus on one country. One country might be at it 
more than others, but there are more that we turn our mind to and do come up 
against in this space.141 

2.113 Human Rights Watch discussed this issue and said all parties should be 
willing to name China as the predominant threat actor in this regard, saying: 

There’s been reluctance from some of our government departments and 
reluctance from some of our universities to use the ‘C’ word – by that, of 
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course, I mean China. We’re not going to beat around the bush here. It is one 
government that is behaving in this way.142 

2.114 In response to the number of threat actors ASIO said: 

I generally don’t like giving numbers. It’s way more than one but it’s fewer 
than 10, in terms of the countries we currently worry about. But that can 
change.143 
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3. The Sector's awareness of national 
security risks 

3.1 An important component of the terms of reference was to consider the 
sector’s awareness of the national security risks, and the sector’s capacity to 
identify and respond to these risks. Awareness in this context means 
foundational awareness of these issues, common understanding of key 
concepts and specific localised awareness of these issues as they relate to a 
particular institution.  

3.2 It is important after Chapter 2 which discussed the risks themselves to 
consider the sector’s ability to identify and address these risks before 
considering in Chapter 4 the adequacy of government policies and 
legislation. If it were the case the sector was adequately mitigating and 
identifying the risks, then there would be expectedly less emphasis on 
changes to government policies and legislation. However if the sector was 
unable to identify and mitigate these risks, a stronger policy response would 
be required.  

3.3 In measuring the awareness of the sector, the Committee considered the 
depth and breadth of the responses and the evidence given to the 
Committee. The first part of this chapter addresses strategic and tactical 
awareness by the sector as to the national security risks and the second part 
addresses awareness by virtue of institutional improvements made within 
the sector to address the national security risks.  

General awareness of national security risks 

3.4 Several universities demonstrated their awareness of national security risks, 
though this awareness seemingly originated from several different reasons. 
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To a certain extent several of these reasons overlapped with each other as 
the sector generally commented that their awareness had increased 
substantially in recent years, and was heavily dependent on the sector’s 
engagement with the government and security agencies like ASIO.  

Awareness and acknowledgement of national security issues 

3.5 Several submissions noted the importance and relevance of national security 
risks in general terms. The University of Melbourne said: 

The University of Melbourne recognises the importance of ensuring it 
manages its international relationships in a way that minimises the potential 
risks inherent in such engagement. The University is continually 
strengthening its support systems and governance of international research 
and engagement to ensure risks are appropriately identified, reported and 
managed, while simultaneously seeking to protect academic values.1 

3.6  Western Sydney University (WSU) discussed the importance of ongoing 
risk assessment by the sector and said: 

The sector cannot become complacent in this matter and therefore have 
stringent policies, processes and procedures in place to identify even minor 
unsuspecting threats of foreign interference.2 

3.7 Edith Cowan University (ECU) said it appreciated Australian universities 
were of interest to sophisticated foreign actors.3 La Trobe University 
acknowledged the issue and said: 

We also acknowledge the serious threat that foreign interference and 
undisclosed foreign influence poses to Australia.4 

3.8 Innovative Research Universities (IRU) accepted the premise that the risks 
existed within the sector and said: 

There is a real risk of undue foreign influence, foreign interference, data theft 
and espionage.5 
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3.9 The University of New South Wales (UNSW) agreed with these arguments 
but provided more nuance, noting in the current operating environment the 
threat of foreign interference was a significant threat to Australia more 
broadly, encompassing all sectors (including this one).6 

3.10 The Australian Research Council (ARC) discussed the inherent 
vulnerabilities present in international engagement and said: 

Two-way knowledge transfer is an inherent element of collaborative research 
and can be highly beneficial to all parties. The ARC recognises, however, that 
it is critical that the work of Australian researchers is not compromised by 
foreign interference that may put universities’ people, information, intellectual 
property and data, or national security at risk. It is also important that the 
benefits of Australian funded research accrue to Australia and that intellectual 
property or technology arising from research is appropriately managed and 
safeguarded.7 

3.11 Innovative Research Universities described the challenge that universities 
faced and said: 

The challenge is clear for universities. We are organisations committed to 
openness and sharing of information to advance knowledge. If foreign players 
seek to use that knowledge to harm or otherwise undermine effective 
university functioning, our response must both resist interference and retain 
universities’ capability to achieve our fundamental goals.8 

3.12 Mr Alex Joske observed the sector had significantly improved its awareness 
in the past few years and agreed with the general observations from the 
sector, saying: 

Things have improved over the past two years. We moved from a position of 
real naivety in the university sector where the UFIT guidelines have come in. 
More universities are signed to implement them. That, in itself, is a reflection 
of a greater appreciation of the problem. But, of course, it’s not uniform across 
the sector.9 

3.13 ASIO said the level of awareness of universities about the risk had changed 
for the positive since 2016.10 The ANU said their engagement with ASIO was 

 
6 University of New South Wales (UNSW), Submission 14, p. 2. 
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9 Mr Alex Joske, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 4. 

10 Mr Mike Burgess, Director-General, ASIO, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 11 March 2021, p. 30. 
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occurring in 2016 but had increased dramatically since that period.11 ANU 
said of this engagement: 

The relationship, starting in 2018 ramped up dramatically. It expanded to 
other agencies, like ASIO, ASD, ONI, Home Affairs and the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade. The relationship went from a baseline, ‘this is the 
environment and here are specific issues’, to, ‘we need to think strategically 
about how to deal with foreign interference and the issues around that’.12 

3.14 The University of Sydney said conversations around foreign interference 
began to intensify towards the end of 2018 but engagement with the 
agencies went back to 2010 on the topic of defence export controls and 
autonomous sanctions.13 The University of Melbourne noted a roundtable at 
ANU around 2017 convened by the ANU for all Group of Eight vice-
chancellors which had a very detailed briefing from ASIO, DFAT and the 
Office of National Intelligence (ONI). They said it had a big effect on the 
vice-chancellors present.14 The University of Technology Sydney (UTS) 
discussed the shift in topics discussed between the sector and government 
and said: 

It would have been around 2016-17 that the nature of the conversation 
changed from focusing mainly on areas of research related to defence trade 
controls to the broader questions of foreign interference.15 

3.15 The sector broadly acknowledged national security risks existed within 
Australia (therefore including the sector) and it was reasonable for 
government to want to manage these risks.16 Submissions varied 
substantially at this point in the sophistication of their responses and the 
degree to which they acknowledged manifestation of risk in the sector. 

3.16 Griffith University said they believed the vast majority of foreign 
engagements did not present national security implications.17 Australian 

 
11 Prof Brian Schmidt, Vice-Chancellor, ANU, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 13. 

12 Prof Brian Schmidt, Vice-Chancellor, ANU, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 13. 

13 Prof Duncan Ivison, Vice-Chancellor, USyd, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 57 

14 Professor Michael Wesley, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Melbourne University, Committee Hansard, 
Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 14. 

15 Professor Attila Brungs, Vice-Chancellor, University of Technology Sydney (UTS), Committee 
Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 14. 

16 For example see CQU, Submission 3, p. 1 and Australian Catholic University (ACU), Submission 
13, p. 1. 

17 Griffith University, Submission 8, p. 3. 
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Catholic University (ACU) agreed and said the risk of foreign interference in 
higher education or research could exist, but it was important for efforts to 
be concentrated on areas of genuine risk. ACU did not however provide any 
illumination as to what those areas were.18 

3.17 University of Canberra said it had a ‘strong understanding of the security 
risks that international connectivity brings and the potential fail points that 
exist across the spectrum of university activities’.19 

Awareness of risks as a result of a changing geopolitical context 

3.18 Several submissions cited the changing geopolitical global environment as 
the genesis for their awareness of national security concerns. These 
submissions discussed the uncertainty and complexity now found in 
international relations which impacted the sector. Submissions tended to 
agree that the risks materialised within the sector, but noted these risks were 
not unique to one sector of Australian society. The University of Melbourne 
said of this: 

As the global environment becomes increasingly uncertain and some of 
Australia’s key relationships in Asia more complex, universities, like other 
sectors, are working to navigate those challenges in a way that preserves the 
benefits of our international connections while safeguarding the national 
interest.20 

3.19 Adelaide University broadly concurred with this argument and said 
awareness of the risks had shifted substantially in recent times: 

The environment in which international engagement can and does occur has 
fundamentally changed in very recent times.21 

3.20 In discussing universities engagement in a global context Universities 
Australia (UA) said international exposure brought with it benefits but also 
risks, saying: 

The success of our universities is predicated on their ability to engage, and to 
collaborate with our international partners. In managing their collaboration, 
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universities are conscious that our connected world presents not only 
opportunities but risks.22 

3.21 Generally it was apparent the national security risks had risen in 
prominence for the sector in the last several years. The University of 
Canberra (UC) agreed with this argument and indicated this was due to 
both changing geopolitical realities and engagement with government, 
saying: 

These matters have been at the forefront of Government to Sector dialogue in 
recent years… The rapidly changing geo-political environment is bringing 
these risks into sharp focus and with it an increasing awareness of the need for 
personal and institutional risk mitigation and practice.23 

3.22 Adelaide University made the following observation on the recent shift and 
said: 

The ground has shifted: international activities previously encourage, and 
seen as a mark of success, are now seen through a quite different lens.24 

Awareness as a result of participation in the Defence Industry 
Security Program 

3.23 Submissions noted their participation in Defence Industry Security 
Programs (DISP) as evidence of their awareness of the national security 
risks.25 These submissions noted the set standards and requirements issued 
by Defence as part of membership within the program. UWA said they had 
reviewed and strengthened security in governance, personnel, and physical 
and cyber security as part of the registration with DISP.26 Monash University 
said their high rating within the DISP had required a high degree of cyber 
security which was underpinned by the Monash ‘Cyber Security Strategic 

 
22 Universities Australia (UA), Submission 26, p. 1. 
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Plan’.27  The Go8 noted all Go8 universities either had, or were in the process 
of obtaining, DISP membership.28 

Awareness as a result of legislation and ongoing engagement with 
Government 

3.24 Several universities listed the various government legislative regimes they 
participated in as evidence of their awareness of the national security issues. 
These arguments tended to show that by being subjected to national security 
legislation, and existing within regulatory regimes, the sector would 
demonstrate its awareness of these risks by virtue of implementing 
government schemes. Several submissions drew attention to the fact that 
there was already a range of mechanisms that purport to address national 
security concerns as they relate to the sector.29 To demonstrate the breadth 
and depth of these requirements, the University of Sydney listed several 
laws that Australian universities must comply with: 

 Customs Act 1901 
 Charter of the United Nations Act 1945 
 Migration Act 1958 
 Export Control Act 1982 
 Privacy Act 1988 
 Weapons of Mass Destruction (Protection of Proliferation) Act 1995 
 Autonomous Sanctions Act 2011 
 Defence Trade Controls Act 2012 
 Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 
 National Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign 

Interference) Act 2018 
 Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) Act.30 

3.25 As well as discussing the legislative framework many submissions discussed 
the engagement between government and the sector on these issues and 
argued the engagement proved sectoral awareness of the risks. Science and 
Technology Australia said the sector’s awareness of the national security 

 
27 Monash University, Submission 17, p. 3. 
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risks was high in part due to detailed engagement with the government for 
several years.31 

3.26 Several submissions noted their participation in UFIT as evidence of their 
awareness of the national security risks.32 Queensland University of 
Technology said following the development of the UFIT guidelines there 
was a much greater mutual understanding of the risks.33 This argument was 
one of both engagement, education and co-design of responses, with all 
three being reasons for increased sectoral awareness.  

3.27 The University of Melbourne noted the nuance required by both the sector 
and government, and highlighted the broad agreement between the two on 
these issues saying: 

The University recognises that the Australian Government is not suggesting 
that valuable global engagement should cease; but rather, is proposing that the 
known and emerging risks should be effectively managed. The University 
concurs and stands ready to collaborate in a two-way, respectful working 
relationship between universities and government.34 

3.28 La Trobe University said due to the numerous requests to comply with 
foreign interference guidelines and legislation over the past two years, their 
awareness had never been more acute.35 This notion of awareness by virtue 
of government advice was common amongst submissions. This reflected the 
sector’s strategic awareness of national security risks rather than tactical or 
specific awareness of their manifestation in the particular institutions.  

3.29 The University of Sydney said due to Australian Government intelligence 
advice, they were aware the security threats Australia faces were ‘real and 
increasingly sophisticated’.36 

 Balancing national security and international collaboration 

3.30 Universities repeatedly pointed out their commitment to both countering 
foreign interference and fostering an international education and research 
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environment that aligned with government objectives.37 A common 
recommendation was for the Committee to both acknowledge the 
importance of universities’ international cooperation and provide 
recommendations to the Australian Government on how to ‘strike the 
balance’ between safeguarding national security and international 
cooperation. Charles Darwin University put it simply and said: 

We would like to emphasise the critical importance of maintaining the correct 
balance between research collaboration and security concerns.38 

3.31 Australian Catholic University discussed the challenge faced by the sector in 
avoiding regulatory burden while protecting it against national security 
risks, saying: 

It is important that regulations designed to detect and combat foreign 
interference do not unduly stifle, or place excessive regulatory burden on, the 
important work universities do with international partners, especially for 
research and via international outreach and collaborative programs. Such 
relationships have been a pivotal component in enabling Australian 
universities to achieve excellence and build the capacity and reputation of 
Australia’s university sector, features often celebrated by government. Such 
relationships will be all the more important as Australian universities, and the 
nation more broadly, seek to recover from the impacts of the coronavirus 
pandemic and navigate a challenging and competitive post COVID-19 
international environment.39 

3.32 Some responses took this argument further, noting not only there existed a 
balance, but that actions in favour of national security could come at the 
direct expense of the sector. Commenting on the financial impact of 
oversight reporting , Science and Technology Australia said: 

Every dollar spent complying with oversight reporting obligations is a dollar 
not spent on investment in new science and technological breakthroughs. 
There is always a careful balance to be struck here.40 

3.33 The Group of Eight (Go8) noted the requirement for nuance in dealing with 
national security issues and cited statements from ASIO in this respect. They 
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noted the balance to be struck between placidity and over reaction. 41ASIO 
said of the importance of balance: 

It is clearly important to have effective mechanisms in place to be able to 
respond to threats of espionage and foreign interference. However, these 
responses need to be carefully balanced with the need to enable Australia’s 
higher education and research sector to perform their core role – to educate 
students and generate innovative research.42 

3.34 ASIO put bluntly what many other submissions had alluded to, saying: 

Having effective mechanisms in place to counter foreign interference and 
espionage does not need to come at the expense of the openness and 
international collaboration that is a hallmark of the higher education and 
research sector.43 

Specific awareness of particular national security risks 

3.35 After broader discussions around awareness of the national security risks, 
several submissions then provided more localised and specific examples 
related to particular institutions. This section will discuss more specific 
awareness of these issues before turning to mechanisms employed by the 
sector to counter the national security risks at their institutions.  

Specific awareness of foreign interference 

3.36 ANU said their thinking on foreign interference was framed most 
substantially through their own experience with two related data breaches.44 
Several other institutions referenced the ANU cyber compromise in their 
submissions as relevant to the development of their own processes. ANU 
said they were aware of foreign interference at their institution before 2018.45 

3.37 ANU described their own understanding of foreign interference as a risk 
and said: 

We looked at three very key vectors for foreign interference, one being cyber 
security, one being narrative control on campus and the other being foreign 
interference in research. Because they all had different risk owners across 
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campus…we wanted one capability that would be able to link the information 
flows between them to make assessments in a coherent and consistent 
fashion.46 

3.38 Australian Catholic University said they would be an unlikely target of 
foreign interference in part due to their international collaboration areas not 
being sensitive areas.47  Western Sydney University concurred and said they 
had not identified any instances of foreign interference with their 
international partnerships and they said: 

To date, Western Sydney University has not experienced any foreign 
interference or threats of foreign interference from any of our international 
collaborations and we believe our security practices and oversights will ensure 
this continues to be the case.48 

3.39 Innovative Research Universities discussed the focus of foreign interference 
on ‘low-level’ incidents that they argued had no impact for national security 
which was a contrary point to most other submissions with IRU saying: 

Political and public debate around these issues too often centres around 
occasional, low-level incidents about course material, classroom interactions, 
and activism on university campuses that have little to no implications for 
national security. Universities are places where views should be exchanged 
freely and frankly among students and with teaching staff, some of which will 
challenge deeply held assumptions of students, whether Australian or 
international. This free and frank debate should be considered a positive think 
and keeping with Australia’s standing as a free and democratic nation.49 

3.40 ANU made the following observation of foreign interference and the correct 
response to it: 

ANU views foreign interference as a human-centric challenge. One, which like 
all aspects of information security, forms at the nexus of people, process and 
technology. It requires us to understand the motivations, behaviours and 
decision-making norms of our community; as well as the shifting threat 
landscape in which we find ourselves operating. In our experience, foreign 
threat actors will use a range and mix of overt and covert approaches to 
achieve the intelligence and national aims of their respective countries. 
Consequently, for ANU foreign interference is a set of interconnected vectors 
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designed to access people and information, necessitating the need for a unified 
and centrally managed security capability. While there is a range of risk 
owners depending, on the nature of the threat, there is one coherent 
supporting set of countermeasures and safeguards.50 

3.41 ANU noted three possible vectors for foreign interference and the 
countermeasures they would undertake against these vectors. The first was 
cyber operations which included: unauthorised access, supply chain 
interdiction and data theft. The second was interference in research which 
included: grant programs; gifts, donations and investment; appointments 
and awards; talent programs and recruitment; agreements on sensitive 
research; and the use of front or shell companies. The third was human 
intelligence operations and policy which included: economic or social 
coercion; narrative control; physical access operations; surveillance; 
cultivation; and the use of student associations. ANU said for the cyber 
category they had developed a cyber security program, for the interference 
in research category they had created the Foreign Interference Advisory 
Committee (FIAC) and supporting intelligence and outreach functions, and 
for the human intelligence category they had developed a social cohesion 
plan as well as outreach activities, reporting and analysis. 51 

Specific awareness of undisclosed foreign influence 

3.42 In response to sectoral awareness of foreign influence and foreign 
interference ASIO said: 

I would suggest that the understanding of that at the executive level in 
universities has improved considerably over the last number of years because 
of the collaboration between government and the sector. But there’s more 
understand to be had there, as is the case equally, if not more so, I would 
suggest, across society.52 

3.43 No submissions specifically addressed known examples of undisclosed 
foreign influence. 
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Specific awareness of espionage (including data theft) 

Talent-recruitment programs 

3.44 The Committee considered foreign talent-recruitment programs as part of 
the inquiry given the substantial number of submissions which discussed 
these programs as possible avenues of technology transfer and espionage. 
Generally, these are schemes run by foreign governments to identify and 
recruit academic ‘talent’ to part-time quasi-commercial and academic roles 
in the foreign country. The University of Melbourne discussed talent 
programs in their submission, noting talent programs themselves were 
advantageous but there could be misuse of these programs to serve foreign 
state objectives. Many submissions from the sector did not address talent 
programs, though several non-sectoral submissions did. The UoM said of 
these programs: 

University sector peak bodies have conveyed the Australian Government’s 
affirmation that talent programs can potentially encompass both legitimate 
and illicit research activity.53 

3.45 Mr Alex Joske said talent recruitment programs raised serious national 
security issues but also noted: 

They break down and take advantage of the fundamental trust and integrity 
that science relies on.54 

3.46 Mr Joske said talent recruitment was not just about technology transfer but 
related to the national security risks of interference and influence.55 ASIO 
said the existence of the thousand talents program was not of itself 
concerning but said: 

It’s a natural extension of China’s strategic plan to be a world leader in 
technology and to secure their economic and military advantage. China has 
been open about their ambitions in this space and how it serves their national 
interest.56 

3.47 The Go8 additionally quoted ASIO Director General Mike Burgess in their 
submission relating to talent programs: 
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I should point out that, being a member of the Thousand Talents Program of 
itself is no problem – and, for those who are, generally that is fine. Obviously, 
declaring that and being open about what associations you have is always 
good policy. But being a member of the Thousand Talents Program is not in 
itself a problem for me or Australia in general.57 

3.48 The Committee accepts and agrees with this evidence and, in setting out the 
below evidence, makes no judgement on individual academics.  

3.49 The University of Melbourne noted recent analysis of Chinese talent 
programs which suggested some of these aimed to expand China’s strategic 
interests and generate access to valuable research and technologies.58 The 
University of Melbourne noted concerns had been raised these talent 
programs could increase risks of both foreign interference and the theft of 
information (which would be considered as both espionage and foreign 
interference, discussed above).  

3.50 The University of Melbourne discussed their approach to foreign talent 
recruitment programs and said: 

Participation by staff will generally not be supported unless faculty can 
demonstrate that, firstly, the benefit to the university outweighs the risk and 
the cost; secondly, the award does not pose unacceptable foreign interference 
risks.59 

3.51 In relation to awareness of staff participation in talent-recruitment programs 
ANU said: 

We do not have 100 per cent coverage, in my opinion, but we are ramping up. 
As described at Adelaide [University], academics are being asked and will be 
required to make a submission. That process is ongoing. It’s a new process, 
given the environment. I think that, once that is completed, we will have a 
high level of compliance. It will never be 100 per cent, as you know, but it will 
be a very, very high level. I think that, from a national security point of view, 
the overall residual risk to the nation will be very small.60 

3.52 Melbourne University said they required all staff disclose all paid outside 
work and commitments under their annual performance review process. 
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They said they were now developing a centralised platform for being able to 
aggregate this information and to search this information.61 UQ said they 
had instigated investigations of current staff who have been involved in 
foreign talent programs. 62 

3.53 Mr Joske provided a specific example of membership in a talent program 
that could be a security risk in UTS Professor Mao Guoqiang who Mr Joske 
said had entered the thousand talents program after the program itself 
became more covert in 2019. Mr Joske said Professor Mao had previously 
worked on Australian and American defence projects and joined a Chinese 
institution with strong links to the PLA.63 UTS said they had processes 
before but had upgraded those processes now. They said cultural change 
was required to mitigate this risk and it was their evidence that Professor 
Wang was not in the thousand talents plan as they understood it.64 

3.54 In relation to talent-program participation and international engagement 
more broadly UTS said: 

I absolutely agree that transparency is not sufficient. I agree with the 
proposition from the senator and my colleagues that we have to ring-fence 
certain areas. I will also say quite simply – I can go to chapter and verse – that 
our risk management processes are not just in the areas of research but very 
much in who you are partnering with.65 

3.55 ANU discussed the evolution of their thinking on talent recruitment 
programs, noting the recent evolution and said: 

I think it is fair enough to say that that way of thinking about things has 
evolved over the last three of four years, thinking before that time 
transparency was sufficient.66 

3.56 Mr Alex Joske provided a specific submission which was detailed on 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) talent-recruitment programs, and their 
ability to facilitate technology transfer to China – often for military and 
security applications. Mr Joske said the Chinese Government had recruited 
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60,000 individuals globally for these purposes between 2008 and 2016 in an 
effort to reduce China’s reliance on foreign technology. Mr Joske described 
the programs as diverse and flexible, offering benefits to the recipient in 
exchange for them working for Chinese institutions while maintaining their 
existing employment. Mr Joske said provincial Chinese governments 
recruited roughly seven times more people than the national government 
through the Thousand Talents Plan. Additionally Mr Joske said talent plan 
membership itself was not illegal. Mr Joske said: 

These programs are a conduit for technology transfer and have been used to 
incentivise misconduct and theft.67 

3.57 Mr Joske said there were 325 participants in CCP talent-recruitment 
programs from Australian research institutions. Mr Joske said identified 
recruitment in these programs appears to have peaked in 2017 and said 
around 40 per cent of participants were no longer in Australia. Mr Joske said 
approximately 300 Chinese scientists had been sent to Australia from China 
since 2007 where they worked on ‘military-use technologies’ such as radar, 
supercomputers, cryptography and drone swarms. Mr Joske said there were 
at least 57 ‘recruitment workstations’ established in Australia to spot and 
recruit individuals for these talent programs. Mr Joske said a key issue was 
the lack of disclosure by participants in these programs. Mr Joske in his 
submission listed the top ten Australian universities by talent recruitment 
program participants.68 

3.58 Mr Joske said there had been some improvement in institutions abilities to 
respond to talent-recruitment programs but said: 

Research institutions’ responses to talent recruitment sit on a broad spectrum, 
and many of those worst affected do not appear to have confronted the 
problem yet. 

3.59 Often the issue Mr Joske identified with talent program membership was 
that the disclosure was insufficient rather than non-existent. This was closely 
related to the argument given by several submissions that talent recruitment 
programs themselves weren’t illegal, but could be used for illegal purposes. 
In several instances the individual had some aspect of their talent 
recruitment membership on their Australian profile, but on their foreign 
(generally Chinese) profile there was significantly more information that 
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detailed the arrangement. While some of these instances could surmount to 
espionage, primarily this is an issue for universities to resolve through risk 
management, due diligence and staff management policies.  

3.60 Mr Joske said the agencies that oversee China’s talent recruitment efforts 
had themselves been implicated in espionage. Mr Joske said: 

There have been cases of the Ministry of State Security, which is the Chinese 
government’s foreign intelligence agency, recruiting people through the 
Thousand Talents Plan and taking them with stealing technology. That 
happened in a case in the US, where an engineer was tasked with stealing gas-
turbine jet-engine trade secrets from a US defence contractor.69 

3.61 Mr Joske provided another detailed example and said a former UQ 
professor joined the Thousand Talents Plan while employed by UQ and 
receiving ARC funding. Joske said this professor set up an artificial 
intelligence company in China which supplied surveillance technology to 
authorities in Xinjiang.70 The ARC said they were aware of that particular 
case and were following up with the employing institution.71 The ARC said 
they received an anonymous complaint about an alleged breach of the ARC 
grant agreement involving Professor Heng Tao Shen in 2016.72 

3.62 Mr Joske provided another detailed example and said UNSW professor Xue 
Jingling received $1.794 million in ARC grants while affiliated with the 
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) National University of Defence Technology. 
Mr Joske said Xue was an expert in supercomputers and supervised nine 
Chinese military scientists at UNSW. Mr Joske said Xue’s research partners 
included two PLA generals in charge of the PLA supercomputer program.73 

Box 3.1  UQ Professor uses Australian funding for Chinese 
benefit 

Mr Alex Joske said University of Queensland Professor George Zhao 
received conditional Australian Research Council funding for battery 
technology research whilst commercialising said technology in China and 
not disclosing this in Australia.  
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3.63 Mr Joske provided another detailed example and said UQ Professor George 
Zhao participated in two CCP talent-recruitment programs and led a 
research institute and company in China. Mr Joske said Professor Zhao 
received the ARC Future Fellowship between 2011 and 2017, and the 
Australian Laureate Fellowship between 2017 and 2022 for a total of $3.9 
million in funding for research on energy storage technology. Mr Joske 
noted Professor Zhao took up several positions in China while receiving 
ARC funding including establishing a company selling batteries in China. 
Mr Joske noted 39 patents listed in China since 2015 had listed Professor 
Zhao as their inventor, with none being associated with the University of 
Queensland. Mr Joske noted the discrepancy between Professor Zhao’s 
profile with UQ, and what was available via open source media.  

3.64 The ARC said they were aware of this particular allegation and were 
working with the university to further understand it.74 

Box 3.2  ANU Professor teaches drone swarm technology to 
Australian and Chinese militaries 

Mr Alex Joske said Australian National University Professor Brad Yu 
Changbin concurrently developed drone technology for the Australian 
and Chinese militaries, as well as training the PLA chief drone technician, 
and received ARC funding 

3.65 Mr Joske provided another detailed example and said ANU professor Brad 
Yu Changbin simultaneously belonged to defence-funded drone swarm 
projects in Australia and CCP talent-recruitment programs. Mr Joske said Yu 
trained a PLA scientist who was now chief technician of the PLA military 
drone swarm program. Mr Joske said Yu was working on United States and 
Australian defence-related drone projects while training the PLA chief drone 
technician. Mr Joske noted Yu had also received ARC funding.75 Mr Joske 
said of this incident: 

A lot of these issues were known to ANU, clearly, or at least they had the 
ability to know that these kind of things were being undertaken, that he had 
brought in a Chinese military scientist as a PhD student while working on 
drone swarm projects for DST and that this scientist is now chief technician of 
the Chinese military’s fixed-wing drone swarm program. So, there’s a question 
of why these issues weren’t identified when he was at ANU and also whether 
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these issues were identified when he was at Curtin University and whether 
ANU helped with that, for example. It clearly shows that transparency isn’t 
enough. Certainly transparency isn’t enough when there isn’t an 
understanding of the problem and how to respond to it and why these things 
might be problematic.76 

3.66 The ANU said in response to this incident: 

Associate Professor Yu left us in 2018. The reason for that was that we did 
point out to him that he had a conflict of commitment between the work he 
was doing in China and the work he was doing at ANU. We asked him to 
make a decision about his future and that decision resulted in him leaving 
ANU.77 

3.67 ANU said after this incident they reviewed and refined their processes. Of 
note ANU said the issue was the competing obligations rather than anything 
substantively wrong with the conduct itself.78 ANU said they employed 
Professor Yu from late July 2008 until mid-December 2018. ANU said 
Professor Yu was employed at Westlake University in 2017 and presented at 
a Youth Conference in China in June 2017 as a Westlake Lab Leader. ANU 
said once they were aware of this apparent conflict of commitment they 
approached Professor Yu to resolve the matter which resulted in his 
departure from ANU.79 

3.68 After discussing talent recruitment programs in universities Mr Joske 
detailed several instances of CSIRO employees participating in CCP talent-
recruitment programs. Mr Joske said at least 24 CSIRO employees were 
believed to have joined talent-recruitment programs, although most 
appeared to have left CSIRO to join these programs. Mr Joske noted six cases 
where CSIRO employees maintained their employment while participating 
in talent programs.80 

3.69 Mr Joske said CSIRO Senior Principal Scientist Lu Liming was recruited to 
the University of Science and Technology Liaoning (USTL) via the Liaoning 
province ‘Pandeng Scholars’ program’. Mr Joske said the Liaoning 
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Provincial Government indicated participation required working for USTL 
for at least nine months, would be hired for three years and receive $300,000. 
Mr Joske noted Lu’s CSIRO profile described him as an adjunct professor 
only.81 CSIRO said of this incident: 

We are very confident that none of our employees are part of the Thousand 
Talents program.82 

3.70 CSIRO additionally said to the best of their knowledge that was historically 
the case for all Chinese government talent recruitment programs. In 
response to Mr Joske’s findings CSIRO said: 

I believe that Mr Joske arrived at a conclusion through an open-source 
assessment process…As far as participation by employees on projects goes, 
we’re confident that we don’t have any members that are participating in 
talent programs.83 

3.71 CSIRO said they had an ‘outside work policy’ which would require checking 
and approval by CSIRO. CSIRO said they were running an ‘active and 
intense program’ in relation to conflicts of interest.84 

3.72 In a broader discussion around the costs to talent recruitment programs to 
the national interest Mr Joske said CCP talent recruitment activity in 
Australia could have been associated with $280 million in grant fraud in the 
past two decades. Mr Joske noted at least 59 individuals received 
fellowships from the Australian Research Council while concurrently 
working in China on related technologies. Mr Joske noted ARC grants come 
with disclosure requirements and in some instances prohibit both external 
employment and not residing in Australia.85 The ARC said they had spoken 
to Mr Joske about the 59 names and said: 
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With respect to Mr Joske’s specific number, we don’t know whether the 
dataset that he has identified is the same as the one we have, because we don’t 
have that specific information.86 

3.73 When asked as to whether the ARC was aware of the conduct when it was 
occurring the ARC said: 

No. We’re aware of some allegations against named researchers, including 
those that Mr Joske has raised, but certainly we are not fully aware of 59 
individuals who’ve held laureate fellowships et cetera who have these specific 
allegations against them.87 

3.74 Mr Joske said universities themselves were legally responsible for managing 
grants received by their employees and wrote they had an ‘obligation to 
improve their responses to CCP talent-recruitment activity’. Mr Joske 
recommended centralised staff travel databases and staff briefings on 
foreign talent recruitment programs and university policies. 88 Mr Joske said: 

Effectively addressing CCP talent recruitment would help restore confidence 
in the research sector’s ability to meet standards of integrity, ethics and 
security when engaging with China.89 

Specific awareness of national security related cyber risks 

3.75 Several universities discussed their increasing awareness of cyber-related 
risks. Western Sydney University (WSU) discussed the increasing awareness 
within the sector of national security risks, as highlighted by the ANU cyber 
compromise, saying: 

In recent years, the university sector is becoming increasingly aware of the 
risks of foreign interference, data theft and espionage, particularly following 
the cyber attack on a major Australian university in 2018.90 

3.76 It is likely the ANU compromise identified has prompted greater 
introspection and then development within the sector. The CSCRC said of 
this: 
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Australian universities are no stranger to malicious cyber activity, with the 
most high-profile example being the hacking of ANU in November 2018.91 

3.77 ANU said the two breaches they had reported were their only data 
breaches.92 

3.78 The University of Technology Sydney (UTS) said they had created a joint 
Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) capability between UTS and the 
University of Newcastle. UTS noted that cyber security required strong 
cultural change in addition to technical improvements.93 

3.79 CSCRC said the ANU intrusion was only detected during a baseline threat 
hunting exercise and the malicious actor had remained on the ANU network 
for approximately six weeks up to December 2018.94 Innovative Research 
Universities suggested the major cyber risk to be interference with 
university operating systems.95 This incident clearly demonstrates that cyber 
security incidents are eminently possible within the sector.  

3.80 The Council of Australasian University Directors of Information Technology 
(CAUDIT) said all universities were different and the risk profiles differed 
between universities which meant a ‘one size fits all’ approach was not 
effective. CAUDIT noted achieving university wide adherence was onerous 
and cost prohibitive and an ‘enclave’ model was instead favoured per the 
Defence Industry Security Program in protecting the defence research parts 
of a university.96  CAUDIT noted the impact on university budgets from 
COVID-19 was impacting universities’ ability to invest in cyber security.  

The Sector’s capacity to identify and respond to 
national security risks 

3.81 The Committee considered the existing abilities of the sector to identify 
national security risks. Primarily this was through analysis of the 
improvements made within the sector based on their understanding of the 
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risks, itself informed by engagement with government. In doing so, it 
analysed the submissions of the sector as well as hearings with the sector 
and relevant agencies. Some submissions did not provide any detail on their 
capacity to identify national security risks beyond acknowledging these risks 
existed. Other submissions provided exhaustive and comprehensive outlines 
of actions taken and risk management frameworks. 

Changes over time, maturity gained 

3.82 In a broader discussion around changes over time to the sector’s ability to 
respond to these risks DESE said universities had developed ‘far greater’ 
awareness of national security risks through initiatives such as the UFIT 
guidelines, though ongoing engagement was critical due to the evolving 
nature of the particular threats.97 The University of Queensland concurred 
and said a significant amount of sector-wide activity was being undertaken 
on these topics, most notably through UFIT and then involving Go8 and UA.  
UQ noted the significance of the sector engaging on this topic as a sector, as 
well as individual engagements.  

3.83 CSCRC made the following observation of the sector, indicating awareness 
within the sector in the past was poor: 

There is no doubt over the past several decades, Australia’s higher education 
and research sector has been in a state of complacency.98 

3.84 CSCRC said there were no ‘silver bullet solutions’ to national security risks 
in the sector, but a combination of risk management and risk mitigation 
strategies could assist the sector in responding to these risks.99 

3.85 CSCRC said the sector’s reliance on international funding through 
international students had led it into a precarious position. It would be 
possible therefore this exposure had made these institutions vulnerable to 
international pressure and interference. The CSCRC noted: 

The higher education and research sectors are not immune – they are targets. 
And for many years, they have been soft targets.100 
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3.86 Submissions discussed international student populations with UQ 
contextualising this issue and saying:  

I think universities were always very conscious that they needed to diversify 
the source countries of their international students and that an 
overdependence on one country was exposing them to a level of risk. Whether 
that risk was geopolitical or whether it was more narrowly economic would 
just depend on the circumstances at the time.101 

3.87 The sector and relevant government agencies broadly agreed the sector was 
capable of identifying and responding to the national security risks. Or at 
least, the sector had matured its ability to do so.  

Process improvements: Risk identification tools, due diligence, 
policies and processes 

3.88 Submissions discussed several process improvements they had made to 
respond to these risks which included the development of analytical 
capabilities, due diligence and internal policies to identify and respond to 
risks,. ASIO provided context to this point and said risk management for 
these threats was a continuous exercise as the threats changed and 
evolved.102 Several universities provided overviews of various risk 
management tools, policies and processes they had implemented, or were in 
the process of implementing. The genesis for many of these measures, based 
on the evidence received, appeared to have been the UFIT guidelines and to 
a smaller degree the cyber compromise ANU suffered.  

3.89 La Trobe provided an example of this and said they had developed a foreign 
influence, interference and sanctions risk management tool. In their 
submission they said all their employees had access to this tool which the 
use of was mandatory before international agreements were made. La Trobe 
said: 

The tool helps to identify potential risks with the agreement and if the 
agreement is flagged as higher risk, users are guided to the Risk Management 
Office for independent risk assessment and further due diligence. In addition, 
the tool assesses compliance against current sanctions regimes being 
implemented by Australia and specific foreign interference-related legislation 
such as the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme.103 
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3.90 Macquarie University said they had been actively collaborating with 
Universities Australia to share best practices to learn and share with other 
universities.104 WSU said several universities had established foreign 
interference taskforces and working groups who were working proactively 
with other actors to share knowledge and best-practice guides on countering 
foreign interference.105 Griffith said in response to the UFIT guidelines they 
had been ‘actively engaged in managing and monitoring risk areas relating 
to potential undue foreign influence and interference’.106  Griffith said: 

[Griffith] was focussed on incorporating countering foreign interference risk 
management into our existing relevant frameworks. The goal is to ensure a 
robust approach to reduce vulnerabilities and mitigating foreign interference 
threats to the University’s people, information and assets; this also serves to 
protect the reputations of individuals and the institution and to maintain 
strong partnerships.107 

3.91 The observation from Griffith was integration of risks into existing processes 
would avoid unnecessary duplication and promote a strong security culture. 
University of Western Australia said they had conducted a review of 
national security and foreign interference risks at the university.108 

3.92 La Trobe discussed changes they had made to contracts and said they were 
altering the standard contracts used by the university in direct response to 
foreign interference-related legislation. They provided the example of 
varying IP clauses to ensure parties were unable to exploit any IP rights 
were in any way connected with defence or military applications, racial 
profiling or security surveillance.  

3.93 The Australian National University said they had established an analysis 
capability within their newly created Information Security Office. ANU 
noted this capability used industry partners, data sources and linguistic 
support to form assessments on international parties. ANU said they would 
consider, among other things: links to foreign intelligence services; links to 
foreign military; activities which may represent illegal technology transfer or 
intellectual property theft; financial impropriety; activities which may affect 
Australia’s economic, security or social wellbeing; and activities which are 
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contrary to ANU values.109 ANU said non-mitigable risks were those that, 
having considered available mitigation strategies, have a residual risk of 
foreign interference above that acceptable to the University in managing its 
obligations under the UFIT Guidelines.110 ANU said the primary source of 
risk they had identified in previous or ongoing engagements was a lack of 
institutional autonomy on the part of the foreign entity.111 

3.94 The University of Sydney said all their international engagements were 
subject to three ‘key principles’. These were: the engagement was consistent 
with the University’s objectives, the engagement complied with Australian 
laws and guidelines, and the engagement was conducted consistently with 
university policies.112 

3.95 CSIRO said they had undertaken a ‘wide-ranging security reform program’ 
across their organisation which included developing risk management 
mechanisms.113 CSIRO said this had included the development of a tool 
which would: 

Integrate CSIRO’s risk and security assessment process and create a uniform 
approach across the organisation, providing a greater level of awareness, 
consideration and assurance of the risks and sensitivities.114 

3.96 CSIRO said this tool would assist decision-makers look at opportunities and 
risks associated with each new international proposal.115 CSIRO said this 
would be used to make assessments on dual-use technologies which CSIRO 
said was both country agnostic and military agnostic. They said it went 
beyond military application and took into account other considerations such 
as human rights.116 

3.97 The University of Tasmania said determining how to best manage 
international relationships required: 
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Clear-eyed assessment of how these relationships relate to our national 
interests and to be prepared not to enter them or to restructure them if they 
don’t serve our interests.117 

3.98 The University of Tasmania said they used strategic and operational 
controls; foreign influence/interference policy principles; risk appetite 
statements and operational decision-making tools to assist in this process.118 

3.99 The University of Tasmania said they introduced an ‘Adversary Test’ to 
protect knowledge assets. The University of Tasmania said if an adversary 
could not obtain certain information via cyber means then they would need 
to devote resources to obtaining the information – and it is this information 
the university should therefore be protecting. The University of Tasmania 
indicated the amount of information at this threshold would be quite 
limited, generally either relating to national security capabilities or 
commercially valuable intellectual property. The University of Tasmania 
wrote national security information is generally protected through existing 
government safeguards, but these did not exist for the commercially 
valuable information. The University of Tasmania said after rigorous 
analysis and identification and protection of these ‘crown jewels’, the 
remaining bulk of information can be kept freely available. 119 The 
University of Tasmania argued a well-designed, layered, defence strategy 
was the most effective mechanism against these threats.  

3.100 The University of Queensland said they had implemented several disclosure 
tools. UQ said these tools were designed to identify (on an ongoing basis) 
conflicts of interest, secondary employment, sensitive research and foreign 
influence. UQ said the benefit of these tools included raising awareness, 
educating staff, providing accountability and enable enterprise risk 
management.  UQ said they had additionally established a Foreign Influence 
Task Force to identify and address risks around foreign influence. 120 

3.101 CSIRO said they had implemented pre-employment checks for all their new 
employees alongside a ‘designated security assessed position list’ which 
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specified requirements for particular roles. CSIRO said they had also 
developed physical and cyber security arrangements for staff travel.121 

3.102 The University of Melbourne said membership in talent programs was 
subject to several internal measures, including disclosure under existing 
policies, assessments and due diligence, and review by the ‘Research Due 
Diligence Advisory Group’.122 They noted participation in talent programs 
would not be captured under the Australia’s Foreign Relations Act and 
sometimes would not be covered under the FITS Scheme.  

3.103 Mr Joske most institutions had policies in relation to these issues already 
and said: 

 Why aren’t those existing processes working? I think it’s partly those 
processes not being sufficient – universities not pursuing these problems fully, 
not having the investigative capacity to actually get to the bottom of things – 
and partly a problem of culture. People have been turning a blind eye to these 
practices.123 

Analytical improvements: Due diligence and intelligence sharing 
from government 

3.104 Submissions discussed the sector’s capacity to conduct due diligence and the 
reliance of input intelligence from government to this end. Several 
universities submitted their ability to properly undertake risk analysis was 
hampered by the lack of access to contemporary and relevant risk 
information, most likely held by Australian government departments and 
intelligence agencies. University of Western Australia (UWA) said: 

As a single institution with access only to open source intelligence, UWA is 
unable to provide either data or judgement on the prevalence, characteristics 
or significance of these risks, beyond noting the range of publicly available 
information and the seriousness of the issue.124 

3.105 UNSW noted an example whereby they engaged with ASIO, DFAT, DESE 
and the Department of Home Affairs before entering into a research 
partnership with the Qingdao International Academician Park in 2019. 
UNSW said this close liaison including counsel on best practice due 
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diligence and aligning the program with the UFIT guidelines and Australia’s 
national interest.125 

3.106 The University of Sydney said their due diligence included consideration of: 
sanctions; technologies’ uses; potential impacts of technologies; terrorist and 
blacklisted companies’ checks; UFIT guidelines; advice from Australian 
government departments; and other means.126 

3.107 Mr Joske said conducting due diligence in relation to the national security 
risks was difficult research to do. Mr Joske said of this research: 

This sort of research is very time intensive and it relies on people with skills 
that aren’t very common. It’s really not just Chinese-language skills, but also 
that background knowledge of tech-transfer issues, the Chinese Communist 
Party, political interference and the ability to actually do original, empirical 
research on these topics.127 

3.108 ASIO broadly concurred with this point and discussed the limitations of 
what universities could do on their own in this regard and said: 

I’d acknowledge that there are limits to what private organisations, such as 
universities, or research sectors can do to background-check either individuals 
or organisations. Having said that, we encourage them to do what they can 
lawfully, and we’ve helped them by providing them with what we call a due 
diligence tool that allows them to ask questions and get answers in a 
structured way…I suggest there’s more that they could do to seek information 
and assure themselves the best they possibly lawfully could that they are 
making an informed decision.128 

3.109 The University of Melbourne said the national security expertise across 
government could not be replicated in the sector. They requested 
clarification from government as to the extent to which universities could 
leverage government assistance in various areas, and the clarification of 
roles and resources available.129 A similar point was raised by the ARC who 
said they were not national security specialists.130 UA recommended a 
mechanism be developed to provide individual universities with access to 
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timely, tailored advice based on government information and expertise.131 
The University of Tasmania said in some instances university activities 
could be time-sensitive such as funding applications and access to accurate, 
authoritative information in real time would be ‘critical’ to making timely 
assessments.132 

3.110 The University of Melbourne requested appropriate access to intelligence-
based guidance from government to assist the university in risk decision-
making. They suggested both support from security agencies on practical 
issues and higher level advice would be advantageous and result in more 
adaptive and confident risk assessments by the universities.133 The 
University of Sydney said clear advice and information about emerging risks 
was required as publically available information was not sufficient for 
proper risk analysis. The University of Sydney noted the value of ad hoc 
advice from ASIO, but requested a framework to ensure this process 
continues and deepens.134 

3.111 UWA said universities could receive greater assistance from the Australian 
Government with due diligence. UWA said the onus was on individual 
universities to make due diligence decisions based on open source 
information such as the United States Entity List and Unverified List, or the 
Australian Strategic Policy Institute’s tracker. UWA assessed this was a 
weaker system than a government-provided list or a process of ‘active 
assistance’ from government in due diligence assessments using 
government intelligence.135 The University of Tasmania suggested access to 
government intelligence and data would assist in decision-making 
processes. Monash University said they were engaging external advisory 
firms for due diligence purposes.136 The University of Tasmania said they 
had found their engagement of external law firms was not sufficient to 
inform robust decision-making.137 
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3.112 ASIO said there was scope to further assist the sector by providing them 
information on what areas of research would require protection, but noted 
the development of these government policies to the sufficient level of 
clarity would be a complex task. ASIO noted the benefits to this would 
include allowing ASIO and the sector to prioritise key areas.138 

3.113 UA noted on the topic of due diligence, universities could undertake the 
processes but could not do complex security vetting of individuals which 
would be the remit of Government agencies.139 

Policy and procedural improvements: Revising and creating 

3.114 Submissions discussed the substantial changes made to university policies in 
recent years as a result of the national security risks. Monash University said 
they were reviewing several internal policies to ensure compliance with the 
national security risks. Monash said this included the ‘Due Diligence Risk 
Assessment guidance materials’.140 Monash said their university 
philanthropic gifts and intellectual property policies were in effect.  Monash 
said all international arrangements were reviewed by the Monash 
University Global Engagement office, as well as the Monash Research Office 
or Deputy Vice-Chancellors’ offices as required.141 

3.115 This included broader discussions around transparency which would 
feature in policies and UNSW said they were seeking to achieve ‘active 
transparency’ which included things like mandatory disclosure processes for 
all staff.142 UWA said they had commenced work on an expanded register of 
staff members’ external links, affiliations and employment.143 

3.116 The Australian Technology Network of Universities said the University of 
South Australia had appointed a Defence and National Security Officer to be 
responsible for all security matters relating to defence research and 
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education at the University of South Australia, including the 
implementation of governance and risk management practices.144 

3.117 Adelaide University said they had requested each staff member to make a 
personal declaration about foreign engagement. They said: 

That’s a great tool for raising awareness, because suddenly all the staff are 
being confronted with a set of questions that highlight the new legislative 
framework that is around them in a national sense, and that promotes a series 
of conversations across the institution.145 

3.118 Queensland University of Technology (QUT) said they had strengthened 
due diligence reviews, embedded checks in human resources recruitment 
processes and updated policies and procedures.146 CQU said in direct 
response to UFIT they had implemented several measures including a 
governance and risk framework; due diligence, communication and 
education to staff and students on foreign interference; knowledge sharing 
with certain government agencies; and development of cyber security.147 

3.119 Western Sydney University discussed the broader efforts made by the sector 
to mitigate against these risks and said: 

Increasingly, universities are prepared to counter foreign influence in the 
higher education sector by being more prepared, using rigorous due diligence 
processes for international collaborations, smarter use of information, being 
cyber protected, using new methods to secure voice and data communication, 
and ensuring the rapid recovery of critical systems. The design of critical 
infrastructure in universities is resilient to intentional or accidental damage.148 

3.120 La Trobe University said as a result of the government restrictions, it could 
lead academics to form informal relationships with foreign universities, 
particularly in research, and these relationships would therefore not be 
captured by formal existing processes.149 La Trobe said informal 
arrangements were more likely to be arranged without involvement from 
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the university risk offices and more likely to expose the particular 
universities to interference and unacceptable levels of risk.150 

3.121 Human Rights Watch critiqued the implementation of new policies and 
suggested several new policies for the sector. HRW recommended 
universities define the act of reporting on your fellow students or academics 
as a serious violation of the student code of conduct and grounds for 
disciplinary action. More broadly HRW called for universities to utilise blunt 
and plain speech to discuss issues of foreign interference on campus and 
implement clear policies. HRW recommended universities introducing the 
ability for students to submit their work anonymously.151 

3.122 A related issue to policy changes identified by the sector became the 
demarcation of particular study areas. This meant identifying which areas 
within a university should receive greater protections as it related to 
national security risks. In its submission, Charles Darwin University said:  

Our research strengths, and most of our international research collaborations, 
are in the fields of environmental science and livelihoods, tropical and 
Indigenous health and social and public policy – areas of public good research 
for which risks of foreign interference, data theft and espionage are not 
considered to be high.152 

3.123 Innovative Research Universities said membership in talent programs was 
being managed through internal university risk processes and they had no 
evidence to indicate membership of the program was against Australian 
interests.153 

3.124 A common response from the sector was their participation in UFIT was 
sufficient to address the national security risks. Some universities provided 
submission they were already implementing appropriate systems in 
accordance with the UFIT guidelines, but provided little meaningful detail 
on how this was occurring. ECU said universities had extensive risk 
assessment and management processes to identify and mitigate these threats 
which were informed by the UFIT guidelines.154 Other universities did not 
reference their implementation of UFIT guidelines.  
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3.125 A common response from the Sector was UFIT was sufficient to address the 
national security risks and additional legislation could confuse or denigrate 
UFIT’s effectiveness. La Trobe University said: 

Some of the latest government initiatives, such as the recent Foreign Relations 
legislation, seemingly ignore the UFIT process. This is part of a pattern of 
proliferation of government-imposed legislative requirements that are 
uncoordinated with each other or with the UFIT guidelines. This undermines 
the likelihood that this now significant edifice of legislative regulation will 
achieve its objective.155 

3.126 The German Rectors’ Conference (HRK), in their submission, praised 
Universities Australia and considered the measures taken by UA were 
appropriate for the risk context.156 

Structural improvements: Governance, audit and committees  

3.127 Submissions discussed changes made to university governance structures 
and high-level committees designed to monitor and respond to these risks. 
This section takes a cross-section of these changes as provided in evidence to 
the Committee, which are broadly similar but each localised to their 
particular institution and context. ANU said universities had siloed 
processes and needed to do something that worked across the whole 
university.157 When discussing whether awareness was permeating 
throughout universities UTS said the key challenge was cultural and 
organisational change.158 

3.128 The Committee heard evidence that highlighted the often federated 
structure of universities. Adelaide University described the complex nature 
of these institutions and said: 

Universities are large, complicated organisations. Mechanisms for 
administering new and complex compliance requirements, and the training of 
a large and diverse cohort of employees and students, takes time, thoughtful 
design and significant investment in systems, people and technology.159 
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3.129 The University of Melbourne discussed their own structural improvements 
and outlined these to the Committee, saying: 

The University of Melbourne is quite well advanced in embedding culture 
change and risk management from the top to the bottom of the university. 
We’ve been working with all of our faculty deans and heads of schools and 
institutes to deepen and embed a risk-aware mindset amongst our entire 
community. We have refreshed our training programs, supported by 
communication campaigns, and these are being launched to ensure that all 
university members are aware and reminded of and encouraged to identify 
and disclose potential risks as part of their professional scholarly mindset and 
practice.160 

3.130 The University of Sydney described their establishment of a ‘Research Risk 
Advisory Committee’ in 2019 and the creation of a ‘Manager, National 
Security and Export Controls’ position to assist the university on these 
topics.161 

3.131 La Trobe University said since the introduction of FITS they had instituted a 
number of procedures to ensure compliance with FITS. La Trobe said in 2020 
they assigned a member of the La Trobe senior executive to ensure La Trobe 
was compliant with all legislative and other regulatory requirements. La 
Trobe said the second method FITS compliance was managed through was a 
corporate governance, audit and risk committee.162 

3.132 Western Sydney University also described their internal compliance 
measures undertaken for international agreements. WSU said risk 
assessments and ‘stringent due diligence processes’ were undertaken prior 
to entering into agreements with foreign institutions and regular reviews 
were undertaken of existing agreements.163 WSU said these processes were 
assisted by university legal and audit areas. 

3.133 Griffith said their primary focus was ensuring they had fit-for-purpose 
governance, processes and capabilities to appropriate and proportionately 
manage any national security risks.164 Griffith said they had established a 
‘cross institutional working group’ to undertake high-level assessments of 
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international activities including research grants, commercial engagements, 
technology transfers, donations and other international partnerships.165 
Griffith said governance processes and capabilities were appropriate, and 
proportionate, in addressing these issues.166 

3.134 University of Western Australia said they had established a committee of 
senior executive staff to oversee responses to foreign interference issues and 
priorities actions to strengthen UWA systems.167 UWA said they had then 
established a team from each major portfolio to implement the prioritised 
actions and created a single position to manage foreign interference risks.168 

3.135 UNSW said they had established a Division of Assurance and Planning as a 
result of the UFIT guidelines and the heightened national security 
environment.169 UNSW said they were strengthening risk management and 
due diligence policies. UNSW noted the value of increased engagement 
across the entire universities to consolidate and coordinate all policies, 
including topics like third-party engagements, gifts, cyber and 
sponsorship.170 

3.136 Monash University said they had established a Transparency and Integrity 
Committee to monitor Monash’s ability to counter foreign interference risks. 
Monash said this committee would recommend policy changes across the 
university.171 Monash also noted the existence of the Monash Research Office 
and University Council Audit and Risk subcommittee as additional bodies 
to assist in governance.  

3.137 The University of Melbourne said their ‘Foreign Interference Working 
Group’ oversaw their efforts at developing university governance, risk 
management and mitigation measures.172  They said their ‘Research Due 
Diligence Advisory Group’ was used to review research due diligence 
processes and risks across the university.173 
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3.138 ANU said the Foreign Interference Advisory Committee (FIAC) was the 
University’s decision-making body for all foreign interference matters.174 
ANU said the FIAC had reviewed in excess of 300 engagements since 
September 2020 and rejected two new engagements due to concerns about a 
lack of institutional autonomy.175 

3.139 When asked about whether combined resources across institutional 
groupings could be beneficial, Monash University Vice-Chancellor (and 
Group of Eight Chair) Professor Margaret Gardner said: 

I think trying to combine it in the Group of Eight might be beyond us, and we 
might not save money but actually spend more.176 

Education improvements: Awareness of national security risks 

3.140 Submissions discussed general education and awareness within universities 
and the developing use of education campaigns for staff and students. WSU 
said they had mandatory training programs to enhance awareness of 
security risks from international partnerships.177 WSU said for researchers 
there was training and support offered to grow their capacity to identify and 
respond to foreign interference.178 

3.141 Several submissions argued in favour of increasing awareness of national 
security risks within the sector. The German Rectors’ Conference (HRK) 
wrote it was critical to raise awareness and build up knowledge within the 
sector. They recommended creating opportunities for exchange and 
cooperation on this topic.179 

3.142 UWA said they had conducted workshops on foreign interference risks to 
‘deliver an accurate understanding of the foreign interference risks that 
impact most on UWA and how UWA is or is not controlling these risks 
currently’.180 UWA said they had commenced a program of foreign 
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interference training appropriate to the needs of different parts of the 
university.181 

3.143 Monash University said they had developed mandatory online training for 
staff and students on topics such as: anti-fraud and corruption, cyber 
security, research integrity training, conflict of interest and export controls 
training.182 

3.144 The University of Melbourne said they were implementing training 
programs, including up-skilling staff to develop their ability to identify 
foreign interference risks. They said they were also launching a FITS Act 
online training module which would be compulsory to some staff.183 

3.145 Some submissions critiqued these education improvements in the sector 
with Mr Chen Yonglin recommending the introduction of a compulsory 
course on Australian values for international students from autocracies.184 
Human Rights Watch recommended university lecturers ‘laying down the 
law’ at the beginning of classes with respect to threatening behaviour in 
classes.185 

Technical improvements: Cyber security policy and procedures  

3.146 At a very technical level submissions discussed cyber security uplift 
programs they had implemented in recent years. Monash University said 
they had adopted the globally recognised industry cyber security 
framework, the ‘National Institute of Standards and Technology 
Cybersecurity Framework (NIST CSF)’. Monash said they were ISO 27001 
certified for research platforms and infrastructure for the past eight years. 
Monash said they also actively shared information with the Australian 
Cyber Security Centre. 186 

3.147 The University of Tasmania said at the ‘core’ of their cyber defences was 
their ‘Cyber Security Framework’ and associated roadmap. The University 
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of Tasmania noted the value of Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) advice 
and suggested this be deepened.187 

3.148 The Australian National University (ANU) said they had implemented a 
five-year information security program in 2020 to ‘develop and 
operationalize world-class capabilities in cyber security’. ANU outlined their 
strategic vision for information security, including topics such as leadership, 
safety, trust and resilience.188 ANU said they now had grown their security 
workforce and created the Information Security Office to counter foreign 
interference and promote cyber security. 

3.149 The Australian Technology Network of Universities said to improve cyber 
security, the AARNet Security Operations Centre had been established to 
provide Australian universities with capabilities to manage cyber incidents, 
including real-time monitoring and analysis. ATNU also noted the 
establishment of the Australian Higher Education Cybersecurity Service 
between AARNet, Council of Australasian University Directors of 
Information Technology (CAUDIT) and AusCERT. ATNU also noted the 
establishment of the RMIT Centre for Cyber Security Research and 
Innovation (CCSRI) on behalf of the higher education sector using a $1.6 
million government security grant. ATNU also noted the Deakin University 
Centre for Cyber Security Research and Innovation (CSRI) which was 
involved in developing best practice guides with the Department of Home 
Affairs on protection of critical infrastructure, including from cyber 
vectors.189 

3.150 The University of Melbourne discussed their five year uplift program for 
cyber security and the ‘unique and complex cyber security risk profile’.190 
They noted the large number of threat actors that routinely attacked 
university systems and noted while no institution in the sector was 
impervious to cyber security risks, steps could be taken, including at 
minimum those outlined in the UFIT guidelines. UQ said they had 
developed a ‘comprehensive cyber-security strategy’.191 
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3.151 CSCRC suggested topics such as cyber security, data protection and IP 
protection should be treated more seriously.192 On this topic DESE said they 
had established an ‘Enhancing Cyber Security in Higher Education’ project 
to strengthen cyber resilience in the sector.193 

3.152 CSIRO said they had invested in their cyber security program including 
striving towards implementation of the Australian Government Protective 
Security Policy Framework (PSPF). 194 

3.153 QUT said the August 2020 Australian Government Cyber Security Strategy 
put in place a ‘stronger defensive capability to provide protection for 
Australians from strategic threats’.195 

Who is best placed to address the risks?  

3.154 The German Rectors’ Conference said that whilst the risks exist, the 
universities themselves were best-placed to identify and respond to these 
national security risks.  

Universities have a clear picture not only of the opportunities and possibilities 
international partnerships present, but also the challenges and risks 
international cooperation may pose to the integrity of national structures. Due 
to profound changes in the global environment, there is certainly a stronger 
need in the higher education system for critical evaluation and orientation.196 

3.155 This was complemented by CQU who suggested the government note 
universities had the capacity to manage foreign interference risks.197 
However this view was not shared widely across the sector. UNSW noted 
the ‘optimal procedure’ for addressing national security concerns to be 
through genuinely collaborative engagement between the sector and 
government on evidence-based policy, regulation and legislative change.198 
the Australian Technology Network of Universities (ATNU), in 
collaboration with the University of Newcastle, submitted: 
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National security now and always has been, within the purview of the 
Government to both protect and enforce. As these considerations have 
developed, Australia’s university sector has been in lock step with the 
Government in fulfilling Australia’s needs.199 

3.156 ATNU went on to say ‘national security is vitally important in the face of 
current and emerging sophisticated threats to Australia. It is the 
responsibility of the government to set the standard in these matters’.200 
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4. Adequacy and effectiveness of 
Australian Government policies 
and programs 

4.1 The Committee considered the adequacy and effectiveness of existing 
Government policies, legislation and programs in relation to the identified 
national security risks. In doing so, it considered the efficacy of existing 
arrangements to determine whether they were sufficient to meet the 
requirements identified in earlier chapters. The metric for determining 
efficacy was qualitative and based on submissions and evidence from 
hearings.  

4.2 Whilst the previous chapter primarily discussed the sector’s awareness of 
the issues and their own responses, this chapter focusses on existing 
government policies and programs and considers their sufficiency to 
address the issues identified in earlier chapters. In measuring the sufficiency 
of these policies and programs, the Committee relied upon a number of 
submissions and hearings from the sector and government.  

National security legislation: Espionage and foreign 
interference  

4.3 Submissions said espionage and foreign interference were clearly legislated 
against in the EFI Act. The Attorney-General’s Department (AGD) said the 
Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018 (the FITS Act) was designed to 
make transparent the nature and extent of influence by foreign government 
organisations in Australia, amongst other things. AGD said the purpose of 
the Scheme was to address foreign influence as opposed to foreign 
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interference which is dealt with elsewhere in the Commonwealth legal 
system. AGD said the Scheme applied to the sector where a foreign partner 
met the definition of a foreign principal under the Act.1 

4.4 AGD provided an example where disclosure would be required when an 
Australian researcher formed a partnership with a foreign government-
established entity whereby the Australian researcher would apply for 
Commonwealth funding or the research would focus on an issue relevant to 
Australian policy and the research would be designed to influence that 
policy.2 AGD said they had issued an information-gathering notice to the 
Confucius Institute within the University of Sydney as part of the Scheme.3 

4.5 The University of Tasmania recommended a government review to 
determine whether the ‘influence test’ in FITS adequately deals with the 
intent of the legislation, and clear policy guidance to universities on how to 
assess foreign relationships that are not in the national interest.4 

4.6 The Australian Federal Police (AFP) said they were responsible for 
investigating allegations of criminal activity relating to espionage and 
foreign interference in Australia.5 The AFP noted the establishment of the 
Counter Foreign Interference Taskforce (CFITF) and the complex and 
sensitive nature of EFI related offences. Mr Alex Joske, in discussing CCP 
talent-recruitment programs, questioned this and said: 

The ability of law enforcement agencies to tackle crimes associated with talent 
recruitment has not yet been demonstrated.6 

4.7 Western Sydney University said Australian government legislation had 
informed their development of compliance measures. WSU said the National 
Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018 
and the FITS Act had assisted their institution.7 UNSW noted the UFIT 
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Guidelines complemented both FITS and the Defence Export Control 
regime.8 

4.8 The Australian Academy of Science said they had no cause to believe the 
existing espionage and foreign interference legislation was inadequate.9  Ms 
Sarah Kendall and Dr Rebecca Ananian-Welsh said existing espionage and 
foreign interference legislation was sufficient to address the identified 
threats, and no additional legislation was required. A component argument 
of this submission was while the legislation was adequate, it was potentially 
over-reaching.10 The authors of this submission said Australia’s existing 
espionage laws undermined basic rights and freedoms through their breadth 
and complexity.  

4.9 AGD said ‘undisclosed foreign influence’ was not a term specifically 
referred to in the FITS Act and could apply to situations that would not fall 
within the Scheme.11 

4.10 Ms Kendall and Dr Ananian-Welsh said the definitions of espionage 
encompassed the wide variety of ways in which information was handled in 
the sector which extended to research, discussions, and products that 
emanate from the former.12 Ms Kendall and Dr Ananian-Welsh said the core 
offence of espionage, which relies on the provision of security classified 
information, was unlikely to occur in the sector.13 They said however the 
espionage offence that related to national security information was far 
broader than security classified information and could encompass much 
information within the sector. Ms Kendall and Dr Ananian-Welsh said the 
publication of research would amount to ‘communicate to a foreign 
principal’ under the espionage offence legislation.14 

4.11 While not specific to EFI and FITS, The University of Tasmania said the 
current approach by government in assessing foreign relationships was too 
focussed on explicitly state objectives in agreements. The University of 
Tasmania observed a paradox in lower risk persons such as allies tended to 
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be more explicit in their written objectives and higher risk persons tended to 
conceal their approach.15 The University of Tasmania recommended a more 
sophisticated response that took into account the broader considerations. 

The existing legislative framework 

4.12 Submissions argued government policies and legislation in this area were 
complex and disconnected. To this end Griffith University suggested the 
government publish an overarching foreign influence and interference 
strategy across whole-of-government to map out various pieces of 
legislation that sit within that broader concept. Griffith postulated this 
would support a more workable and proportionate response.16 Innovative 
Research Universities agreed and also suggested the Government create a 
clear, overarching foreign influence and interference strategy across all of 
government, including mapping out component legislation.17 IRU also 
suggested considering internal university processes to identify whether 
these measures can be simplified and ensure there is no national security 
harm.  

4.13 The University of Sydney said they had 120 Commonwealth and State Acts 
listed on their compliance framework, a similar refrain offered by several 
other institutions as illustration of the significant compliance framework 
they sat within.18 La Trobe noted the universities complied with a large 
amount of legislation including the: FITS Act, Autonomous Sanctions Act, 
Defence Trades Control Act, and Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory 
Arrangements) Act. They noted other policies were also complied with 
including the: UFIT guidelines, Defence Industry Security Program 
membership requirements, ARC grant application requirements relating to 
foreign interference, and recommendations from the TEQSA integrity unit 
which manages UFIT recommendations.19 As discussed in earlier chapters, 
multiple submissions highlighted the substantial amount of legislation the 
sector was required to adhere to.  

4.14 The ANU contextualised the legislative environment and noted the 
universities derived their functions from legislation, saying: 
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Australian higher education and research organisations are empowered by the 
legislative and regulatory framework in which they operate. Governments, 
informed by inquiries such as the one we are participating in today, create the 
environment that supports our mission as educators and researchers.20 

4.15 Monash University said legitimate foreign engagement and influence 
activities had been mischaracterised as foreign interference which had given 
rise to an increased number of legislative and policy approaches across the 
entire Australian government which affected the sector.21 Monash said this 
included the Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) 
Act, as well as proposed critical infrastructure legislation. Monash said the 
cumulative effect of Australian interventions could risk the sector’s position 
on the global stage and had created a climate of fear within academics who 
engage internationally.22 

4.16 In response to these issues The University of Melbourne recommended an 
implementation taskforce to provide ‘clear and pragmatic guidance at 
earliest opportunity’ from government on how to understand, apply and 
meet any new legislative requirements.23 

4.17 Adelaide University on a similar topic urged the consideration of legislation 
in totality and said: 

We urge the Committee to reflect on such unintended consequences and 
recommend an urgent holistic review of the multitude of legislative 
requirements and how they must be administered.24 

4.18 Western Sydney University said the numerous acts, policies and guidelines 
highlighted the numerous obligations universities had to comply with, and 
these requirements were largely effective in reducing foreign interference 
risks.25 UQ concurred and said the existing regulatory framework was 
comprehensive and adequate.26  Science and Technology Australia took this 
argument further and described the existing legislative framework as 

 
20 Prof Brian Schmidt, Vice-Chancellor, ANU, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 2. 
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23 The University of Melbourne (UoM), Submission 38, p.4. 

24 Professor Peter Høj, Vice-Chancellor, Adelaide University, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 19 
March 2021, p. 4. 

25 WSU, Submission 9, p. 5. 

26 UQ, Submission 22, p. 8.  
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‘extensive and effective’.27 UWA in a slightly different argument said they 
supported the general direction of the various national security legislative 
measures the government was taking.28 

Risks associated with uncoordinated policy and legislation 

4.19 Griffith said the sector was subject to significant legislative requirements 
and additional regulations could lead to fragmentation, confusion and 
duplication. Griffith commented: 

A fragmented approach with duplicate responsibilities across multiple 
government departments would result in unnecessary bureaucracy and cost.29 

4.20 The University of Melbourne discussed the importance of getting regulatory 
frameworks right saying: 

The shared challenge is ensuring that the compliance regimes of these 
measures adds to universities’ robustness in managing the risk of foreign 
interference rather than diverting resources too broadly towards monitoring 
activities with a very low risk of negative impact on the national interest.30 

4.21 La Trobe said because of this increasing legislative complexity, the national 
security risks faced by the Sector could actually be amplified. A common 
response from the Sector was Australia’s academic freedoms could be 
hampered by legislation. 

We urge the Committee to consider the possibility that the increasing 
complexity of compliance obligations could not only undermine the objective 
of promoting national security but could also pose a threat to the free 
exchange of ideas and to Australia’s contribution to open science.31 

4.22 More pointedly, La Trobe described the current situation as complex and 
said: 

The Sector’s perspective is that there are many overlapping and disjointed 
processes without any apparent central coordination. At best, this is an 
increased regulatory burden and resourcing issue for universities. At worst, it 

 
27 Science and Technology Australia, Submission 23, p . 3.  
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29 Griffith University, Submission 8, p. 2.  

30 Professor Michael Wesley, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, University of Melbourne, Committee 
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risks diverging interest and creating confusion on an issue of critical national 
importance.32 

4.23 This view was also shares by QUT who said: 

Most gravely, there are legitimate emerging concerns across the sector about a 
lack of coordination and mutual awareness across government with respect to 
the application national security and foreign influence measures to 
universities. This not only presents universities with serious compliance 
challenges; it also constitutes a significant source of real risk that has the 
potential to undermine our collective efforts in resisting foreign interference. 
This Government-generated risk is currently in play, and requires urgent 
action to eliminate or mitigate it. The heightened risk is rendered all the more 
dangerous because many parts of Government seem to be unaware of it: 
fortunately, it is as readily eradicable as it is unnecessary. 33 

4.24 QUT said there appeared to be a lack of mutual understanding within 
government on these topics. QUT identified what it considered as three 
possible risks from this approach. Firstly an uncoordinated approach would 
produce an increase in real terms to the sector’s exposure to foreign 
influence and interference as universities’ resources become engaged in 
addressing multiple compliance protocols. QUT observed if they were 
focussed on these requirements, they would not be spending enough time 
‘watching the gate’. QUT said: 

Vigilance will suffer unless we can instead agree on a set of common activities, 
protocols, concerns and measures that cover all needs with good visibility for 
all relevant interested parties. We have a far greater likelihood of achieving the 
overarching policy objective of protection from harm under a single 
overarching regime that meets everyone’s needs than through a collection of 
poorly conceived, uncoordinated and blunt instruments which is the current 
scenario. 34 

4.25 The second and third risks QUT identified were tension with other 
government policy priorities, and unnecessary regulatory impact. QUT 
recommended addressing this via the establishment of an effective inter-
agency collaboration mechanism, in combination with UFIT, to harmonise 
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regimes. QUT recommended UFIT be the preferred body for any additional 
work within the sector and government. 35 

4.26 University of Canberra requested the government consider the cost of 
ensuring effective mitigation of national security risks as public funded 
universities would receive no financial support for complying with a 
‘growing list of requirements’.36 La Trobe recommended the Australian 
Government consider existing obligations universities are bound by and 
ensure any additional requirements are aligned and consider the impacts 
and obligations which would arise from new bills and legislation.37 

4.27 Griffith University concurred and recommended the Government consider a 
more holistic approach to these issues.38  UWA echoed these arguments and 
said the Government should ensure its approach to legislation on national 
security risks was coordinated and appropriately targeted.39  Universities 
Australia recommended there be a greater focus by Government on 
ensuring policies across departments and agencies are coordinated, coherent 
and proportionate to risk.40 

4.28 ANU recommended the government undertake a Regulatory Impact 
Assessment covering all foreign interference legislation through UFIT.41The 
University of Melbourne said ‘unnecessary over-regulation of low risk 
activity’ could lead to a greater risk of inconsistency and systemic 
oversights, perversely moving the focus away from higher risk activities.42 

4.29 UNSW noted the possibility of duplication with legislation on these issues. 
A common submission from the Sector was to avoid onerous new 
measures.43 The University of Melbourne recommended interventions 
relating to these risks be ‘consistent, coherent and complementary’ and build 
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upon existing frameworks tailored to the sector where possible.44 Innovative 
Research Universities put the situation bluntly and said: 

We need a stop to the endless production of piecemeal laws with little or no 
reference to each other or to the powers needed to achieve the outcomes 
required.45 

4.30 Specifically IRU noted three factors compounded this point. Firstly, they 
said there was a ‘notable lack of discussion with universities in advance of 
legislation being tabled’. Secondly, communication across government 
departments appeared lacking on this legislation.  Thirdly, the various 
schemes disclosure requirements were not clear and coherent.46 

4.31 The University of Sydney noted the ‘extraordinary variability in how laws 
are developed by different government agencies with responsibility for 
aspects of its national security framework’.47 

4.32 Some universities argued if international collaboration was hampered (by 
legislation from the government) then this would cause significant financial 
loss to universities as well as adversely affecting their reputation and 
research opportunities. La Trobe said this could have a ripple effect on the 
attraction of foreign students, researchers and foreign investment. 48 

4.33 The Australian Academy of Science said government regulation needed to 
be evidence-based, proportional and designed to encourage the continuation 
of productive international scientific engagement, rather than hinder it.49 

4.34 The University of Sydney cited the Defence Trade Controls Act Amendment Bill 
2015 as a good example of collaboration with the sector, and the Australia’s 
Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) Act 2020 as a bad 
example.50 The Queensland University of Technology appeared to argue for 
country-specific policies or legislation, saying: 

The sector will be able to come to the point of the inquiry much more 
effectively if candour about specific jurisdictions of concern is forthcoming. 
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The attempt to frame this discussion in country-agnostic terms has the 
potential to consume enormous energy to nil effect, by capturing some 
activities that are technically encompassed but pragmatically of little to no 
concern.51 

4.35 The Department of Home Affairs said the whole-of-government approach to 
this issue would continue be country agnostic.52 

4.36 In a broader discussion around government legislation the Department of 
Home Affairs said the Security Legislation Amendment (Critical 
Infrastructure) Bill 2020  would cover the sector with government assistance 
in the event of a serious cyber security incident. The Department of Home 
Affairs noted universities may be required to adopt risk management 
programs, report cyber security incidents and provide information.53 ECU 
said national security bills such as this bill would place additional 
administrative burdens on universities.54 

4.37 The CSCRC however said this Bill would establish minimum security 
standards which would greatly enhance their capacity to protect sensitive 
IP.55 

Defence processes, programs and sanctions 

Defence Industry Security Program (DISP) 

4.38 Several submissions discussed policies and measures relating to defence. 
Department of Defence said their Defence Industry Security Program (DISP) 
was designed to strengthen industry security resilience to protect the 
integrity of Australia’s defence capability. The Department of Defence said 
they could use DISP as a tool to improve both security posture and cultures 
within the sector.56 
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4.39 CQU and WSU discussed their implementation of DISP accreditation and 
the steps they had to take in order to achieve this. WSU said this had 
required intensive internal security and risk procedures be adhered to. 57 

Defence Export Control Office 

4.40 Submissions discussed the Defence Export Control Office (DECO) and the 
particular role it played within the sector on the topic of technology transfer 
and international research. The Department of Defence said the Australian 
export control system was designed: 

To ensure military and dual-use exports are consistent with Australia’s 
national interests and international obligations. A robust system protects 
against unwanted transfer of technology and intellectual property theft.58 

4.41 The Department of Defence said a 2018 independent review of the Defence 
Trade Controls Act 2012 ( the Defence Trade Controls Act) had identified 
several gaps which were currently being addressed.59 

4.42 The University of Melbourne, amongst other submissions, noted the relative 
maturity of their processes to manage export control and sanctions risks.60 
CSCRC said Australia’s defence export control system aimed to stop military 
goods and technology from being transferred to individuals, states or 
groups with interests prejudicial to Australian interests. CSCRC said the 
2018 Independent Review of the Defence Trade Controls Act 2012 had flagged 
there were several loopholes in the Defence Trade Controls Act. CSCRC 
suggested more stringent oversight and compliance enforcement of the 
provisions of the Defence Trade Controls Act were required due to several 
limitations. CSCRC suggested these loopholes were the: exemption for 
publication; exemption for verbal supply; exemption for basic scientific 
research; and the exemption for work in the public domain.61 UNSW said 
they had ceased a research proposal in 2020 after proactively raising it with 
Defence who raised concerns.62 
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4.43 CSCRC said while open collaboration was an important part of technology 
research, the sober reality of the changing geopolitical and security 
environment required consideration. CSCRC said this was important to 
ensure the Defence Trade Controls Act required this consideration to ensure 
it remained fit for purpose. CSCRC suggested looking to the best practices as 
outlined in the export regime of the United States which whilst not entirely 
suitable to the Australian context could lead to a stronger enforcement 
approach to ensure wider awareness and greater compliance.63 

4.44 The Australian Academy of Science said they had no cause to believe the 
existing defence export control and sanctions legislation was inadequate.64 
However, CSCRC suggested more stringent oversight and compliance 
enforcement of the Defence Trade Controls Act was required.65 

4.45 Universities Australia said feedback from government officials indicated an 
‘abundance of caution’ rather than a dearth in relation to defence export 
trade control matters.66 

4.46 UWA suggested additional support for universities in making assessments 
for DTCA or autonomous sanctions permits would be advantageous. UWA 
said if the government agencies had more dedicated staff working on these 
topics it would ensure a faster turnaround and more specific (and 
applicable) advice.67 The University of Sydney said advice from the Defence 
Export Control Office was not timely and provided ‘meagre’ information 
due to security classification constraints.68 

4.47 The University of Sydney discussed the independent review of the Defence 
Trade Controls Act and recommended the Department of Home Affairs 
block persons of concern from entering Australia as otherwise would lead to 
an increased administrative burden on the sector.69 

Sanctions 
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4.48 UWA said recent Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) advice 
had pointed UWA back to legislation rather than providing assistance.70 The 
University of Sydney said advice from DFAT on this topic could take up to 
12 months.71 

4.49 WSU said the Autonomous Sanctions Act 2011 as well as the aforementioned 
the Defence Trade Controls Act had assisted in informing their own 
compliance measures.  

University Foreign Interference Taskforce (UFIT)  

4.50 The Committee examined the UFIT guidelines as part of this inquiry. 
Submissions from the sector cited their adherence to the guidelines as a 
measure of sufficiency to address the national security risks outlined in this 
inquiry. Strong support for UFIT was common across sectoral responses. 
Griffith University described how the sector spent considerable time in 2019 
working with key government agencies on the UFIT guidelines.72 The 
guidelines are divided into four thematic ‘strategic areas’ of cyber security, 
research and intellectual property, foreign collaboration, and culture and 
communications.  

4.51 Mr Alex Joske disagreed with these arguments in favour of the UFIT 
Guidelines and said he did not believe the UFIT guidelines were sufficient 
for addressing the issues associated with talent recruitment programs.73 

4.52 The Group of Eight (Go8) highlighted the world-leading nature of UFIT and 
said: 

No other Five Eyes Plus nation, to the Go8’s knowledge – certainly not the US, 
UK or Canada – has yet achieved this trusted, collaborative approach between 
Government, agencies and universities.74 

4.53 ANU stressed the importance of UFIT saying: 

Of all the initiatives and legislative reforms designed to strengthen the sector’s 
resilience to foreign interference, ANU believes that UFIT has been the most 
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successful. It has effectively balanced the need for action with the autonomy 
cherished by the sector.75 

4.54 WSU said the UFIT guidelines had assisted in informing their development 
of compliance processes.76 Australian Catholic University supported UFIT 
and said: 

The work undertaken by UFIT has sought to determine how universities can 
counter foreign interference while recognising the value and importance of 
international collaborations, academic freedom and an open research culture.77 

4.55 Universities Australia recommended the UFIT be the primary mechanism to 
improve the sector’s defences against national security risks.78 UA noted 
within its engagement with counterparts in Five Eyes nations, the 
‘Australian model’ was being considered as the preferred one due to its 
collaborative approach.79 Universities Australia described the UFIT 
mechanism as the clearest illustration of government and the sector working 
collaboratively on these issues.80 Macquarie University noted working with 
UFIT could ensure they found the balance between a ‘restrictive 
administrative burden’ and the development of processes that enabled them 
to adhere to government requirements.81 

4.56 Griffith University said the UFIT cyber-security guidelines were ‘world-
leading’.82 CSCRC said they were highly supportive of the UFIT guidelines 
as they related to cyber. CSCRC did note however cyber security needed to 
be viewed as more than just a compliance issue and cyber security ‘never 
stops’.83 

4.57 Human Rights Watch provided a more critical view and said UFIT needed 
to focus more on issues of censorship and academic freedom and 
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recommended the compile an annual report that documents the number of 
those incidents and how they are being handled by individual universities.84 

4.58 The sector broadly argued engagement between the sector and government 
needed to be deepened. In general this was argued to be best placed via 
UFIT and better use was made of UFIT.85 UWA said UFIT, and the expanded 
networks UFIT created, had been extremely beneficial in particular for the 
sharing of information and best practices. UWA also noted the UFIT process 
had brought government security and intelligence professionals into the 
process which was beneficial.86 

4.59 Griffith University said the government should engage the sector via 
existing channels and UFIT should be regarded as the primary mechanism 
to bolster the defences of Australian universities against foreign interference. 
They noted: 

A renewed UFIT forum, potentially with deeper expertise around specific 
threats, would serve as the vehicle for identifying and fixing any further 
national security gaps that relate to universities, and a more effective response 
to those issues than the imposition of further regulations.87 

4.60 La Trobe recommended the Australian Government take a streamlined 
approach to the management of foreign interference risk for Australian 
universities. La Trobe said government should work with the higher 
education sector via the UFIT and strike a balance between safeguarding 
Australia’s national security and universities’ international cooperation.88 

4.61 As well as engagement being deepened, some submissions called for greater 
clarity in the engagement between the sector and government. UNSW 
recommended clear advice be provided from government to the sector in 
relation to risk assessments undertaken against collaborative activities.89  
UNSW did note they had close engagement with the government at both the 
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collective UFIT level, and through individual briefings and close individual 
engagement.90 

4.62 Griffith University proposed UFIT was the appropriate body to provide 
assurance on national security risks for the sector. Griffith said UFIT worked 
well in part due to how it was able to recognise the specific context and 
characteristics of the sector.91 Griffith said as a strong collaboration already 
exists between government and the Sector in UFIT, a renewed UFIT forum 
would be ‘an appropriate mechanism of identifying and proposing actions 
with respect to further national security gaps that relate to universities’.92 

4.63 Queensland University of Technology said to maintain currency, ongoing 
updating and regular communication with the Commonwealth agencies 
monitoring these risks would be required.93 

4.64 Broad support for UFIT was given, with ECU saying: 

The University Foreign Interference Taskforce provided a welcome 
opportunity for collaboration between the Australian Government and the 
higher education sector on national security and foreign interference issues.94 

4.65 Some universities noted they had not been consulted on other government 
legislation not subject to this inquiry, and recommended this be done via 
UFIT.95 

4.66 Several universities discussed the causal relationship between UFIT and 
their own institutional improvements on these issues. UWA said all of their 
actions were in response to UFIT.96 UQ said they had carefully mapped their 
adherence to the UFIT guidelines.97 The University of New South Wales 
(UNSW) said they had updated their risk management policies and due 
diligence practices following the release of the UFIT guidelines. UNSW 
noted this was ongoing and sought government input. 98 Monash University 
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said they had aligned their own risk management frameworks with the 
UFIT guidelines, as well as the Defence Trade Controls Act, Foreign 
Influence Transparency Scheme Act and the Autonomous Sanctions Act.99 

4.67 DESE provided examples of individual university actions taken as a result of 
the UFIT guidelines. These included: implementing a global information 
technology security standard across all regions and campuses; adopting a 
globally-recognised industry cyber security framework to measure security 
maturity and identify areas for improvement; establishing and maintaining 
an online register for current and proposed international engagements at 
individual researcher level; requiring staff to complete annual online 
registrations of disclosure and ensuring staff were aware of their obligations 
on a variety of relevant topics; and mandating online awareness training for 
staff and higher degree research candidates.100 

Next steps for UFIT 

4.68 DESE said the clear intention for UFIT now to focus on developing a 
forward work program and driving the implementation of these 
guidelines.101 

4.69 Whilst the Committee attempted on numerous occasions to obtain firms 
answers about improvements to UFIT and what the next steps for UFIT 
were, answers were unsatisfactory, vague or not forthcoming. The 
Department of Home Affairs offered the suggestion of sharing best practice 
as one method that could be used.102 

4.70 As the Department of Home Affairs noted, to perform a ‘self-critique’ would 
be dangerous on the efficacy of UFIT. No clear response was given as to the 
future direction, lessons learned or next steps of UFIT.103 

4.71 La Trobe University discussed transparency and accountability of UFIT 
Guideline implementation and said: 

It’s a possibility that, following the review of UFIT after the first 18 months, 
we might need to think about more transparency in measuring the progress of 
individual institutions.104 
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4.72 UQ recommended the UFIT guidelines be updated with particular attention 
to: clarifying processes on sensitive technologies; providing guidance 
concerning collaboration with high risk (but non-sanctioned) countries 
particularly regarding the admission of students to work on sensitive 
projects; and greater clarity about what appointments and activities are 
appropriate whilst holding Commonwealth funding. UQ also requested the 
UFIT guidelines address several cyber topics such as: initiatives to assist 
university to safely invest in cloud-based application; investment in 
expanding and strengthening networks to disseminate security intelligence; 
government support for development and improvement of security services 
delivered by the Australian Academic and Research Network; and a national 
identity service (as used in New Zealand) to verify the identity of staff, 
students and collaborators.105 

4.73 The University of Sydney recommended including the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade in UFIT with the passage of the Australia’s Foreign 
Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) Act 2020.106 

4.74 The University of Melbourne discussed future legislation and regulation and 
the importance of co-design with government on these topics saying: 

Future regulation should be co-designed through the partnership prism, 
proportionate to the risks and balanced against the significant value that 
international engagement delivers to Australian society and beyond…a 
joined-up and collaborative partnership approach between universities and 
government should be further developed, through which improved 
communications and timely information flows can be achieved. This could be 
facilitated by the Australian Government adopting a whole-of-government 
approach to how it engages and operates on managing risks relating to 
universities.107 

4.75 The University of Melbourne, and several other institutions, recommended 
the government ‘adopt the UFIT model’ to address these national security 
risks into the future. The University of Melbourne suggested UFIT be a 
standing forum through which ‘timely, detailed, two-way information’ is 
shared and used and to align whole-of-government policy development as it 
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relates to the sector.108 The University of Melbourne said the UFIT model 
was good for ‘problem solving, effect[ing] change and rais[ing] awareness 
and preparedness across the sector’.109 

4.76 The Group of Eight said it would be beneficial to have DFAT, the ARC and 
the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) in UFIT.110 
QUT said in support of this: 

It might be of benefit to have the funding agencies at the table, because the 
funding agencies, through the reviewing process and through the way in 
which individual researchers interact with them, often receive information 
that universities may not.111 

Australian Research Council grant processes 

4.77 Closely related to the discussions around talent recruitment programs were 
the topic of Australian Research Council (ARC) grant processes and the 
ability of the ARC to assist in responding to the national security risks. 
Where earlier chapters have discussed specific ARC-related incidents, this 
section focusses on the ability of the ARC to identify national security risks 
and the processes employed by the ARC in this regard. 

4.78 The Committee heard evidence from several universities who had grants 
rejected by the ARC recently on national security grounds. ANU said they 
had two grants refused on ‘national security grounds’. ANU said they did a 
full audit of both grants and identified that one of the grants would have 
failed their own internal processes but believed the other should have 
passed based on their internal processes. 112 UTS said they had one grant 
refused on ‘national security grounds’. UTS said they did a full review and 
found nothing problematic. 113 QUT said they had a grant refused because of 
the combination of the institution and the area of research, in their opinion, 
and the institution was in China.114 
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4.79 The ARC said the ARC had a historical process for identifying potential 
sensitivities when it briefed the Minister for Education on grant 
recommendations. They said this included scanning the media and checking 
internal ARC holdings. The ARC said as part of the 2020 grant rounds, 
sensitivity checks and briefings to the Minster were performed. They said 
the Minister sought further advice on 18 particular grants from the 
Department of Home Affairs which led to the Minister making the decision 
of refusing five grants. ARC said this was the first instance that grants were 
referred for national security advice. The ARC said previously they had 
sought information on batches of grants rather than individual grants. 115 

4.80 The ARC said their organisation was not a national security specialist and 
required active engagement with stakeholders to identify and mitigate 
national security risks. ARC noted approximately 76 per cent of ARC-
funded projects in 2020 involved an intention to collaborate 
internationally.116 

4.81 The ARC said they had been working with national security agencies since 
2018, firstly with ASIO. The ARC said ASIO assisted them develop processes 
on how to collect more information to identify potential issues. The ARC 
said ASIO then put the ARC in contact with the Department of Home 
Affairs and since May 2020 they had been actively working with the 
Department of Home Affairs. The ARC said ASIO was constrained by their 
legislation and probably wanted to assist more than they were able to due to 
legislative constraints.117 

4.82 ARC said their process for declaring interests was consistent with that of 
other countries, most notably the United States.118 The ARC said it had 
updated its’ Conflict of Interest and Confidentiality Policy’ in late 2020 as 
part of a broader effort to develop initiatives relating to foreign interference 
risks. The ARC said: 

The ARC now requires that additional, specific information about the personal 
interests of researchers named on ARC grant applications are appropriately 
declared. This includes foreign financial support, and affiliations with foreign 
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sponsored talent programs, governments, political parties, state-owned 
enterprises, military or policy organisations as part of their declaration of 
material personal interests.119 

4.83 The ARC said this additional information was useful in increased dialogue 
and specific threat assessments from Government with little additional 
administrative burden.120 The ARC said the primary responsibility for due 
diligence on applications rested with universities rather than individual 
researchers as the funding requests were on behalf of the university.121 It was 
clear from these submissions that ownership over the disclosure risk was not 
owned by a particular party and several organisations were attempting to 
shift responsibility and accountability.  

4.84 The ARC said if an issue was identified with a researcher or research being 
undertaken the ARC would investigate the situation. The ARC said they 
were undertaking this process for the five refused grants of 2020. The ARC 
said consequences for not adhering with grant conditions could include 
termination and the money being repaid, and this would not be made 
public.122 The ARC said they recovered funding on approximately 57 
individual grants over the period 2016-2020 and none related to a breach of 
national security. The ARC said these recoveries related to issues such as 
expenditure on ineligible items, leaving the country for extended periods of 
time, or having a dual appointment.123 

4.85 WSU said the inclusion of questions relating to foreign interference and a 
requirement to state how the proposed research met the national interest test 
in all ARC grant applications had also assisted in their development of 
compliance measures.124 However the University of Melbourne, in 
discussing the additional questions the ARC included, said there was now a 
‘risk of duplication and potential uncertainty’ with these questions with 
existing university policies.125 
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4.86 Mr Alex Joske submitted on ARC grants in relation to participation in CCP 
talent-recruitment programs. Mr Joske said ARC fellowships generally 
required recipients not to take on additional employment and disclose any 
conflicts of interest (including work on the same topic). Mr Joske said since 
2009 at least 12 recipients of ARC Australian Laureate Fellowships had 
shown evidence of overlapping involvement in talent-recruitment programs, 
including filing patents in China while being the recipient of this funding. 
Additionally, Mr Joske said at least 23 recipients of ARC Future Fellowship 
funding, worth $19 million, appeared to concurrently hold appointments in 
China through talent-recruitment programs.126 

4.87 Mr Joske recommended consideration to whether the ARC (as a grant 
funding organisation) was sufficiently resourced and capable of auditing 
and detecting breaches of these grants.127 

Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency 
(TEQSA) processes and Model Code implementation 

4.88 DESE said they had established a Higher Education Integrity Unit within 
TEQSA to identify and respond to risks in the sector. DESE said this would 
cover topics such as: admission standards; academic and research 
governance integrity; student safety; foreign interference and cyber 
security.128 WSU submitted the establishment of an integrity unit within 
TEQSA to manage UFIT guideline recommendations and implementation 
had assisted in WSU’s development of compliance processes.129 

4.89 DESE said in relation to the TEQSA integrity unit: 

It wasn’t established as a unit to police the integrity of providers’ responses to 
things like foreign interference and the like. At its core, it’s a research, 
analytical and best practice effort to make sure that systematic issues and the 
way that the sector is delivering the education that we expect it to deliver to 
students is being delivered in very high quality.130 
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4.90 DESE said they had established an independent review to evaluate the 
progress the sector had made on the model code on freedom of speech and 
academic freedom.131 DESE noted the 2018 Model Code on freedom of 
speech and academic freedom, which all universities undertook to adopt. 
DESE noted the Australian Government position that adoption of the model 
code would support higher education providers in resisting pressures that 
could diminish academic freedom and freedom of speech on campus. DESE 
noted the 2020 review found 9 of 40 universities had fully implemented the 
code. 132 

4.91 The University of Sydney offered a direct view on the appropriateness of 
TEQSA’s role on these issue, saying: 

I don’t think TEQSA is an appropriate body for national security issues.133 

4.92 Mr Alex Joske broadly concurred with this view of TEQSA and said: 

The TEQSA Higher Education Integrity Unit does not appear to have been 
active in counter foreign interference efforts or responding to national security 
threats. Public information about the Unit indicates that its focus is currently 
on acting against cheating.134 

Critical technologies and areas of threat 

4.93 ASIO said the sector could be further assisted if they were provided with 
information as to what areas of research required protection.  ASIO said 
government policy to provide clarity on this topic would allow both the 
sector and ASIO to prioritise their activities to focus on the threats that 
carried the greatest potential for harm.  

4.94 In agreement Adelaide University said a sensitive technologies list would 
assist them greatly.135 This related to the layered defence model proposed by 
the University of Tasmania in their efforts to protect their ‘crown jewels’.136 
Adelaide University discussed the approach they would take to this issue: 
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We have to ask, ‘what are the things around which we have to build really, 
really high fences so that it’s impenetrable to anybody other than our allies.’ If 
we don’t clearly define what that is, we’ll probably do none of the protective 
arrangements efficiently, where they’re really required. I think that’s the big 
challenge we have to meet: high fences around things we only want to share 
and co-develop with certain partners, and collaborative measures in areas 
where a global effort, such as beating a pandemic, would require us to 
collaborate very readily and swiftly.137 

4.95 CSIRO said they were working closely with PM&C currently to develop a 
list of critical technologies.138 Adelaide University discussed the importance 
of government and the sector collaborating on critical technology policy 
saying: 

One of the outcomes of this inquiry we would be very pleased to see is that 
government really sits down and works with the sector to make this 
something that facilitates collaboration where it is of benefit to our national 
makes it very clear what collaboration is deemed not to be in the national 
interest.139 

Adequacy of communication and engagement between 
the Australian Government and the sector 

4.96 The Committee considered the adequacy of communication and engagement 
between government and the sector as it related to the terms of reference. 
The sector broadly agreed their existed significant existing contact between 
the sector and government. The University of Melbourne outlined their 
existing arrangements which were largely mirrored in other submissions. 
This included engagement with: the Department of Home Affairs and 
Attorney-General’s Department on international engagement; the 
Department of Defence and Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade on 
export control and sanctions matters; the Department of Education on 
security and policy matters; and operationally with the Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation, Australian Signals Directorate and Australian 
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Cyber Security Centre as required.140 The University of Melbourne cited 
these engagements as proof of collaborative and appropriate engagement 
with government to reduce the national security risks. 

4.97 UNSW expressed their satisfaction with the engagement they had with 
ASIO, DFAT, Department of Home Affairs and DESE.  UNSW indicated 
they would continue engagement of this nature.141 

4.98 In discussing the best point of contact for many of these issues ASIO 
suggested the National Counter Foreign Interference Coordinator in the 
Department of Home Affairs was the best central point of advice for the 
sector with respect to these issues.142 In doing so ASIO highlighted its role as 
an intelligence agency rather than as a policy agency.  

4.99 The University of Melbourne further stressed the importance of this 
partnership and said: 

The Australian Government and its agencies are uniquely positioned to share 
crucial information and expertise that can assist universities’ work to manage 
day-to-day decision-making. Likewise, universities are aware of the need to 
improve lines of communication and collaboration with the Government and 
other stakeholders. It is this working relationship and goodwill that will drive 
an improved two-way culture of awareness and compliance in managing risks 
associated with the potential for foreign interference.143 

4.100 QUT suggested greater communication with Commonwealth agencies and 
suggested dedicated liaison positions between the sector and key 
government agencies and identification of single points of senior contact in 
each higher education institution.144 

4.101 When discussing the adequacy of existing policies and programs ASIO 
recommended continuing the education and messaging campaign of what 
the national security risks are.145 
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4.102 University of Sydney said there was a shift from ‘passive and reactive to 
proactive and engaged’ between the sector and government agencies. 146 
They said of this: 

Our engagement at the University of Sydney with the security agencies and 
also through the Group of Eight has been very productive. As I said, they have 
been active in engaging the sector, in convening regular and informed 
discussions about the risk environment. Of course there are constraints on 
what they can tell us, and we understand that.147 

4.103 UNSW discussed the evolution of the engagement and highlighted the 
importance of the relationship between ASIO in particular and the sector: 

The first interaction I had with the security service was at a Group of Eight 
meeting where the head of ASIO attended. That was somewhat of a surprise to 
the vice-chancellors in 2016. Now we have a dialogue with the security 
services at all levels of the university on a regular basis, which is extremely 
reassuring and helpful to us.148 

4.104 UQ, when discussing the timeline for engagement and critical points along 
this timeline, said: 

I think there was a very significant meeting in 2018…that was followed up 
with the establishment of UFIT in 2019.149 

4.105 Universities Australia characterised the relationship as positive, saying: 

Respectful relationships have been built between agencies and the sector as 
whole and individual institutions over many years. Universities look to the 
intelligence agencies as their primary source of information regarding the 
scale and extent of threats.150 

4.106 UA noted a key challenge to be: 

The delineation of roles and responsibilities around the points where 
university capabilities to manage foreign interference reach their limit and 
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where Government responsibilities begin or complement university 
activities.151 

4.107 ANU said a fundamental conceptual shift at this point was to shift the 
emphasis in the harm statement: 

The shift removed a fundamental conceptual difference between the sector 
and agencies that the real value – and therefore the target of foreign actors – 
was not the scientific knowledge contained in university information systems 
but in the expertise of our scientists. A point which is exemplified in the fact 
that the threat actors who breached ANU systems in November 2018, 
deliberately targeted systems holding data on our people and ignored digital 
repositories of scientific knowledge.152 

4.108 Edith Cowan University recommended an additional committee be formed 
on these topics:  

A committee composed of members from the higher education sector, research 
institutions, and the relevant Australian Government departments, is 
established through legislation to work together on national security issues, 
and to provide a proportionate, connected approach to national security 
affecting universities.153 

4.109 UWA said assistance of national security agencies had greatly benefited 
universities: 

Despite these measures there naturally remain limits to how well UWA or any 
university is able to identify and respond to national security risks, and 
Government support and guidance is needed to manage more serious risks 
and incidents…Universities rely on our national security agencies to provide 
information and insights based on their professional experience and on 
intelligence which is not publicly available.154 

4.110 UWA noted a distinction between government writ large and individual 
officers within government at this point: 

Despite the generally excellent assistance that individual officers provide 
universities, there is more the Government could do, both in creating a more 
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coordinated legislative framework and agency response, and in assisting 
individual universities with particular issues.155 

4.111 UNSW said threat mitigation measures were most likely to be successful 
when developed in partnership between the sector and the government. 
Specifically UNSW recommended the establishment of clear roles and 
responsibilities of both the sector and government.156 UNSW noted 
collaboration between government, the sector and industry would be 
required to ‘accelerate our sovereign capability and to sustain Australia’s 
strategic and competitive advantage in the Indo-Pacific region’.157 

4.112 Monash University said they regularly engaged with the Department of 
Defence and the Australian Research Council on these topics as well as a 
variety of other government agencies on advisory and technical support.158 

4.113 The University of Melbourne, along with several other submissions, 
requested timely and clear intelligence/information from government on 
these risks, and guidance on assessment tools to be used in this topic.159 
Generally, this was supported with the argument the government is best 
placed to know and understand the characteristics and manifestation of risks 
rather than the sector.  

4.114 ATNU noted Australia’s policy framework was in line with allied countries 
and where it has exceeded allied measures there has been frank discussion 
between the sector and government.160The Australian Technology Network 
of Universities said: 

It is important to acknowledge that, to date, the interests of both the 
Government and the university sector have been met, where the risk 
protection framework has been co-designed by both parties.161 
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5. Responses to this issue in other 
countries and their relevance to 
the Australian situation 

5.1 The Committee considered responses to these issues in other relevant 
countries as part of this inquiry. Primarily this was derived from 
submissions from government and the sector. As a starting point ASIO 
provided a general observation that Australia tended to lead globally on this 
issue, saying: 

Australia is generally ahead of the curve when it comes to identifying and 
managing this risk.1 

5.2 The University of Melbourne shared this view and said Australian 
universities were ‘keeping pace’ with global counterparts on security issues.2 

United Kingdom 

Background and context 

5.3 Universities UK (UUK) said the United Kingdom (UK) higher education 
sector’s response to national security threats had been ‘significantly 
influenced’  by the approach taken in Australia.3 This view was shared by 
the University of Melbourne who noted the apparent modelling by the UK 
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on the Australian response, namely UFIT. The University of Melbourne also 
noted the November 2019 UK Parliamentary Foreign Affairs Committee 
inquiry which found evidence of foreign interference on UK campuses.4 

5.4 Universities UK said the UK higher education sector had developed a 
conceptual framework to assist the sector in meeting three goals: 

1 UK universities can demonstrate that they have coherent, proactive, strategic 
and operational approaches to managing and mitigating international 
security threats. 

2 UK universities are confident and able to pursue sustainable, secure 
international partnerships.  

3 The UK higher education sector and the government have a clear, 
collaborative and constructive approach towards protecting and promoting 
growth in research and innovation, institutional autonomy and academic 
freedom in the context of security challenges.5  

5.5 Universities UK noted that to achieve these three goals, three immediate 
outcomes would be required: 

1 Increased awareness and understanding among individuals, both staff and 
students of security related issues. 

2 Stronger institutional systems, processes and behaviours. 

3 Wider changes to the ecosystem including the interface between universities 
and government and in the resilience of the system.6 

5.6 Universities UK noted the ‘major role’ that universities have to play in 
providing advice and information to help define the above concepts. They 
said: 

The higher education sector has an important role in supporting government 
to develop policy generally, as well as defining the specific dimensions of the 
risks and threats that face both the higher education sector and the 
government.7 

5.7 Universities UK said the UK higher education sector was ‘increasingly 
aware’ of the national security threats in this inquiry. Universities UK said 
the central component of the UK response was the protection and promotion 
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of the values that have been integral to the sector, including academic 
freedom. Universities UK said to effectively respond to these threats 
institutions in the sector would need to support the development of 
‘security-minded working cultures alongside the development of new 
policies and processes’.8 Universities UK said of the importance of co-design: 

Wider system changes are likely to be necessary as the sector responds to these 
challenges. Policy and legislative interventions are most effective when they 
are co-designed by the sector and the government with shared outcomes in 
mind.9 

5.8 Universities UK said the UK ‘Managing risks in Internationalisation: security 
related issues’ document referenced the UFIT guidelines. In particular, the 
commitment by the Australian government to work collaboratively with the 
Australian higher education sector has been cited as an increasingly positive 
element of this framework. They noted the guidelines are not an end in 
themselves but a ‘mechanism to support member institutions achieve shared 
goals and outcomes’.10 Universities UK stressed the importance for flexible 
and dynamic responses to meet the national security threats as they evolve.  

5.9 The ARC said Universities UK had released guidance on national security 
risks in October 2020.11 Universities UK noted ‘Trusted Research’, a 
campaign developed by the UK Centre for the Protection of National 
Infrastructure.12 

5.10 In a specific example from the United Kingdom Human Rights Watch 
(HRW) said Oxford University in the UK was allowing some students to 
submit papers anonymously after the passage of national security legislation 
in Hong Kong.13 

UK Foreign Affairs Committee report on engagement with 
autocracies 

5.11 The University of Melbourne referenced the UK Committee on Foreign 
Affairs (CFA) report titled ‘A cautious embrace: defending democracy in an 
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age of autocracies’ published 5 November 2019. According to the report, a 
UK focus had been on protecting universities from intellectual property theft 
and joint research project risk, and not enough focus was placed on 
autocracies’ influence on academic freedom in the UK. This report said: 

This is not enough to protect academic freedom from other types of 
interference such as financial, political or diplomatic pressure, with a view to 
shaping the research agenda or curricula of UK universities or attempts to 
limit the activities of UK university campuses.14 

Box 5.1  United Kingdom Parliament reports on engagement 
with autocracies 

On 5 November 2019 the United Kingdom Foreign Affairs Committee 
issued a report titled ‘A cautious embrace: defending democracy in an age 
of autocracies’ which included substantial discussion of national security 
risks in the higher education sector. 

5.12 The report, with its primary focus on UK foreign policy with respect to 
autocracies, discussed academia as a component part rather than a specific 
inquiry. The report wrote that autocracies’ influence in UK universities was 
a complex phenomenon which could take different forms, and defined 
influence as including:  

Financial, political or diplomatic pressure, to shape the research agenda or 
curricula of UK universities, whether at the macro level (for example 
providing direct or indirect financial support for research or educational 
activities with explicit or implicit limits on the scope of the subjects that can be 
discussed) or at the micro level (for example, pressuring event organisers not 
to invite certain speakers); Attempts to limit the activities of UK university 
campuses or joint venture universities abroad which constrain freedoms that 
would normally be protected in the UK, such as the criticisms of foreign 
governments; pressure on UK-based researchers who focus on subjects related 
to the countries concerned, including through visa refusals, pressure on 
university leadership, pressure on relatives still living in that country; 
pressure on UK-based students born in the country concerned, or on their 
families, to inform on the speech or activities of other students, or to engage in 
political protest in the UK in support of the country’s objectives. 
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5.13 The report said they had heard ‘alarming’ evidence about the extent of 
Chinese influence on the campuses of UK universities and noted the issue 
had received less attention than in Australia, New Zealand and the United 
States. The report said while universities had a strong incentive to establish 
overseas partnerships; this should be balanced with potential risks to 
academic freedom. The report said Universities UK had told them while the 
vast majority of international partnerships are highly beneficial to all parties, 
there was a significant threat from hostile state actors in misappropriating 
research output. The UK Committee noted one submission that indicated the 
growing conflict between academic freedom and international funding, 
especially becoming more acute with the ‘commercialisation of global 
academia’. 

5.14 Submissions to this committee discussed incidents such as Confucius 
Institute officials confiscating papers which mentioned Taiwan and Chinese 
Students and Scholars Association (CSSA) members reporting students to 
the Chinese Embassy and halting discussion on sensitive topics such as 
Xinjiang. The report also mentioned media reporting which indicated one 
UK University that allegedly pressured academics into cancelling events 
related to Tibet and Taiwan after Chinese officials complained. The report 
said the university representatives who gave evidence did not acknowledge 
these topics as an issue and said they had no evidence to substantiate claims 
of foreign influence in universities. 

5.15 The UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) wrote a response to the 
CFA report on 6 March 2020 saying they recognised academia as an area at 
risk of foreign interference. In making this statement, the FCO said they 
were working with the Department for Education (DfE), Department for 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (DBEIS), other relevant 
government departments and the academic sector to identify and mitigate 
these risks. The results, or details of this engagement, are unknown at this 
point in time. The FCO said more broadly of these issues: 

Our universities are international at their core and they rightly offer a warm 
welcome to overseas students and the valuable contribution they make. The 
Government encourages universities to collaborate with international 
partners—the best research is done through international collaboration and it 
is precisely this interconnectedness that ensures the UK higher education 
sector remains world-class. 

However, there is a risk that our collaborative culture of academic research 
and innovation could be exploited by state or state-linked actors which do not 
respect fundamental rights and freedoms, or whose strategic intent is hostile 
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to UK interests. This is why the Government has published Trusted Research 
and will continue to develop and promote this advice and guidance to the 
sector.  

The protection of academic freedom and freedom of speech lies at the heart of 
our higher education system; the Government is clear that any attempts to 
interfere with these core values will not be tolerated. If institutions or 
academics feel they are subject to foreign interference, we encourage them to 
inform Government, so that we can offer our advice and support.15 

5.16 The FCO said they were involved in both the formation of the International 
Education Strategy (IES) and hosted an event in the UK in June 2019 to 
discuss autonomy, security and risk in the higher education sector. The FCO 
indicated this event also engaged the FCO China Department and the Centre 
for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI).  The FCO said in the 
UK context, the lead department on this issue was DfE and DBEIS and the 
FCO would support these departments. The FCO said UK Research and 
Innovation (UKRI) and the Intellectual Property Office (IPO) oversaw 
research policy and engaged regular with the sector, including on 
responding to threats of foreign interference. The FCO said these two 
entities were associated with DBEIS.  

5.17 The FCO said they considered the most appropriate strategy to be a sector-
led approach supported by the UK government. In doing so, the FCO said 
universities were autonomous institutions responsible for their own 
processes to decide how to engage with others. The FCO said relevant UK 
government departments would engage with the sector through ‘trusted 
research’ which provided awareness, advice and guidance for both 
academics and senior leaders in universities and research institutions.16 

National Cyber Security Centre report on cyber security in 
universities 

5.18 Although not referred to by submitters the Committee notes the UK 
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) report titled ‘The cyber threat to 
Universities’ in September 2019 as relevant to this inquiry. The report noted 

 
15 UKPCFA, ‘A Cautious Embrace: Defending democracy in an age of autocracies’, Government 

Response, https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201919/cmselect/cmfaff/109/10902.htm, 
Accessed on 3 February 2021. 

16 UKPCFA, ‘A Cautious Embrace: Defending democracy in an age of autocracies’, Government 
Response, https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201919/cmselect/cmfaff/109/10902.htm, 
Accessed on 3 February 2021. 
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the threat posed to the university sector sat within a broader context of 
threats to the United Kingdom more broadly, and that the threats could 
come from both state-sponsored actors such as Russia, China, North Korea 
and Iran, as well as from organised crime groups. The NCSC report wrote 
the key cyber threats to UK universities were highly like to be nation states 
looking to steal personal data and intellectual property for strategic 
advantage and criminals seeking financial gain. They said while cybercrime 
would probably present as the most evident and disruptive, state-sponsored 
espionage was likely to cause greater long-term damage. They said the likely 
effects of this state-sponsored espionage could include damage to the value 
of research (notably in STEM subjects), a fall in investment to the affected 
universities, and damage to the UK’s knowledge advantage. 

5.19 The NCSC said universities handled significant amounts of personal and 
research data (including intellectual property) which had significant value to 
others in terms of strategic gain. The NCSC said nation states ‘almost 
certainly’ target universities for the data and information they hold, and 
cyber-attacks were a deniable route to obtain information otherwise 
unavailable to them. The NCSC said the information obtained from 
universities could be used for commercial advantage, advancing research 
efforts, or for military application. The NCSC said these activities were 
detrimental to individual researchers, universities, and the country as a 
whole. The report noted these activities were more likely to advantage the 
attacking nation rather than damage the UK (though the latter would still 
occur naturally as a result of the former). 

5.20 The NCSC said cyber-attacks against universities were so successful in part 
due to the sector being one of the most open and outward facing, in terms of 
both culture and technology. The report noted the ease of collaboration 
between academics across borders made the cyber-attacks easier. The NCSC 
wrote phishing attacks were the most common attacks against universities. 
They said while methods would evolve, spear-phishing and social 
engineering were considered the most likely act vectors. The NCSC said 
state-sponsored cyber activity against universities was likely to continue into 
the future due to how successful it had been and the limited repercussions 
faced by the actors. The NCSC observed espionage was the most significant 
threat to the long-term health of both universities and the UK.  

5.21 The NCSC, in its recommendations for defending against cyber-attacks, 
recommended several activities. Firstly was the importance of good security 
awareness among staff and students, which was difficult due to the high 
turnover at universities. Secondly was the topic of access and authentication, 
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to ensure strict access controls and partitioning of high-value research. 
Thirdly was network design, specifically as it related to smaller sub-
networks within universities that were less protected.17 

United States 

5.22 The Department of Home Affairs noted the establishment of a new reporting 
system in the United States after an investigation identified American 
universities had accepted $6.5 billion in ‘hidden foreign donations’. They 
said the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) continued to prosecute 
academics and researchers for breaches of funding rules and fraud.18 

5.23 The Department of Home Affairs said the United States had banned Chinese 
postgraduate students and researchers with links to entities that ‘implement 
or support the People’s Republic of China’s military-civil fusion strategy’ 
and designated Confucius Institutes as foreign missions.19 HRW noted 29 of 
100 Confucius Institutes in the United States had closed in the past six years, 
partly due to the United States National Defense Authorization Act 2019 which 
required universities chose between Confucius Institutes and funding from 
the United States Department of Defense.20 

5.24 Human Rights Watch said Princeton University in the United States was 
now using code names instead of true names on the work of students in 
Chinese politics classes to protect their identities. HRW noted some 
American academics were undertaking new measures with the increase of 
online teaching due to COVID-19, including not recording classes, disclosing 
risks to students of online engagement, and choosing what material was 
shared online. 21 

5.25 Edith Cowan University said several bills were introduced in the United 
States during 2019 such as H.R. 1678 and S.1879 Protect Our Universities Act, 
H.R. 3038 Securing American Science and Technology Act (SASTA), and S.2133 
Secure American Research Act. ECU said the Protect Our Universities Act was 
overly restrictive and that SASTA was incorporated into the John S. McCain 

 
17 NCSC, ‘The cyber threat to Universities’, https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/report/the-cyber-threat-to-

universities, Accessed on 3 February 2021, pp. 2-8. 

18 Department of Home Affairs, Submission 32, p. 15. 

19 Department of Home Affairs, Submission 32, p. 15. 

20 Human Rights Watch (HRW), Submission 47, p. 3. 

21 HRW, Submission 47, p. 3. 
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National Defense Authorization Act 2019 (NDAA 2019).22 ECU said s 1286 of 
NDAA required the establishment of ‘an initiative to work with academic 
institutions who perform defense research and engineering activities’ to 
protect intellectual property, reduce foreign influence, and improve 
development of American talent.23 

5.26 The Australian Research Council (ARC) said they had received guidance 
from the United States Government on their policies, specifically the 
National Science Foundation and the National Institute of Health.24 

5.27 Commenting on this approach The University of Queensland (UQ) said the 
‘very prescriptive’ approach taken in the United States was less than ideal.25 
ANU said the US government had taken a different approach to the UK, 
Canada and Australia, with ‘individual agencies implementing a range of 
new measures and rule changes since mid-2018…often explicitly target[ing] 
China’. ANU said some US departments had introduced restrictions to 
prevent participation in foreign talent recruitment programs, new 
limitations had been placed on Confucius Institutes, and new limitations 
had been introduced on visas for Chinese students. 26 

5.28 The University of Melbourne said the United States situation bore some 
similarities with the Australian context including heightened awareness of 
national security risks. They noted the United States Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations report 
‘Threats to the US Research Enterprise: China’s talent recruitment plans’.27 

Canada 

5.29 The ANU noted Canada had established a multi-stakeholder taskforce (in 
addition to Australia and the United Kingdom) in the ‘Safeguarding your 
Research’ portal.28 The Department of Home Affairs noted the Canadian 

 
22 Edith Cowan University (ECU), Submission 6, p. 2. 

23 ECU, Submission 6, p. 2. 

24 Australian Research Council (ARC), Submission 18, p. 13. 

25 The University of Queensland (UQ), Submission 22, p. 10. 

26 The Australian National University (ANU), Submission 45, p. 10.  

27 UoM, Submission 38, p. 28. 

28 ANU, Submission 45, p. 10. 
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Government establishment of a multi-stakeholder taskforce similar to the 
UFIT model.29 

Other countries 

5.30 The Department of Home Affairs noted several international responses in 
their submission. This included: a recently formed committee in Denmark 
similar to UFIT; a European Union draft concept note on foreign interference 
in the sector; recently released guidelines on international university 
cooperation in Germany; consideration to guidelines in Japan; a checklist for 
collaboration with Chinese universities in the Netherlands; and Guidelines 
for international collaboration in Sweden.30 The German Rectors’ Conference 
said they had formulated guidelines and standards for German universities 
with respect to international cooperation.31 

 
29 Department of Home Affairs, Submission 32, p. 14. 

30 Department of Home Affairs, Submission 32, p. 15. 

31 German Rector’s Conference (HRK), Submission p. 1. 
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6. Committee comment 

6.1 The Committee accepted evidence that the Australian higher education and 
research sector (the sector) is characterised by its research and teaching 
quality, the education it provides to many including international students, 
its international engagement and its integrity. The Committee notes all of 
these factors are commendable and worth protecting and promoting.  

6.2 The Committee has deliberately focussed on risk and threat to the sector in 
this inquiry. The Committee accepted evidence that the national security 
risks are a function of probability and consequence and threat is a function 
of intent and capability. These threats are likely to evolve over time, as 
evidence provided to the Committee has shown they have in the previous 
decade.  

6.3 The Committee noted evidence that the sector, much the same as many other 
sectors within Australia, is and will continue to be a target of foreign 
adversarial action. The intent and capability of foreign adversaries is 
present, as evidence to this Committee has shown. The Committee accepted 
evidence that foreign powers are using their full suite of tools against 
Australia and only some of these are illegal activities and the remainder 
probably fall into the category of legitimate foreign influence activities.  

6.4 The Committee noted that the sector must move from a benign operating 
environment for our adversaries to a hardened environment. The Committee 
concluded that the sector, with government assistance, should create an 
environment where hostile activity is unfeasible, too expensive or too risky 
to undertake. This deterrent effect will be critical to defending the sector and 
should be the lens through which government and the sector view this 
particular issue. None of these measures would take away from the 
fundamental independence that our universities possess.  
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6.5 The Committee’s recommendations can be seen in the framework of 
hardening the operating environment to deny adversaries the ability to 
engage in the national security risks in the sector. Hardening requires 
education, policy, enforcement and engagement. All of these concepts will 
be discussed through the recommendations, which does not necessarily 
require additional legislation. The Committee view this as a shared issue for 
government and the sector, and one that will only be improved by a 
cooperative and aligned approach from both. 

6.6 The sector for the purposes of this chapter is the Australian higher education 
and research sector and all recommendations relating to the sector are 
intended to describe this grouping. Recommendations where the Committee 
sees a role for the sector have been deliberately directed towards the 
University Foreign Interference Taskforce (UFIT) which is comprised of the 
sector and relevant government departments. 

Four headline recommendations 

6.7 Before turning detailed discussion of the issues set out in previous chapters 
there are three ‘headline’ recommendations that need to be set out. The first 
three, relating to UFIT are self-explanatory and the fourth, relating to foreign 
interference on campuses requires some lead in discussion.  

Recommendation 1 

6.8 The Committee recommends the Australian higher education and research 
sector, via the University Foreign Interference Taskforce, undertake a 
campaign of active transparency in relation to the national security risks. 
The Committee recommends that the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce have oversight of this campaign and report to the Australian 
Government on progress.  

Recommendation 2 

6.9 The Committee welcomes the revised UFIT Guidelines and further 
recommends adherence to those guidelines be reported annually to the 
PJCIS in writing, accompanied by a classified briefing. This briefing 
should include an explanation of the capabilities developed to monitor 
and evaluate compliance with the guidelines.  
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The Government should further consider the UFIT terms of reference and 
update relevant guidance material to ensure the body remains fit for 
purpose. 

Recommendation 3 

6.10 The Committee recommends University Foreign Interference Taskforce 
assist universities to introduce, maintain and develop relevant training on 
national security issues for staff and students. Universities should employ 
an accountable authority who is responsible for managing foreign 
interference risks at their institution. This position should be based upon 
the framework set out in part 1.2 of the updated UFIT Guidelines.  

Foreign interference on campuses 

6.11 The Committee noted evidence that national security and academic 
freedoms/international engagement are not zero-sum concepts but 
complementary. The Committee recommends the sector consider national 
security as a supporting feature to the sector rather than an administrative 
inconvenience or compliance burden. The Committee accepts the premise 
that a poorly arranged compliance or legislative framework can increases 
risks in the sector. The Committee does not however accept that this is what 
is occurring in the sector.  

6.12 Foreign interference on university campuses is a particularly complex issue 
and careful choice of language is required. Universities are, and should be, 
places of free speech and independent thought. Holding various views 
regarding geopolitical topics is a reasonable part of university discourse. 
However, if a foreign power either through their representatives in Australia 
or through other means seeks to influence, stifle or alter debate then this is a 
clear demonstration of foreign interference and a risk that universities must 
seek to mitigate.  

6.13 The Committee is concerned by evidence indicating that incidents of foreign 
interference, censorship and intimidation were occurring on university 
campuses. The Committee is not recommending additional legislation on 
this topic as it accepted evidence as to the sufficiency of existing legislation. 
However the Committee does recommend UFIT form a working group to 
explore these issues in detail and provide recommendations to both the 
government and the sector. 
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Recommendation 4 

6.14 The Committee recommends the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce establish a working group to address the issue of on-campus 
intimidation, reporting on fellow students or staff to foreign embassies, 
and intimidation on campuses related to the national security risks and 
make recommendations to the Australian Government and the sector. 

This group, as a matter of urgency, should provide clear guidance to 
universities on implementing penalties for foreign interference activities 
on campus, including reporting on fellow students to foreign 
governments. These should be clearly defined in university codes of 
conduct and communicated to students. 

The importance of the sector 

6.15 The Committee noted evidence highlighting the importance of the sector, its 
contributions to Australian society more broadly and the importance of 
international engagement by universities. International research and 
collaboration – within reason – is a critical part of the Australian economy 
and society.  

6.16 The Committee believes the independence of the sector is critical. Australian 
universities and research institutions hold entrenched freedoms that allow 
high quality research and democratic debate of ideas. This is important for 
both staff and students within the sector. The Australian higher education 
system plays an important role in Australian public life. The importance of 
freedom of speech on campuses, international research relationships and 
collaboration is critical. This independence is at risk though as national 
security threats can erode it.  

6.17 The Committee notes that the sector plays a critical role in Australian society 
both economically and intellectually. The Committee accepted evidence that 
national security and academic integrity are not zero sum concepts. National 
security and academic integrity are mutually reinforcing and critical for a 
prosperous Australian society. The sector indicated its acknowledgement of 
the importance of national security, and the national security bodies 
indicated their support for academic independence and freedom.  

6.18 The Committee notes the legislative landscape that exists for the sector and 
is not recommending any additional laws to address these issues. The 
Committee believes that much of the response to these issues can be 
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performed at the sub-legislative level in the first instance. As Professor Brian 
Schmidt of the ANU observed: 

What we must avoid in doing this is imposing an increased regulatory burden 
that stifles international collaboration and robs us of the national benefits it 
provides.1 

6.19 International engagement can vary from international students studying in 
Australia to Australian researchers conducting research with academics in 
other countries. It is wide, varied, and deeply important to the sector. It is 
not only beneficial to the sector, but also international engagement is critical 
to advancing Australian interests. The Committee accepted evidence that in 
general it is in Australia’s interests to be internationally connected and to 
collaborate with other countries. It is important however for the engagement 
to be in Australia’s interests. Whilst articulation of the national interest must 
come from Government, it is not sufficient for the sector to wait exclusively 
for guidance from Government. Reasonable and sensible decisions in regard 
to reputational risk and international engagement are the responsibility of 
the sector. 

6.20 The Committee considers that the national interest, key areas of research 
engagement and critical technologies were not sufficiently articulated or 
defined to the sector and recommends this is done. Several submissions 
noted the soft power opportunities and other ways international education 
can be in the national interest. Most notably the Committee accepted 
evidence received from the Universities of Melbourne and Tasmania on this 
topic.  

6.21 Submissions recommended developing a national talent management 
strategy for Australian academics and research. Related to this the 
Committee accepted evidence that the sector provides numerous soft power 
opportunities that could be better exploited by government for the national 
interest. A strategy could be used as a counter to the pervasive effects of 
foreign talent-recruitment programs and technology transfer while 
promoting international engagement.  

The sector’s awareness of the national security risks 

6.22 The Committee believes that the sector’s awareness, responsiveness and 
effectiveness in relation to national security risks can best be described as 

 
1 Prof Brian Schmidt, Vice-Chancellor, ANU, Committee Hansard, Canberra, 19 March 2021, p. 2. 
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reactionary but developing rapidly. The sector has not, and did not, respond 
to these risks in a vacuum or of their own proactive volition. Because of this 
reactionary approach, the Committee took a dim view of arguments of 
legislative overlay and increasing regulatory burdens when the Committee 
considers that the sector was being reactionary to the national security risks. 
It is possible perhaps that should the sector have been more proactive on 
issues like talent recruitment and foreign interference on campuses that 
additional government intervention would not have occurred.  

6.23 Evidence received suggests that the awareness of national security risks 
within the sector is substantially varied from baseline understanding and 
bare minimum responses in some instances to deep and mature 
consideration in others. The sector is a broad grouping of institutions and 
their awareness and responsiveness to these issues varied substantially. 
Additionally within universities there can be substantial differences across 
their federated structure of schools and divisions. The Committee notes the 
dissonance between universities which have demonstrated strong awareness 
of the national security risks and illustration of actions taken to mitigate 
these risks, and universities have provided little detail by way of 
demonstrating their awareness. There are still those within the sector that 
say these risks either do not exist or are a low risk.  

6.24 The Committee received evidence that the sector has been subject to the 
national security risks for some time. It is likely that increasing government 
pressure and public awareness is forcing the treatment of these issues. In the 
past year there has been an exponential increase in the sector’s ability and 
willingness to develop national security risk mitigations – this has correlated 
with the rise of UFIT. While this is to be commended, it is long overdue. The 
Committee would hope and expect the sector to be proactive and leading the 
development of responses to these issues as many of them can, and should 
be, addressed by institutions themselves. For example, the issue of diaspora 
groups being pressured on campus by foreign governments is one that the 
sector did not require secret Government intelligence to identify and resolve.  

6.25  The Committee notes the substantial maturity displayed in several 
submissions regarding their awareness of national security risks. Some 
universities have clearly articulated the national security risks and 
demonstrated clear proof of their ability to identify and mitigate risks. These 
universities are to be commended on their efforts to develop these areas, 
most of which has occurred in the past five years. This included clear uplift 
plans on topics such as cyber resilience and new policies and bodies to 
address existing issues such as talent-recruitment schemes and technology 
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transfer. However some of these universities were equally ones identified by 
others, including Mr Joske as discussed in Chapter 3, as having severe 
national security incidents allegedly manifest on their campuses. Many of 
the submissions noted this uplift was a work in progress. It appears to be 
that national security risks rose in prominence around 2018 with the 
discussion of foreign interference. Before this the conversation appeared to 
primarily relate to dual-use technologies.  

6.26 The Committee accepted evidence that this uplift process of increasing 
resilience and responsiveness to threats can be considered as an ongoing 
process between government and the sector and not one that will be 
resolved by any one action or even this inquiry. The risks will continue to 
evolve and we must remain responsive.  

6.27 The Committee agrees with the arguments proposed by Universities United 
Kingdom who have argued for stronger systems and greater awareness of 
the national security risks at all levels within the sector. The Committee 
recommends a focus on these two aspects by the sector.  

6.28 The Committee notes the ANU National Security College (NSC) occasional 
paper titled ‘The Domestic Security Grey Zone: Navigating the Space 
between Foreign Influence and Foreign Interference’ by Katherine 
Manstead. Ms Manstead notes the requirement for active transparency in 
guiding policy responses to these issues as the next step for the FITS Act and 
the Foreign Relations Act. The notion of active transparency was also 
mentioned by some in the sector in their submissions to this inquiry and the 
Committee agrees with it as a general principle worth embedding in any 
response to these issues.2 Active transparency means emphasis on these two 
terms, being both proactive and open in how the sector is responding to 
these issues.  

6.29 The Committee is generally satisfied the sector is aware of the national 
security risks and appropriately developing new risk identification and 
mitigation measures. The Committee is satisfied with the mature and 
ongoing measures several institutions have implemented, and their 
commitment to ongoing improvement and development. The Committee 

 
2 Ms Katherine Manstead, ‘The Domestic Security Grey Zone: Navigating the Space between 

Foreign Influence and Foreign Interference’, ANU National Security College Occasional Paper, 
2021, accessed at: 
https://nsc.crawford.anu.edu.au/sites/default/files/uploads/nsc_crawford_anu_edu_au/2021-
02/nsc_foreign_interference_op_2021.pdf 
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recommends the sector pursue these goals in a coherent, proactive and 
strategic manner to afford the greatest possible protections against the risks.  

6.30 The Committee notes the contrast between UNSW’s response to the Elaine 
Pearson incident and UQ’s response to the Drew Pavlou incident. In the 
former, the institution demonstrated acute understanding of the situation, 
empathy and the ability to make changes. In the latter, the institution did 
not. The Committee respects sub judice conventions and is not commenting 
on the legal merits of this particular incident, nor does discussion of this 
issue indicate acceptance by the Committee as to the merits of the issue.  

6.31 The Committee notes that there is no reporting of harassment, intimidation 
and censorship that occur as a result of foreign interference activities on 
Australian university campuses. This, coupled with mechanisms to allow 
students to anonymously report incidents of intimidation, retaliation, 
harassment, or censorship on campus would enhance the response to 
foreign interference in the sector. 

Recommendation 5 

6.32 The Committee recommends the Department of Education, Skills and 
Training should, in concert with the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce, annually publish a report that documents incidents of 
harassment, intimidation and censorship that occur as a result of foreign 
interference activities on Australian university campuses. This report 
should include the steps and responses, if any, taken by the university. 

Recommendation 6 

6.33 The Committee recommends the Department of Education, Skills and 
Training and the Department of Home Affairs work to develop a secure 
mechanism that allows individual students to anonymously report 
incidents of intimidation, retaliation, harassment, or censorship on 
campus where a student believes those behaviours are associated with 
foreign interference.  

6.34 The Committee notes evidence received regarding Confucius Institutes, both 
at a localised level and more broadly. It further notes the recommendation 
by Mr Chen Yonglin on the closing of Confucius Institutes in Australia. 

6.35 Rather than recommending the closure of Confucius Institutes the 
Committee make the following recommendation in order to increase 
transparency around the hosting of Confucius Institutes.  
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Recommendation 7 

6.36 The Committee recommends that Universities who elect to host a 
Confucius Institute should disclose and make public details of those 
agreements and funding arrangements, and that at a minimum, 
Universities have a final say about the appointment of staff, curriculum 
content and that robust academic freedom and free speech clauses be 
included in any agreement. 

The Committee supports the Foreign Minister using her existing veto 
powers under the Foreign Relations Act to make determinations in the 
national interest, including in relation to Confucius Institutes. 

6.37 The Committee notes that Monash University intends to help a Chinese 
state-owned company with links to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 
build its new commercial passenger airliner.  

6.38 Whilst the Committee accepts that the agreement between the university 
and Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China (COMAC) is focused on 
commercial technology it is the case that these technologies sometimes do 
have dual use. The Committee has had examples where apparently innocent 
research initially has been used for military applications. There was an 
example about drones. There has been an example about surveillance 
technology that may appear innocent on its face but could be used 
otherwise. As a matter of principle an Australian university funded by 
Australian taxpayers and student fees should not be entering into an 
agreement with a company owned or controlled by a foreign authoritarian 
government's army.  

Recommendation 8 

6.39 The Committee recommends the Foreign Minister exercise her power 
under the Foreign Relations Act to make a determination in the national 
interest relating to the agreement between Monash University and 
COMAC. 

6.40 The Committee accepted evidence that UFIT was a good mechanism to share 
best practice guides and government advice throughout the sector and 
supports the deepening of this process. The Committee recommends UFIT 
consider all of the issues raised in this report and design responses as 
appropriate.  
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Demarcation and illumination of critical, dual-use and sensitive 
technologies 

6.41 A vexed issue was the demarcation of research or study areas. The 
Committee accepted evidence that greater articulations by the government 
as to what areas of research are sensitive is required. This will assist security 
intelligence agencies prioritise their workload and ensure the critical areas 
are protected and a layered defence can be developed by the sector. The 
Committee is of the view that this approach is required, articulating firstly a 
strategy to advance our national interests and secondly a layered defence to 
protect our clearly articulated critical areas of research.  

6.42 Additionally the Committee notes that a distinction needs to be made 
between academic areas of national security concern (e.g. advanced defence 
manufacturing) and national security concerns in all academic areas. 
However it is not simply the case that if an academic area is not in the 
former category then it cannot be in the latter.  

6.43 The issue of ‘dual-use’ technology was discussed as part of this inquiry, with 
the general trend appearing to be that more and more sectors or areas are 
being considered as possibly dual-use technologies or subjects. Careful 
consideration and construction to determine these risks will be essential to 
both protect Australia and engage positively with the world. The Committee 
notes the “Blueprint for Critical Technologies” released by the Critical 
Technologies Policy Coordination Office within the Department of Prime 
Minister and Cabinet on 17 November 2021 and recommends this be taken 
note of by the higher education sector.  

Recommendation 9 

6.44 The Committee recommends the higher education sector take note of the 
“Blueprint for Critical Technologies” released by the Critical 
Technologies Policy Coordination Office within the Department of Prime 
Minister and Cabinet on 17 November 2021 as a reference for areas of 
research sensitive to the national interest and exercise greater caution with 
international research partnerships, PhD students and cyber-security. 
However, the Committee urges the sector not to consider this list 
exhaustive and to also use their own judgement about technologies which 
might subsequently emerge. In these sensitive research cases, universities 
should be required to provide additional security assurances regarding 
research personnel to Commonwealth funding agencies. 
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National security risks in the sector 

6.45 The Committee accepted evidence that all the national security risks in the 
terms of reference, with the possible exclusion of undisclosed foreign 
influence, were present in the sector. The Committee accepted evidence that 
data theft and espionage are significant national security issues, with 
possible manifestation in multiple vectors including the cyber domain and 
via human means. Data theft in this context includes talent recruitment 
programs which are addressed elsewhere in this chapter.  

6.46 The Committee accepted evidence that cyber-attacks by foreign powers are 
one of the most significant of the national security risks identified by this 
inquiry. These cyber events are occurring across the sector and are very 
serious. Several institutions discussed the criticality of this particular issue. 
The Committee notes cyber is a vector that can incorporate espionage and 
foreign interference. The sector is a vector through which these risks can 
materialise. It is also a target in specific instances for research that can be 
commercialised or used for national gain purposes. The Committee notes it 
is not only specific military technologies that can be stolen by foreign 
powers, but technologies in any domain such as agriculture, medicine, 
energy or manufacturing. Whilst it is true that the theft of some information 
is more prejudicial to Australian interests than others, all data theft 
undermines Australian sovereignty and should be protected against.  

6.47 The Committee accepted evidence that foreign interference is a significant 
national security concern that is entirely different in its manifestation to 
espionage, though has some concepts in common. Additionally, there is a 
substantial difference between foreign interference against students and 
academics – though both are part of universities. It is a particularly difficult 
concept which can be muddied in broader discussions around free speech 
and espionage. Foreign interference requires a state-based component; 
otherwise it does not meet this threshold. The Committee recommends the 
Government assist the sector mature its awareness of foreign interference 
and espionage as evidence given to the Committee sometimes confused 
these two issues. The Committee noted several academic institutions argued 
that the foreign interference risk to them was low, and disagreed with these 
arguments as the overwhelming evidence to this inquiry was these issues 
are present.  

6.48 The Committee accepts that the national security risks are not unique to the 
sector. The Committee notes the importance of perspective in considering 
these issues, which are likely more significant in this sector than others, but 
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less so than other sectors. The Committee notes the sector is in part a target 
due to the high value the sector provides.  

6.49 The national security threats while disparate are prejudicial acts undertaken 
by, or on behalf of, a foreign power. Foreign interference and influence relate 
more to attempts to alter or vary Australian systems and institutions rather 
than the more ‘simple’ extraction of information is espionage. All of these 
are unacceptable. The Committee accepted evidence that the risks are 
occurring within the sector, and are significant in their prejudicial impact on 
Australian interests. 

6.50 Where espionage relates primarily to taking information out of Australian 
institutions, foreign interference is all about putting information into 
Australian institutions or otherwise maligning them. Both are equally 
harmful, though entirely different in characterisation. Furthermore, foreign 
interference targeted against academics and curriculum is quite distinct to 
foreign interference targeted against students.  

6.51 Espionage is not a new concept, and it has never been the case that a sector 
or element of a society was immune to it. Universities are at the cutting edge 
of sensitive research; hold large student populations from a variety of 
groups; and have strong access into both industry and government. For all 
of these reasons they can be viewed as targets of foreign powers even if in 
some instances the sector itself is but a vector to another objective.  

6.52 For both foreign interference and espionage the Committee accepted 
evidence that transparency and due diligence are foundational requirements 
to create an environment in which these risks are identified. Awareness, 
acknowledgement and genuine proactive measures are the next step 
required of our academic institutions to further degrade the corrosive effect 
of these risks.  

6.53 The Committee notes that these national security risks are likely to evolve 
over time and while for example talent-recruitment programs are discussed 
at length below as a security issue, it may well be new national security risks 
that materialise in the coming years. For this reason, strong engagement 
with government and a responsive attitude to risk is required. It is perhaps 
more important for the sector to develop better understanding of national 
security and develop new tools than developing expertise in one particular 
point-in-time issue. Given the likely evolution of these risks, the Committee 
recommends ASIO update the parliament, via their annual report, on these 
issues to provide the parliament with assurances that the sector is 
appropriately addressing the evolving risks. 
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Recommendation 10 

6.54 The Committee recommends ASIO, in their annual report to parliament, 
provide information on threats to the Australian higher education and 
research sector as a routine part of their broader threat assessment. 

Foreign diplomats holding academic positions within the sector 

6.55 As a general principle the Committee does not have an issue with foreign 
diplomats holding honorary positions at universities and accepted evidence 
that existing legislation was likely adequate to address residual risks. 
However, the situation outlined to this Committee whereby a foreign 
diplomat made statements that were not compatible with Australia’s 
position on the right to free speech and to peaceful and lawful protest at the 
same institution at which they held an honorary position is concerning to the 
Committee.  

6.56 The argument put forward by UQ that statements made in a diplomatic 
capacity can be separated from, and do not affect the role of, such an 
individual in the university is not accepted by the Committee. To have an 
individual who praised violence against a student on campus continue to 
hold office at that university is anathema to the principles of openness and 
transparency that Australian universities possess. On its face this gives the 
appearance that UQ is naïve to these issues and on closer consideration an 
argument could be made that UQ is in breach of its duty of care to its 
students. The Committee recommends this issue is subject to deeper 
consideration by UFIT, the Attorney-General’s Department and Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade to make recommendations to the sector.  

Recommendation 11 

6.57 The Committee recommends the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce establish clear policies on what constitutes acceptable dual 
appointments of foreign diplomats at Australian tertiary institutions. 
Universities should also make their own judgements about whether 
appointments are consistent with the values they seek to uphold.  

Additionally, the Committee recommends the Attorney-General’s 
Department and Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade consider 
whether appointments of foreign diplomats to Australian tertiary 
institutions are adequately addressed via existing legislative frameworks. 
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6.58 The Committee supports the idea that universities should allow for 
anonymous assignment submission in certain circumstances as noted in the 
examples relating to Oxford University. This would provide students who 
feared foreign interference an avenue to participate in university discourse 
on sensitive topics.  

Recommendation 12 

6.59 The Committee recommends the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce provide guidance to support universities allowing for 
anonymous assignment submission. 

Recommendation 13 

6.60 The Committee recommends the Attorney-General’s Department should 
clearly communicate Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme 
requirements to foreign student associations operating at Australian 
universities and investigate possible cases of non-compliance. 

Cyber security  

6.61 Institutions generally demonstrated strong awareness of cyber security risks 
and illustrated detailed ‘uplift’ programs at their institutions. The 
Committee accepted evidence that cyber presented one of the most 
significant, if not most significant, risk to many institutions and is an area of 
immense importance. The Committee additionally accepted evidence that 
indicated strong improvements being made in these areas and several 
institutions noted their cyber improvement processes were midway through 
a multi-year upgrade. 

Talent recruitment programs, due diligence and technology transfer 

6.62 The Committee accepted evidence that technology transfer is happening in 
Australia and is a serious threat to Australia’s national security. It erodes our 
sovereignty and can allow our sensitive technologies to be stolen by foreign 
competitors. This can disadvantage Australia politically, economically, 
commercially and militarily.  

6.63 The Committee generally agrees participation itself is not sufficient to 
amount to a national security concern. But this hypothetical and broad 
statement can, and is, separate from the reality of the situation in Australia. 
The evidence provided to the Committee clearly show Australian academics 
working on obviously military or sensitive commercial technology while 
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holding concurrent positions with institutions in a foreign country – this is 
not in the national interest and the sector must improve its policies and 
procedures in this regard. More often than not it was inadequate disclosure 
rather than a lack of disclosure which was an issue.  

6.64 The Committee accepted evidence that greater improvements on due 
diligence by universities is required. This is both of academics and 
institutions. Universities are responsible for their staff who receive ARC 
funding, and cannot shift the burden of due diligence to security agencies by 
requesting additional information. Additionally the ARC, whilst not a 
national security body, is an accountable body responsible for performing 
due diligence of the grants it issues.  

6.65 The Committee does not accept that it is an absence of Australian 
government intelligence that is preventing the sector from undertaking 
proper due diligence.  

6.66 The Committee considers that the Australian Government should not do 
vetting on behalf of universities. This is primarily a business intelligence 
issue for these institutions and one that many are currently not equipped to 
deal with. Any solution needs to be commercially available to be shared 
within the sector and whilst tailored government security advice can assist 
in this process, it is the responsibility of the sector. The Committee accepted 
evidence that the engagement and relationship with security agencies was 
strong and is not recommending any significant changes.  

6.67 The Committee accepted evidence that for the specific topic of membership 
in talent recruitment programs, the sector needs to do better. The examples 
provided to this Committee of possible technology transfer are simply 
unacceptable. If Mr Joske can identify academics participating in talent 
recruitment programs in the absence of classified intelligence being 
provided to him, there should be nothing stopping large institutional 
universities doing the same. The Committee noted that several institutions 
downplayed their academic’s affiliations with talent recruitment programs. 

6.68 The Committee accepted evidence that it is not sufficient for universities to 
say they are unable to conduct due diligence without greater access to 
government intelligence. There is a broad gap between baseline open source 
checking and top secret government intelligence. It is in this space that 
universities must develop capabilities. The more the sector can demonstrate 
a mature and proactive approach to addressing these issues, the less likely 
additional legislation is – the sector would do well to acknowledge this.  
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6.69 The Committee supports greater engagement and assessment sharing from 
intelligence agencies to the sector, but it needs to be balanced with the sector 
contributing to this process. Further efforts are required in this regard, and 
the Committee notes the substantially developed areas in institutions like 
ANU and the University of Melbourne that holistically assess security risks. 
There is much to be emulated in these responses from other institutions, and 
claiming a dearth of secret information is not sufficient.  

6.70 The Committee recommends the sector develop its due diligence 
capabilities, and in certain instances parts of the Australian Government too. 
Security agencies do not have a mortgage on investigatory nous and critical 
thinking. 

Recommendation 14 

6.71 The Committee recommends the Australian Government provide deeper 
and timelier security advice to assist the sector in their risk identification 
and management processes. 

6.72 At minimum, the Committee recommends all institutions within the sector 
undertake a strong audit of their historical exposure to talent program 
participation noting the thousand talents program is one amongst many. 
More broadly the Committee recommends the inclusion of penalties with 
respect to Commonwealth funding for institutions who are failing to detect 
or respond to these issues.  

6.73 Legislation provides the outer limit for what is acceptable and in this context 
it is the EFI Act which provides clear definitions of espionage and foreign 
interference. In the sub-legislative area before these legal bounds come into 
effect in which the sector must lead and take responsibility for policies and 
practices to defend itself in line with its values. The sector previously has 
skirted very closely to this outer limit and whilst there have been substantial 
improvements in previous years; it is not sufficient nor appropriate to add 
additional legislation to make smaller the outer limit. Responsible 
universities acting in the national interest and in accordance with their own 
values should, and indeed are overall, able to operate successfully in this 
realm in the absence of additional legislation.   

6.74 All institutions named in Mr Joske’s submission as having partially-
disclosed participants in talent recruitment programs should undertake 
rapid and deep audits of these engagements. Transparency and proactive 
responses are lacking in these examples. The Committee is not satisfied with 
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the responses given to Mr Joske’s allegations which varied from denial to 
deflection. 

6.75 The Committee accepted evidence that for institutions that are naive or 
unwilling to address the risks posed from this activity, the Australian 
Government should not provide them funding to undertake sensitive 
military research. Among the universities listed by Mr Joske were UTS, 
UNSW and ANU. The Committee is disappointed by the response of ANU 
to Mr Joske’s allegations, which essentially indicated the issue they had with 
Professor Yu Changbin was that he was spreading his time too thin between 
two institutions, rather than the substance of Professor Yu’s relationship 
with the People’s Liberation Army.  

6.76 Of concern to this Committee were the talent recruitment program examples 
given that had linkages to Australian or allied (often American) military 
research. In these examples an Australian academic worked on allied 
military projects and then became affiliated with talent recruitment 
programs. These are incredibly sensitive areas of research and universities 
must do more to protect these areas. In these instances the Committee is 
recommending Defence withhold funding for high-risk entities or 
institutions.  

6.77 It is highly likely, that if the examples provided by Mr Joske are true, that 
Australian military technology either has been, or has the potential to be, 
provided to foreign powers. This point requires careful consideration by 
both government and the sector and is an area that requires urgent attention.  

6.78 Government, through Defence, should cease engagements with institutions 
whereby these practices are allowed to continue. Defence Industry Security 
Program (DISP) accreditation should take into account talent-program 
participation and an assessment of a university’s ability to identify and 
mitigate these risks. If one area of a university is seeking DISP accreditation 
and another area of a university is failing to detect talent program 
participation then this should affect the accreditation.  

6.79 The Committee accepted evidence that sensitive or protected research 
should not be undertaken at institutions which are unable to conduct 
appropriate due diligence. The issue appears to be partial disclosure, and 
substantially more information being available on Chinese language media 
than in English. Stronger penalties are likely required to address this 
particular problem, rather than additional legislation. 
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Recommendation 15 

6.80 The Committee recommends the Department of Defence deny Defence 
Industry Security Program accreditation to institutions with exposure to 
talent recruitment programs that is assessed to be a security issue. 

6.81 The Committee heard evidence relating to both autonomous sanctions and 
defence export controls. These submissions noted the well-established 
nature of these programs and several reviews that had been undertaken. A 
common comment from the sector was that advice from the appropriate 
agencies was often slow and an area of possible improvement.  

Recommendation 16 

6.82 The Committee recommends more timely and relevant advice be provided 
by the Department of Defence and the Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade in support of the defence export control and autonomous sanctions 
schemes.  

6.83 The Committee noted that many of the national security risks are 
materialising in an overt or readily discoverable manner. This does not make 
them any less significant, but it does question the efficacy of individual 
institutions and their ability to identify and mitigate national security risks.  

6.84 The Committee accepted evidence that partially disclosed membership in 
talent-recruitment programs of non-allied countries are not in the national 
interest. Examples of researchers simultaneously developing sensitive (often 
military use) technology for Australia and non-allied other countries, while 
receiving grant money from Australia, are unlikely to be in the national 
interest and most likely adverse to Australian interests. It is not in 
Australia’s interests for academics here to be assisting the development of 
our adversaries’ militaries. To fund this arrangement via taxpayer funds 
through the ARC is anathema to the national interest.  

6.85 Of note, the Committee heard no evidence that indicated a favourable 
outcome to the national interest as a result of participation in talent 
recruitment programs. Much greater transparency, due diligence, and risk 
assessments are required if participation in talent-recruitment programs are 
to continue. The current situation is adverse to Australia’s national interests 
and several examples were provided to the Committee showing how these 
arrangements are obviously against Australian interests.  
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6.86 The Committee notes a significant number of those institutions identified as 
having a high exposure to talent recruitment programs did not address these 
programs in their submissions, despite the significant media reporting on 
the national security concerns associated with this. The Committee 
commends the University of Melbourne for its mature response in this 
regard. 

6.87 The Committee accepted evidence that talent recruitment programs should 
not be banned across Australia. However the Committee accepted evidence 
that government employees and affiliates, including those at the CSIRO, 
should be prohibited from participating in talent recruitment programs.  

Recommendation 17 

6.88 The Committee recommends employees of government departments and 
agencies be prohibited from participation in talent-recruitment programs.  

6.89 The Committee accepted evidence that future policies and legislations 
should be ideally co-designed via the UFIT process. As a test of this capacity, 
the Committee recommends UFIT first address the issue of talent-
recruitment programs. In parallel to this process the Government should 
consider whether existing legislation is adequately addressing this particular 
issue. 

Recommendation 18 

6.90 The Committee recommends the Attorney-General’s Department and 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade assess whether existing 
legislative tools are sufficient for addressing membership in talent 
programs that are against the national interest. 

6.91 The Committee accepted evidence that an audit of ARC grants is required to 
determine the scale of this particular issue. An audit should consider 
previous grants and recommend any future policy changes for the ARC and 
the sector. It should be completed the Department of Education, Skills and 
Employment. 

Recommendation 19 

6.92 The Committee recommends the Department of Education, Skills and 
Employment commission a risk-based audit which samples Australian 
Research Council grants over the past decade to determine exposure 
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associated with participation in talent recruitment programs noting the 
thousand talents program is one amongst many. The audit should 
investigate whether grant rules have been adhered to regarding 
intellectual property.  

The Committee also recommends the Government investigate the 
adequacy of existing penalties for research institutions who are failing to 
detect or respond to any breaches to ARC grant rules identified in the 
audit.  

6.93 The Committee accepted evidence that staff member professional external 
affiliations should both be audited and made public, particularly as this 
related to talent recruitment programs. 

Recommendation 20 

6.94 The Committee recommends the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce work with universities to develop best practice audit 
requirements regarding senior research staff members’ foreign interests, 
including participation in talent programs. These foreign interests should 
then be provided to UFIT and university-specific but individually 
anonymised information on foreign interests made publicly available via 
UFIT’s website. This should include transparency on measures taken to 
address incidences of security concern and conflicts. 

International students 

6.95 In regard to international students, the Committee accepted evidence from 
the sector and government that diversification of international student 
populations was advantageous. The Committee received evidence around 
the importance of international students. The Committee accepted evidence 
in favour of maintaining social cohesion on campuses. However the 
Committee is of the view that over-reliance on international students may 
have exposed universities to a higher degree of risk from foreign 
interference. The Committee notes the sector is broadly taking measures to 
address this issue and commends the sector on doing so. It is possible the 
Australian Government will be able to assist in this process.  
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Recommendation 21 

6.96 The Committee recommends the Departments of Education, Skills and 
Employment and Foreign Affairs and Trade assist the sector in 
diversifying international student populations.  

Government policies and legislation 

6.97 The Committee considered the adequacy and efficacy of existing 
Government programs, policies and procedures with respect to the national 
security risks and accepted evidence as to their general suitability to mitigate 
the risks.  

A National Research Integrity Office 

6.98 The Committee heard evidence in support of establishing a national research 
integrity office to publicly oversee universities in the sector and produce 
public reports, manage disclosure databases and conduct integrity 
investigations. To the extent that doing so would support, and not detract 
from UFIT, the Committee recommends the Government consider 
establishing such a body. Any body would seek to consolidate and simplify 
the existing regulatory framework.  

6.99 Where the UFIT would continue to focus on agilely and collaboratively 
developing responses to the national security risks, an oversight body would 
audit said efforts and provide transparency and accountability. Of note, the 
establishment of such a body would not represent additional regulatory 
burdens for the sector and would be designed to audit existing 
arrangements. 

Recommendation 22 

6.100 The Committee recommends the Government direct the Tertiary 
Education Quality and Standards Agency to initiate a regular audit of 
national security issues and responses in the sector by establishing a 
National Research Integrity Office within the Agency. The findings of this 
audit should be publicly reported. 

University Foreign Interference Taskforce 

6.101 The Committee notes the importance of a balanced and proportionate 
response to these national security risks. The response needs to be primarily 
led by the universities with government support. The Committee notes 
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national security risks involve the sector and government. The Committee 
notes the sector is primarily responsible for identify and mitigating these 
risks, but is reliant on close relationships and information provided from 
government so as to accurately identify and treat risks. The Committee 
accepted evidence that co-design between the sector and government was 
advantageous.  

6.102 The Committee accepted evidence that the best response to these issues is by 
empowering and strengthening the sector to allow it to respond 
appropriately in each university’s individual context. This is in contrast to a 
strictly legislative or government response to the issues. As discussed 
elsewhere in this chapter, the Committee is satisfied with the existing 
legislative framework on these issues and does not favour a legislative 
response. The focus by Government should be on empowering the sector, as 
the UFIT mechanism demonstrates.  

6.103 The Committee notes adherence with the UFIT Guidelines is a good starting 
point for the sector. The Committee recommends the sector develop stronger 
understanding of foreign interference as opposed to espionage and not 
conflate the two terms. UFIT, by definition, relates to foreign interference 
specifically and not the other national security risks considered by this 
inquiry as significant. However, the promulgation of the UFIT Guidelines 
appears to have correlated with a general increase in sectoral awareness of 
these issues. The Committee notes the UFIT guidelines are not binding nor 
subject to independent oversight. The Committee accepted evidence that 
benchmarking and assessment of UFIT Guideline adherence is the logical 
next step.   

6.104 The Committee is not satisfied with the answer given by the Department of 
Home Affairs regarding UFIT’s accountability and future development. 
Additional accountability is required beyond the oft-quoted positive refrains 
about UFIT without providing concrete examples of benchmarking or 
adherence. The phrase of an ‘evolving journey’ is sufficient only to a certain 
point. The Committee did not receive strong evidence as to the future 
direction of UFIT.  

6.105 The Committee notes the strong praise the sector has given to UFIT, both in 
terms of its collaborative process, and its specific advice. The Committee 
recommends channelling this positive process and using it as the preferred 
vehicle into the future, where possible. It makes sense to continue the UFIT 
mechanism, and the Committee notes that unless specified otherwise, all 
recommendations from this report should at least consider UFIT in their 
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implementation. UFIT is clearly a positive construct, but it was only formed 
recently, and has many years of national security risks manifestation to catch 
up on.  

6.106 At this stage no legislation is recommended though this should depend on 
the sector’s bona fide adherence to the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce Guidelines. The Committee recommends where possible, 
Government engage the sector on new legislation and policy relating to the 
sector via the University Foreign Interference Taskforce mechanism to 
ensure a collaborative and effective response. 

6.107 The Committee accepted evidence that University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce Guideline adherence should be benchmarked across the sector. 
The Committee additionally accepted evidence that UFIT should now 
develop a clear forward work program. Review of the UFIT Guidelines 
could be in the form of a national research integrity office as recommended 
above. This should involve establishment of metrics and benchmarks for 
performance. The results of these audits and assessments should be made 
public annually. This is in addition to a UFIT self review as recommended 
above.  

6.108 The Committee heard and accepted evidence in favour of increasing the 
membership of UFIT. The Committee accepted evidence that DFAT should 
be included in UFIT. 

Recommendation 23 

6.109 The Committee recommends representation from the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade be included in the University Foreign 
Interference Taskforce. 

6.110 The Committee noted evidence supporting increased education for staff and 
students within universities on the national security risks.  

Recommendation 24 

6.111 The Committee recommends University Foreign Interference Taskforce 
assist universities to introduce, maintain and develop relevant training on 
national security issues for staff and students.  

6.112 The Committee accepted evidence that legislation relating to the sector 
should, in so far as it is possible to do so, be co-designed with the sector. The 
Committee additionally accepted evidence that the sector was subject to a 
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substantial amount of legislation and supports recommendations made to 
complete a regulatory impact assessment on the effect of this legislation. 

6.113 The Committee accepted evidence that a national security legislation 
implementation taskforce would be beneficial for the sector as it seeks to 
implement the various pieces of national security legislation and 
regulations. 

Recommendation 25 

6.114 The Committee recommends the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce develop a national security legislation implementation working 
group to assist universities in actioning national security legislation and 
related policies. This working group should develop understanding 
within the sector as to the relationship between various pieces of national 
security legislation. 

Australian Research Council 

6.115 The Committee accepted evidence that substantial improvements are 
required on the topic of ARC grant provision, audit and disclosure.  This is 
an area that has ‘slipped’ between the gaps with the ARC saying it is the 
responsibility of the universities, and universities saying it is too difficult to 
do disclosure on their academics who are partially disclosing their 
affiliations. This is not satisfactory and a clear national security risk that 
requires immediate remediation. Initially the Committee recommends 
greater engagement in support of ARC processes between the sector and the 
ARC. 

6.116 The Committee accepted evidence that grant fraud was likely occurring. The 
Committee recommends penalties should be introduced to deter this fraud 
occurring in the future. The Committee notes universities are responsible for 
their grants, even though it was often particular academics who were not 
fully disclosing their affiliations. The Committee accepts evidence that it is 
the universities who are nether the less responsible.  

6.117 These penalties should deter partial disclosure and incentivise the sector to 
more adequately undertake due diligence on their employees participating 
in Australian Research Council programs. These penalties could come in the 
form of diminished Australian Research Council funding in the future across 
that institution.  
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Recommendation 26 

6.118 The Committee recommends the Australian Research Council clearly 
communicate to the sector via the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce the serious consequences of grant fraud to increase awareness 
of disclosure requirements. All Commonwealth funding organisations 
should consider the adequacy of existing compliance and accountability 
policies with regard to the provision of grant funding. 

In addition the Committee recommends the Australian Research Council 
toughen penalties against grant fraud and inadequate or incomplete 
disclosure and prioritise investigation and enforcement of them. 

Tenders issued by all government agencies providing grants to research 
institutions should include a standard clause requiring compliance with 
existing countering foreign interference policies. 

6.119 The Committee heard evidence of recent grants being denied on national 
security grounds after additional advice was sought. The Committee 
accepted evidence that this was in the national interest but recommends 
information related to grant denials on national security grounds be 
provided to the Parliament through the Parliamentary Joint Committee on 
Intelligence and Security (PJCIS). 

Recommendation 27 

6.120 The Committee recommends a review of the ARC’s performance in 
assessing foreign interference and national security risks in the context of 
grant decisions. A copy of the review should be made available to the 
PJCIS. 

6.121 The Committee accepted evidence in favour of a stronger enforcement 
approach to be taken by the ARC on these issues, noting while it is not a 
national security specialist, it does need to properly audit these issues.  

6.122 The Committee heard mixed evidence regarding the role of TEQSA and as 
such is not issuing any recommendations, apart from the establishment of 
the National Research Integrity Office, regarding this particular body. The 
Committee has not heard any evidence that would indicate that TEQSA has 
a substantial role to play in national security issues.  

Espionage and foreign interference legislation 
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6.123 The Committee notes the concerns raised relating to overlapping legislation 
relating to national security. The Committee was generally not convinced by 
these arguments. As seen in earlier chapters the sector cited the legislation as 
proof of their awareness of national security risks. The Committee takes a 
dim view of these same submissions then citing the legislation as a burden 
as well.  

6.124 The existing legislative and policy frameworks are sufficient to address the 
national security threats. Small improvements have been recommended, 
mostly around the deepening and broadening of information provision to 
the sector to enable them to best defend themselves.  

6.125 The Committee notes the adequacy of existing espionage and foreign 
legislation and its ability to mitigate the national security threats identified 
in this inquiry. In broad terms, there is no requirement for additional 
legislation to address the national security risks outlined in this inquiry.  

International engagement 

6.126 The Committee notes the relatively world-leading responses, policies and 
structures in place in Australia. Working collaboratively with like-minded 
countries on these issues should continue to be a focus of all parties 
involved. The Committee accepted evidence that the national security risks 
were common across similar countries, and while some contextual factors 
may lead to different manifestations, the national security risks are global.  

6.127 The Committee notes the clear articulation by the United Kingdom on the 
topic of these issues. The illustration of goals and required actions to achieve 
these goals is admirable and worth emulating in the Australian context. It is 
likely the actions and goals are similar, if not identical, in Australia. The 
committee highlights this point to readers. It is probable that stronger 
international engagement would assist on these issues. 
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6.128 A safe and secure higher education sector is critical to Australian prosperity. 
Governments and the sector have come a long way in remedying these 
issues in the past several years but it is an ongoing and dynamic process that 
will be required to continue into the future. 

 

 

 

Senator James Paterson 

Chair 

23 March 2022 
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